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Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 2
Proposed Inservice Inspection Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17. Version 1.0

Ladies and Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i), Southern Nuclear Operating
Company (SNC) hereby requests Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
approval of proposed insen/ice inspection (ISI) alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17,
Version 1.0. This Alternative would allow American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code Case N-729-1, Inspection Item B4.40 for Reactor
Pressure Vessel (RPV) Closure Head nozzle and partial penetration welds of
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC)-resistant materials to be
reexamined once every 20-years for Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP) Unit 2 in lieu of
the 10-year examination requirement outlined in ASME Code Case N-729-1.

Treatment of Alloy 690 RPV Closure Heads in Code Case N-729-1 was intended
to be conservative and subject to reassessment once additional laboratory data
and plant experience on the performance of Alloy690 and Alloy52/152 weld
metals became available. Using plant and laboratory data, EPRI document
Materials Reliability Program (MRP)-375 (EPRI 3002002441) was developed to
support a technically based volumetric / surface reexamination interval using
appropriate analytical tools. The technical justification provided demonstrates that
a 20-year inspection interval for the volumetric exams of the Unit 2 RPV Closure
Head provides an acceptable level of quality and safety: therefore, it is requested
that the NRC authorize this proposed alternative in accordance with 10 CFR
50.55a(a)(3)(i).
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This letter contains no NRC commitments. If you have any questions, please
contact Ken McElroy at (205) 992-7369.

Sincerely,

tuiL
C. R. Pierce

Regulatory Affairs Director

CRP/JMC/

Enclosure 1: Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

Enclosure 2: Minimum Factor of Improvement (FOI) Calculation for Farley Unit
2

Enclosure 3: MRP-375, Technical Basis for Reexamination Interval Extension
for Alloy 690 PWR Reactor Vessel Top Head Penetration Nozzles
(EPRI 3002002441)
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Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50,55a(a)(3)(i)

Plant Site-Unit: Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant (FNP) - Unit 2.

Interval Dates:
4th Insen/ice Inspection (ISI) Inten/al - December 1, 2007 through November
30,2017.

Requested
Date for

Approval:
Approval is requested by June 30, 2015.

ASME Code

Components
Affected:

The affected components are American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) Class 1 Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Reactor Vessel Upper
Head (Closure Head) nozzles and partial-penetration welds fabricated with
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (PWSCC)-resistant materials.
Farley Unit 1 and 2 penetration tubes and vent pipe are fabricated from Alloy
690 with Alloy 52/152 attachment welds.

Applicable
Code Edition

and Addenda:

The applicable Code edition and addenda (for the 4"^ ISI interval) is ASME
Section XI, "Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power Plant
components," 2001 Edition through the 2003 Addenda. Note that Farley will
adopt a laterapplicable code edition for the 5"^ ISI Interval, butthat this
alternative still applies to the frequency of the next Reactor Vessel Closure
Head (RPVCH) Exam.

Applicable
Code

Requirements:

10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(D) required licensees of existing, operating
pressurized-water reactors by December 31,2008 to implement the
requirements of ASME Code Case N-729-1. Code Case N-729-1, Inspection
Item B4.40 for ASME Class 1 PWR Reactor Vessel Upper Head, i.e., closure
Head, (RPVCH) nozzles and partial-penetration welds fabricated with
PWSCC-resistant materials, requires volumetric and/or surface examination
of essentially 100% of the required volume or equivalent surface of the nozzle
tube each inspection interval (nominally 10 calendar years). A demonstrated
volumetric or surface leak assessment through all J-groove welds is required.

Reason for

Request:

Treatment of Alloy690 RPV Closure Heads in Code Case N-729-1 was
intended to be consen/ative and subject to reassessment once additional
laboratory data and plant experience on the performance of Alloy 690 and
Alloy52/152 weld metals became available. Using plant and laboratory data,
ERPI document Materials Reliability Program (MRP) - 375 (EPRI
3002002441) was developed to support a technically based volumetric /
surface reexamination inten/al using appropriate analytical tools. This
technical basis demonstrates that the re-examination interval can be extended
to the requested interval length while maintaining an acceptable level of
quality and safety. Therefore, Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) is
requesting approval of this alternative to allowthe use of the ISI interval
extension for the affected FNP-Unit 2 components.
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Proposed
Alternative:

Basis for Use:

Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

SNC is requesting extension of the requirements of Code Case N-729-1,
Inspection Item B4.40 for performing volumetric/surface exams of the Farley
Unit 2 RPVCH. Specifically, this would allow volumetric/surface examinations
currently scheduled for the spring of 2016 (baseline exams performed in the fall
of 2005) to be moved to the spring of 2025. This request applies to the
inspection frequencies not the inspection techniques, as the inspection
techniques may change with later editions of ASME Section XI and 10 CFR
50.55a.

The basis for the inspection frequency for ASME Code Case N-729-1 comes,
in part, from the analysis of laboratory and plant data presented in report
MRP-111, which was summarized in the safety assessment for RPVCHs in
MRP-110. The material improvement factor for PWSCC of Alloy690/52/152
materials over that of mill-annealed Alloys 600 and 182 was shown by this
report to be on the order of 26 or greater.

Further evaluations were performed to demonstrate the acceptability of
extending the inspection intervals for Code Case N-729-1, Inspection Item
B4.40 components and documented in MRP- 375. In summary, the basis for
extending the intervals from once each inten/al (nominally 10 calendar years)
to once every second interval (nominally 20 calendar years) is based on plant
service experience, factor of improvement studies using laboratory data,
deterministic study results, and probabilistic study results.

Per MRP-375, much of the laboratory data indicated a factor of improvement
of 100 for Alloys 690/52/152 versus Alloys 600/182/82 (for equivalent
temperature and stress conditions) in terms of crack growth rates (CGRs). In
addition, laboratory and plant data demonstrate a factor of improvement in
excess of 20 in terms of the time to PWSCC initiation. This reduced

susceptibility to PWSCC initiation and growth supports elimination of all
volumetric exams throughout the plant service period. However, since work is
still ongoing to determine the performance of Alloy690/52/152 metals, the
determination of the proposed inspection interval is based on conservatively
smaller factors of improvement.

Deterministic calculations demonstrate that the alternative volumetric re-
examination schedule is sufficient to detect any PWSCC before it could
develop into a safety significant circumferential flaw that approaches the large
size (i.e., more than 300°) necessary to produce a-nozzle ejection. The
deterministic calculations also demonstrate that any base metal PWSCC
would likely be detected prior to a through-wall flaw occurring. Probabilistic
calculations based on a Monte Carlo simulation model of the PWSCC

process, including PWSCC initiation, crack growth, and flaw detection via
ultrasonic testing show a substantially reduced effect on nuclear safety
compared to a head with Alloy 600 nozzles examined per current
requirements.
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Basis for Use:

(Continued)

Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

Service Experience

As documented in MRP-375, the resistance of Alloy 690 and corresponding
weld metals Alloy 52 and 152 is demonstrated by the lack of any PWSCC
indications reported in these materials, in up to 24 calendar years of service
for thousands of Alloy690 steam generator tubes, and more than 20 calendar
years of service for thick-wall and thin-wall Alloy690 applications. This
excellent operating experience includes service at pressurizer and hot-leg
temperatures and includes Alloy690 wrought base metal and Alloy52/152
weld metal. This experience includes ISI volumetric/surface examinations
performed in accordance with ASME Code Case N-729-1 on 13 of the 40
replacement RPVCHs currently operating in the U.S. fleet. This data supports
a kctorof improvement in time of at least 5 to 20 to detectable PWSCC when
compared to service experience of Alloy 600 in similar applications.

Factors of Improvement fFOh for Crack Initiation

Alloy 690 is highly resistant to PWSCC due to its approximate 30% chromium
content. Per MRP-115, it was noted that Alloy 82 CGR is 2.6 slower than
Alloy 182. There is no strong evidence for a difference in Alloy 52 and 152
CGRs. Therefore data used to develop factors of improvement for Alloy
52/152 were referenced against the base case Alloy 182, as Alloy 182 is more
susceptible to initiation and growth when compared to Alloy 82. A simple
factor of improvement approach was applied in a conservative manner in
MRP-375 using multiple data. As discussed in MRP-375, laboratory and plant
data demonstrate a factor of improvement in excess of 20 in terms of the time
to PWSCC initiation.

Factors of Improvement (FOH for Crack Growth

MRP-375 also assessed laboratory PWSCC crack growth rate data for the
purpose of assessing FOI values for growth. Data analyzed to develop a
conservative factor of improvement include laboratory specimens with
substantial levels of cold work. Similar processing, fabrication, and welding
practices apply to the original (Alloy 600) and replacement (Alloy 690)
components. It is important to note that much of the data used to support
Alloy690 CGRs was produced using materials with significant amounts of
cold work, which tends to increase the CGR. MRP-375 considered the most
current worldwide set of available PWSCC CGR data for Alloy 690/52/152
materials.

Figure 3-2 of MRP-375, compares data from Alloy690 specimens with less
than 10% cold work and the statistical distribution from MRP-55 describing the
material variability in CGR for Alloy 600. Most of the laboratory comparisons
were bounded by a factor of improvement of 20, and all were bounded by a
factor of 10. Most data support a FOI of much larger than 20. This is similar
for testing of the Alloy 690 Heat Affected Zone (H/\Z) as shown in Figure 3-4
of MRP-375 and for the Alloy 52/152 weld metal as shown in Figure 3-6 of
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Basis for Use:

(Continued)

Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1,0
in Accordance witii 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

MRP-375. Based on tlie data, it is conservative to assume a FOI of between
10 and 20 for CGRs.

Design Features Further Increasing the Resistance of the Farley

Replacement Heads to PWSCC

Methods were used to reduce residual stress caused by J-groove welding by
applying a narrow gap for weld preparation (less weld deposit) and employing
spray cooling from inside the CRDM nozzle while producing the weld. Mock-
up testing performed to confirm the residual stress reduction showed a
maximum of approximately 40 ksi, a 30% reduction over the conventional
groove/Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) process. These methods
substantially reduce PWSCC susceptibility beyond that assumed in the
generic MRP-375 study, resulting in additional assurance that the Farley Unit
2 head can be operated for 20 years prior to Its next volumetric/surface
examination with an acceptable level of quality and safety.

Deterministic Modeling

A deterministic crack growth evaluation is commonly applied to assess
PWSCC risks for specific components and operating conditions. The
deterministic evaluation is intended to demonstrate the time from an assumed
initial flaw to some adverse condition.

Deterministic crack modeling results were presented in MRP-375 for previous
references in which both growth of part-depth surface flaws and through-wall
circumferential flaws were evaluated and normalized to an adjusted growth of
613 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) to bound the PWR fleet. The time for through-
wall crack growth in Alloy 600 nozzle tube material, when adjusted to a
bounding temperature of 613°F, ranged between 1.9 and 3.8 Effective Full
Power Years (EFPY). Assuming a growth FOI of 10 to 20 as previously
established for Alloy 690/52/152 materials, the median time for through-wall
growth was 37.3 EFPY. In a similar manner, crack growth results for through-
wall circumferential flaws were tabulated and adjusted to a temperature of
613°F. Applying a growth FOI of 20 resulted in a median time of 176 EFPYs
for growth of a through-wall circumferential flaw to 300 degrees of
circumferential extent. The results of the generic evaluation are summarized
in Table 4-1 of MRP-375. All cases were bounding and support an inspection
interval greater than is being proposed. It is important to note that Farley RPV
head temperatures are 600 °F and well within the bounds of the assumptions.

Note that for a head with Alloy 600 nozzles and Alloy 82/182 attachment
welds operating at a temperature of eoCF, the reinspection years (RIY) =
2.25 constraint on the volumetric/surface reexamination interval of ASME

Code Case N-729-1 correspond to an interval of 2.25 EFPYs. Thus, a
nominal interval of 20 calendar years for the Farley replacement heads
implies a FOI of less than 9 versus the standard interval for heads with Alloy
600 nozzles. It is emphasized that the FOI of 9 (reference Enclosure 2)
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Basis for Use:

(Continued)

Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

implied by the requested extension period represents a level of reduction in
PWSCC crack growth rate versus that for Alloys 600/82/182 that is completely
bounded on a statistical basis by the laboratory data compiled in EPRI MRP-
375. Given the lack of PWSCC detected to date in any PWR plant
applications of Alloys 690/52/152, the simple FOI assessment clearly supports
the requested period of extension.

Deterministic calculations performed in MRP-375 demonstrate that the
alternative volumetric re-examination interval is sufficient to detect any
PWSCC before it could develop into a safety significant circumferential flaw
that approaches the large size necessary to produce a nozzle ejection. The
deterministic calculations also demonstrate that any base metal PWSCC
would likely be detected prior to a through-wall flaw occurring.

Probability of Cracking or Through-Wall Leaks

Probabilistic calculations are based on a Monte Carlo simulation model of the

PWSCC process, including PWSCC initiation, PWSCC crack growth, and flaw
detection via ultrasonic testing and visual examinations for leakage. The
basic structure of the probabilistic model is similar to that used in the MRP-
105 technical basis report for inspection requirements for heads with Alloy
600 nozzles, but the current approach includes more detailed modeling of
surface flaws (including multiple flaw initiation for each nozzle on base metal
and weld surfaces) and the initiation module has been calibrated to consider
the latest set of experience for U.S. heads. The outputs of the probabilistic
model are leakage frequency (i.e., frequency of through-wall cracking) and
nozzle ejection frequency. Even assuming conservatively small factors of
improvement for the crack growth rate for the replacement nickel-base alloys
(with no credit for improved resistance to initiation), the probabilistic results
with the alternative inspection regime show:

1. An effect on nuclear safety substantially within the acceptance criterion
applied in the MRP-117 technical basis for Alloy 600 heads, and

2. A substantially reduced effect on nuclear safety compared to that for a head
with Alloy 600 nozzles examined per current requirements.

Furthermore, the results confirm a low probability of leakage if some modest
credit is taken for improved resistance to PWSCC initiation compared to that
for Alloys 600 and 182.

Conclusion

In summary, the basis for extending the intervals from once each interval
(nominally 10 calendar years) to once every second interval (nominally 20
calendar years) is based on plant service experience, factor of improvement
studies using laboratory initiation and growth data, deterministic modeling,
and probabilistic study results. The results of the analysis show that the
alternative proposed frequency results in a substantially reduced effect on
nuclear safety when compared to a head with Alloy 600 nozzles and
examined per the current requirements. The proposed revised interval will
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Enclosure 1

Proposed Alternative FNP-ISI-ALT-17, Version 1.0
In Accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i)

Basis for Use:

(Continued)

continue to provide reasonable assurance of structural integrity.

Additional assurance of structural integrity is provided by the design features
of the Farley heads such as the narrow weld preparation design and by the
2015 inspection of the Farley Unit 1 head. Furthermore, the visual
examinations and acceptance criteria as required by Item B4.30 of Table 1 of
ASME Code Case N-729-1 are not affected by this request and will continue
to be performed on a frequency of every third refueling outage or 5 calendar
years, whichever is less. As discussed in Section 5.2.3 of MRP-375, the
visual examination requirement of the outer surface of the head for evidence
of leakage supplements the volumetric/surface examination requirement and
conservatively addresses the potential concern for boric acid corrosion of the
low-alloy steel head due to PWSCC leakage.

For the reasons noted above, it is requested that the NRC authorize this
proposed alternative in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i) as the
alternative provides an acceptable level of quality and safety.

Duration of

Proposed
Alternative:

The4"' and 5'" ISI Interval, because utilizing the proposed examination
frequency will require the examination to be performed in the 5"^ ISI Interval.

Precedents:

ML14118A477 - Request for Alternative from Volumetric/Surface Examination
Frequency Requirements of ASME Code Case N-729-1, Arkansas Nuclear
One, Unit 1 - currently under NRC review.

ML14206A939 - Request for Alternative from Required Volumetric/Surface
Examination Frequency Prescribed in ASME Code Case N-729-1, St Lucie
Unit 1 - currently under NRC review.

References:
MRP-375, Technical Basis for Reexamination Interval Extension for Alloy 690
PWR Reactor Vessel Top Head Penetration Nozzles (EPRI 3002002441)

Status: Awaiting NRC Review / Approval
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Enclosure 2

Minimum Factor of Improvement (FOI) Calculation for Farley Unit 2

Minimum FOI Implied by Requested Inspection Interval

ASME Code Case N-729-1 is based upon conclusions reached [3] that a
reexamination interval between volumetric/surface examinations of one 24-month
operating cycle is acceptable for a head with Alloy 600 nozzles and operating at a
temperature of eoS'F. The inspection period for heads with Alloy690 nozzles in
Case N-729-1 is a nominal 10 years, which represents a minimum impliedfactor
of improvement (FOI) of 5 over Alloy 600.

Per the technical basis documents for ASME Code Case N-729-1 for heads with
Alloy 600 nozzles ([2], [3], and [4]), the effect of differences in operating
temperature on the required volumetric/surface reexamination interval for heads
with Alloy 600 nozzles can be easily addressed on the basis of the Re-Inspection
Years (RIY) parameter. The RIY parameter adjusts the effective full power years
(EFPYs) of operation between inspections for the effect of head operating
temperature using the thermal activation energy appropriate to PWSCC crack
growth. For heads with Alloy 600 nozzles, ASME Code Case N-729-1 as
conditioned by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(D)(2) limits the interval between
subsequent volumetric/surface inspections to RIY= 2.25. The RIY parameter,
which is referenced to a head temperature of 600°F, limits the time available for
potential crack growth between inspections.

The RIY parameter for heads with Alloy600 nozzles is adjusted to the reference
head temperature using an activation energy of 130 kJ/mol (31 kcal/mol) [1].
Based on the available laboratory data, the same activation energy is applicable
to model the temperature sensitivity of growth of a hypothetical PWSCC flaw in
the Alloy 690/52/152 material of the replacement RVCH. Key laboratory crack
growth rate testing data for Alloy690 wrought material investigating the effect of
temperature are as follows:

(1) Results from ANL indicate that Alloy 690 with 0-26% cold work has an
activation energy between 100 and 165 kJ/mol (24-39 kcal/mol) [5].
NUREG/CR-7137 [5] concludes that the activation energy for Alloy690 is
comparable to the standard value for Alloy 600 (130 kJ/mol).

(2) Testing at PNNL found an activation energy of about 120 kJ/mol (28.7
kcal/mol) for Alloy 690 materials with 17-31% cold work [6].

(3) Additional PNNL testing determined an activation energy of 123 kJ/mol
(29.4 kcal/mol) for Alloy690 with 31% cold work [7].

These data show that it is reasonable to assume the same crack growth thermal
activation energy as was determined for Alloys 600/82/182 (namely 130 kJ/mol
(31 kcal/mol)) for modeling growth of hypothetical PWSCC flaws in Alloy
690/52/152 PWR plant components.

As discussed in the MRP-117 [3] technical basis document for heads with Alloy
600 nozzles, effective time for crack growth is the principal basis for setting the
appropriate reexamination interval to detect any PWSCC in a timely fashion. U.S.
PWR inspection experience for heads with Alloy 600 nozzles has confirmed that
the RIY = 2.25 inten/al results in a suitably conservative inspection program.
There have been no reports of nozzle leakage or of safety-significant
circumferential cracking for times subsequent to the time that the Alloy 600
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Enclosure 2

Minimum Factor of Improvement (FOI) Calculation for Farley Unit 2

nozzles in a head were first examined by non-visual inservice non-destructive
examination ([8] and [9]).

For a replacement head with alloy 690/52/152 material that operates at 600 "F
the implied FOI needed to support 20-yr inspections is equal to 20 divided by
2.25 which is approximately 9 where 2.25 is RIY.

References:

1. ASME Code Case N-729-1, "Alternative Examination Requirements for PWR
Reactor Vessel Upper Heads With Nozzles l-laving Pressure-Retaining Partial-
Penetration Welds, Section XI, Division 1," Approved March 28,2006.

2. Materials Reliability Program: Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Safety
Assessment for U.S. PWR Plants (MRP-110NP), EPRI, Palo Alto, CA; 2004.
1009807-NP. [ML041680506]

3. Materials Reliability Program: Inspection Plan for Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetrations in U.S. PWR Plants (MRP-117), EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2004.
1007830. [freely available at www.epri.com: NRC ADAMS Accession No.
ML043570129]

4. Materials Reliability Program: Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Analysis of
PWR Reactor Pressure Vessel Top Head Nozzle Cracking (MRP-105 NP),
EPRI, Palo Alto, CA; 2004.1007834. [ML041680489]

5. U.S. NRC, Stress Corrosion Cracking in Nickel-Base Alloys 690 and 152 Weld
in Simulated PWR Environment - 2009, NUREG/CR-7137, ANL-10/36,
published June 2012. [ML12199A415]

6. Materials Reliability Program: Resistance ofAlloys 690, 152, and 52 to Primary
Water Stress Corrosion Cracking (MRP-237, Rev.2): Summary of Findings
Between 2008 and 2012 from Completed and Ongoing Test Programs, EPRI,
Palo Alto, CA: 2013. 3002000190. [freely available at www.eori.coml

7. M. B. Toloczko, M. J. Olszta, and S. M. Bruemmer, "One Dimensional Cold
Rolling Effects on Stress Corrosion Crack Growth in Alloy 690 Tubing and
Plate Materials," 15th International Conference on Environmental Degradation
of Materials in Nuclear Power Systems - Water Reactors, TMS (The Minerals,
Metals & Materials Society), 2011.

8. EPRI MRP Letter 2011-034, 'Tcow RV Closure Head Nozzle Inspection Impact
Assessment," dated December 21,2011. [ML12009A042]

9. G. White, V. Moroney, and C. Harrington, "PWR Reactor Vessel Top Head
Alloy 600 CRDM Nozzle Inspection Experience," presented at EPRI
International BWR and PWR Material Reliability Conference, National Harbor,
Maryland, July 19,2012.
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This report presents a technical basissupporting an alternative reexamination interval for
volumetric inspection of pressurized water reactor (PWR) reactor vessel topheads with Alloy
690 nozzles and Alloy 52/152 attachment welds.

Background
Due to concerns about primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC), many PWR plants in
the United Statesand overseashave replaced reactor vessel top headscontainingAlloy 600
nozzles with heads containing Alloy690 nozzles. Alloy690 is considered highly resistant to
PWSCC as a resultof its approximately 30%chromium content. The resistance of Alloy690 and
corresponding weld metals Alloys 52 and 152 isdemonstrated bythe lack of any PWSCC
indications reported in these materials, in upto 24 calendar years of service for many thousands
of Alloy 690steam generator tubes, and more than 22 calendar years of service for thick-wall
Alloy 690 applications.

The current U.S. inspection regime for periodic volumetric and visual examinations in top heads
withAlloy690 nozzles and Alloy 52/152 attachment welds wasestablished in 2004 as a
conservative approach. Since thattime, plant experience and laboratory testing have continued to
demonstrate the much greater PWSCC resistance of those replacement alloys compared to
Alloys 600/82/182 for the material conditions relevant to partial-penetration welded nozzles.

Objectives
• To develop an alternative inspection regime for PWR topheads with Alloy 690nozzles.

• Todevelop a robust technical basis to support obtaining approval for implementation of the
proposed alternative inspection regime, either through reliefof current U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements, or revision of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code inspection regime, followed by U.S. NRC acceptance.

Approach
This report presents deterministic and probabilistic calculations that assess theeffect of the
improved PWSCC resistance of Alloys 690/52/152. Much of theavailable laboratory data
indicate a factor of improvement of 100 for Alloys 690/52/152 versus Alloys 600/182 (for
equivalent temperature and stress conditions) interms ofcrack growth rate. Moreover, existing
laboratory and plant data demonstrate a factor of improvement in excess of 20 interms of the
time to PWSCC initiation.This much reduced susceptibility to PWSCC initiation and growth
supports elimination of all volumetric examinations (aswell as visual examinations for evidence
of leakage) throughout theplant service period. However, since work is still ongoing to
determine the performance of Alloys 690/52/152 in PWR replacement head applications, the
determination of inspection intervals for reactor vessel heads with Alloy 690nozzles was based
on conservatively smaller factors of improvement.



The probabilistic calculations are based ona Monte Carlo simulation model ofthe PWSCC
process, including PWSCC initiation, crack growth, and flaw detection via ultrasonic testing.
Thebasic structure of theprobabilistic model is similar to thatused in the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability Program (MRP) technical basis report on
inspection requirements for heads with Alloy 600 nozzles (MRP-105, EPRI report 1007834).
The current approach includes more detailed modeling of surface flaws (including multiple flaw
initiation for each nozzle on base metal and weld surfaces), and calibration of the initiation
module to consider the latest experience for U.S. heads. Theoutputs of the probabilistic model
are leakage frequency (i.e., frequency ofthrough-wall cracking) and nozzle ejection frequency.

Results

The deterministic calculations demonstrate that the alternative volumetric reexamination interval
is sufficient to detect any PWSCC before it could develop into a safety-significant
circumferential flaw thatapproaches the large size necessary to produce a nozzle ejection. The
probabilistic results with the alternative inspection regime show (I) an effect on nuclear safety
substantially within the acceptance criterion applied in the MRP-117 (EPRI 1007830) technical
basis for Alloy 600 heads, and (2) a substantially reduced effect on nuclear safety compared toa
head with Alloy 600 nozzles examined per current requirements, even assuming conservatively
small factors of improvement for the crack growth rate for the replacement nickel-base alloys.

The proposed alternative inspection regime, which extends the volumetric re-examination
interval ofa nominal 10 years (per ASME Code Case N-729-1 and 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(D))
toa nominal 20 years, removes excess conservatism while still maintaining a conservative
approach. As a further conservatism, the proposed alternative inspection regime maintains the
same periodic program ofdirect visual examinations for evidence of leakage, asdefined by the
current ASME requirement per Code Case N-729-1. Finally, analogous to the approach taken in
Paragraph IWL-2421 ofASME Section XI for inspection ofunbonded post-tensioning systems
of concrete containments, this technical basis reportalso proposes a sample program of
volumetric examinations fora pair of "sister" heads with a similar or identical design, same
nozzle material supplier, and same head fabricator.

Applications, Value, and Use
This report is applicable toallPWRs with (orcontemplating installing) a replacement reactor
vessel head containing Alloy 690/52/152 materials. In the U.S., asof 2013, there are 40 PWRs
operating with heads fabricated with Alloy 690 nozzles. Head replacement is a main option for
addressing the potential for PWSCC in the remaining 25 currently operating U.S. PWRs. This
study demonstrates that the frequency of volumetric inspections of the nozzles in replacement
heads canbe reduced while still maintaining a conservative inspection program foraddressing
the potential PWSCC concern for these materials.

Keywords
Alloy 690
Alloys 52/152
Primary water stress corrosion cracking
PWR reactor vessel head

Top head
Closure head

Reactor pressure vessel headpenetration nozzles (RPVHPNs)
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ABSTRACT

Due to concerns about primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC), many pressurized
waterreactor (PWR) plants in the United States andoverseas have replaced reactor vessel top
heads containing Alloy 600 nozzles with heads containing Alloy 690nozzles. Alloy 690 is
considered highly resistant to PWSCC as a result of itsapproximately 30%chromium content.
The resistance of Alloy 690and corresponding weld metals Alloys 52and 152 is demonstrated
bythe lack of anyPWSCC indications reported in these materials, in up to 24calendar years of
service for many thousands of Alloy 690 steam generator tubes, andmore than 22 calendar years
ofservice for thick-wall Alloy 690 applications.

Thecurrent U.S. inspection regime for periodic volumetric and visual examinations in top heads
withAlloy 690 nozzles and Alloy 52/152 attachment welds wasestablished in 2004as a
conservative approach. Since thattime, plant experience and laboratory testing have continued to
demonstrate themuch greater PWSCC resistance of these replacement alloys compared to Alloys
600/82/182 for the material conditions relevant to partial-penetration welded nozzles.

This report applies deterministic and probabilistic modeling toestablish a technical basis for an
alternative inspection regime for PWR topheads with Alloy 690nozzles. It is intended to
support obtaining approval for implementation of the proposed alternative inspection regime,
eitherthrough the reliefof current U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements or
revision of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code inspection regime,
followed by U.S. NRC acceptance. The proposed alternative inspection regime, which extends
the volumetric re-examination interval from a nominal 10 years to a nominal 20 years, removes
excess conservatism while still maintaining a conservative approach. Much of the available
laboratory data indicate a factor of improvement of 100 for Alloys 690/52/152 versus Alloys
600/182 (forequivalent temperature and stress conditions) interms of crack growth rate.
Moreover, existing laboratory and plant data demonstrate a factor of improvement inexcess of
20 in terms of the time to PWSCC initiation. This much reduced susceptibility to PWSCC
initiation and growth supports elimination of all volumetric examinations (as well as visual
examinations for evidence of leakage) throughout the plant service period. As a further
conservatism, theproposed alternative inspection regime maintains the same periodic program of
direct visual examinations for evidence of leakage, as defmed by the current ASME requirement
perCode Case N-729-1. Finally, analogous to the approach taken in Paragraph IWL-2421 of
ASME Section XI for inspection of unbonded post-tensioning systems of concrete containments,
this technical basis report also proposes a sample program of volumetric examinations fora pair
of "sister" heads with a similaror identical design, samenozzle material supplier, and same head
fabricator.
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ACRONYMS

AEF Average Ejection Frequency

ALP Average Leakage Frequency

ANL Argonne National Laboratory

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers

BMI Bottom Mounted Instrumentation [Nozzle]

BMV Bare Metal Visual [Examination]

BPVC [ASME] Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code

CCD? Conditional Core Damage Probability

CDF Core Damage Frequency

CEA Commissariat a Tdnergie atomique

CEDM Control Element Drive Mechanism

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CGR Crack Growth Rate

CIEMAT Centro de Investigaciones Energeticas, Medioambientales y Tecnologicas

CPE Cumulative Probability of Ejection

CRJDM Control Rod Drive Mechanism

CW Cold Work

DZ Dilution Zone

EDF Electricite de France

EDY Effective Degradation Year

EFPY Effective Full-Power Year

EPFM Elastic-Plastic Fracture Mechanics

EPRI Electric Power Research Institute

ET Eddy Current Testing

FEA Finite Element Analysis

FOI Factor of Improvement
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GE-GRC General Electric Global Research Center

HAZ Heat Affected Zone

ICI Incore Instrumentation [Nozzle]

ID Inside Diameter

lEF Incremental Ejection Frequency

ILF Incremental Leakage Frequency

ISI Inservice Inspection

KAPL Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory

MA Mill-Annealed

MHI Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

MRP [EPRI] Materials Reliability Program

NDE Non-Destructive Examination

NRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

NSC Net Section Collapse

OD Outside Diameter

PNNL Pacific Northwest National Laboratory

POD Probability of Detection

PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

PWSCC Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking

RFO Refueling Outage

RIY Reinspection Year [per ASME Code Case N-729-1]

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel

RPVH Reactor Pressure Vessel Head

RPVHPN Reactor Pressure Vessel Head Penetration Nozzle

RUB Reverse U-Bend [Specimen]

see Stress Corrosion Cracking

SIF Stress Intensity Factor

I'l' Thermally Treated

TW Through-Wall

UT Ultrasonic Testing

VE Visual Examination [asdefined inASME Code Case N-729-1]
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1
INTRODUCTION

Thissection introduces the need for a quantitative technical basis forthe re-examination interval
for PWR reactor vessel top heads with Alloy 690 nozzles. Included are the report objective, a
description of the technical approach taken, and a summary of the report structure.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Replacement RPV Heads with Alloy 690 Nozzles and Alloy 52/152
Attachment Welds

PWR reactor vessel topheads aredesigned with roughly between 40 and 100 penetration nozzles
(i.e., reactor pressure vessel head penetration nozzles, or ElPVHPNs) for various functions, such
as connections of the control rod drive shafts to the control rod drives located above the head.
Most RPVHPNsare attached to the head with a pressure-retaining partial-penetration(i.e.,
J-groove) weld. Asdocumented in MRP-110 [1] and MRP 2011-034 [2],the Alloy 600 nozzles
and Alloy 82/182 attachment welds of theoriginal reactor vessel heads have shown a substantial
susceptibility to primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC). Due to this concern, many
PWR reactorvessel top headswith Alloy 600 nozzles in U.S. and overseas plants have been
replaced with heads having Alloy 690 nozzles.

1.1.2 Performance ofAlloy 690 and Weld Metals Alloys 52 and 152

As a result of its chromium content ofabout 30%, Alloy 690 is considered highly resistant to
PWSCC. Theresistance of Alloy 690and the corresponding weld metals Alloys 52and 152 is
demonstrated by the lackof any PWSCC indications reported in thesematerials, with up to 24
calendar years of service for many thousands of Alloy 690 steam generator tubesand more than
22 calendar yearsof servicefor thick-wall Alloy690 applications. The high resistance to
PWSCC of these alloys is further demonstrated by thegeneral lack of PWSCC indications
detected in laboratory PWSCC initiation studies for normal Alloys 690/52/152 in conditions
representativeof plant service.

1.1.3 Current Inspection Requirements for RPV Heads with Alloy 690 Nozzles
and Alloy 52/152 Attachment Welds

Thecurrent inspection requirements for Alloy 690 RPVHPNs in U.S. PWRs aredefined by
ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3], which has been mandated with conditions by the U.S. NRC
through 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(li)(D). Thebasic inspection requirements for partial-penetration
welded Alloy 690 RPVHPNs are as follows:

• Volumetric/surface examination of all nozzlesevery ASME SectionXI 10-yearISI interval
(provided that flaws attributed to PWSCC have not previously been identified in the head)
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• Direct visual examination (VE) of the outer surface of thehead forevidence of leakage every
third refueling outage or 5 calendar years, whichever is less

This current inspection regime was established in 2004 as aconservative approach and was
intended to be subject to reassessment upon the availability ofadditional laboratory data and
plant experience on the performance ofAlloy 690 and Alloy 52/152 [4].' Since that time, plant
experience and laboratory testing have continued to demonstrate the much greater resistance of
these replacement alloys to PWSCC compared to that for Alloys 600/82/182 for the material
conditions relevant to partial-penetration welded nozzles. Although laboratory research is
ongoing to investigate and understand the times to crack initiation and the crack growth rates for
these materials under various conditions, there are now sufficient data available to develop an
improved technical basis for inspection ofthese components. As described below, a simple
factor of improvement (FOI) approach is applied in a conservative manner.

1.2 Objective

This report develops an alternative inspection regime for PWR top heads with Alloy 690 nozzles
and an associated robust technical basis.This report is intended to supportobtaining approval to
implement the proposed alternative inspection regime, either through reliefofcurrent U.S. NRC
requirements or revision of the ASME Code inspection regime followed by U.S. NRC
acceptance.

1.3 Scope

This report isapplicable toall PWRs with (or contemplating installing) a replacement reactor
vessel head containing Alloy 690/52/152 materials. In the U.S., asof2013, there are 40 PWRs
operating with heads fabricated with Alloy 690 nozzles. Head replacement is a main option for
addressing the potential for PWSCC in the remaining 25 currently operating U.S. PWRs. This
study demonstrates that the frequency ofvolumetric inspections ofthe nozzles in replacement
heads canbe reduced while still maintaining a conservative inspection program foraddressing
the potential PWSCC concern for these materials.

' The portion ofthe ASME technical basis document [4] for Code Case N-729 that addresses Alloy 690 RPVHPNs
is as follows:

"Guidance for Replacement Heads with Alloy 690 Nozzles
The examination requirements for replacement heads with Alloy 690 nozzles are based on the results ofthe

study presented in report MRP-111 [5] and summarized in the safety assessment (MRP-110 [1]). This study shows,
onthe basis ofboth laboratory test data and plant experience, that Alloy 690 base metal and Alloy 52/152 weld
metals are much more resistant to PWSCC initiation than Alloy 600basemetal and Alloy 82/182 weld metals. The
MRP-111 [5] evaluation oflaboratory and plant experience indicates amaterial improvement factor ofatleast 26 for
Alloy 690 versus mill-annealed Alloy 600, with larger improvement factors expected with more years ofexperience
accumulated in the laboratory and field. Given that operating time has been shown by plant experience and
laboratory testing to be a key parameter for determining the likelihood ofcracking, the volumetric/surface NDE
Interval oflOyears required in Table 1[ofN-729] for replacement heads with Alloy 690/52/152 materials is
conservative. This interval corresponds toa fraction ofa year in terms oftime toPWSCC initiation for the original
head materials.

After additional laboratory data and plant experience onthe performance of Alloy 690 and Alloy 52/152
weld metals become available, revised examination requirements for replacement heads with Alloy 690 nozzles may
be appropriate, but until then, the Code Case requires volumetric/surface examinations to be repeated each Interval
(nominally 10 calendar years)."
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1.4 Approach

This report presents deterministic and probabilistic calculations that assess the effect ofthe
improved PWSCC resistance ofAlloys 690/52/152. Much ofthe available laboratory data
indicate a factor of improvement for Alloys 690/52/152 versus the performance of Alloys
600/182^ (for equivalent temperature and stress conditions) on the order of 100 in terms ofthe
crack growth rate. Moreover, existing laboratory and plant data demonstrate a factor of
improvement in excess of20 in terms ofthe time to PWSCC initiation. This much reduced
susceptibility to PWSCC initiation and growth supports elimination ofall volumetric
examinations (aswell as visual examinations forevidence of leakage) throughout the plant
service period. However, since work isstill ongoing to determine the performance of Alloys
690/52/152 in PWR replacement head applications, the determination of inspection intervals for
reactor vessel heads with Alloy 690 nozzles was based onconservatively smaller factors of
improvement. This conservative approach provides for continued monitoring ofthe status ofthe
U.S. fleet of replacement heads. Inthe future, the situation may be re-assessed and excess
conservatism removed from the technical basis for inspection.

The deterministic calculations demonstrate that the alternative volumetric re-examination
interval is suflTicient to detect any PWSCC before it could develop into a safety-significant
circumferential flaw thatapproaches the large size necessary to produce a nozzle ejection. The
deterministic calculations alsodemonstrate that any basemetal PWSCC would likelybedetected
prior to a through-wall penetration occurring.

The probabilistic calculations are based on a Monte Carlo simulation model ofthe PWSCC
process, including PWSCC initiation, PWSCC crack growth, and flaw detection via ultrasonic
testing. The basic structure ofthe probabilistic model issimilar to that used in the MRP-105 [6]
technical basis report for inspection requirements for heads with Alloy 600 nozzles, but the
current approach includes more detailed modeling ofsurface flaws (including multiple flaw
initiation for each nozzle on base metal and weld surfaces) and the initiation module has been
calibrated to consider the latest setof experience for U.S. heads. Theoutputs of the probabilistic
model are leakage frequency (i.e., frequency of through-wall cracking) and nozzle ejection
frequency. Even assuming conservatively small factors of improvement for the crack growth rate
for the replacement nickel-base alloys (with no credit for improved resistance to initiation), the
probabilistic results with thealternative inspection regime show:

1. An effect on nuclear safety substantially within theacceptance criterion applied inthe
MRP-117 [7] technical basis for Alloy 600 heads, and

2. Asubstantially reduced effect on nuclear safety compared to that for a head with Alloy 600
nozzles examined per current requirements.

Furthermore, the results confirm a low probability of leakage if some modest credit is taken for
improved resistance to PWSCC initiation compared to that for Alloys 600 and 182.

^Alloy 600 wrought material is the appropriate reference for defining the FOI for Alloy 690 wrought material. As
discussed in Section 3.1, Alloy 182 weld metal ischosen asthe reference for defining the FOI for Alloys 52and 152
weld metals because Alloy 182 ismore susceptible to PWSCC initiation and growth than Alloy 82(due tothe higher
Cr content of Alloy 82).
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1.5 Report Structure

This technical basis report is organized as follows:

1. Introduction (Section I)

Section 1 introduces the need for a quantitative technical basis for the re-examination
interval for PWR reactorvessel top headswith Alloy 690 nozzles. Included are the report
objective, a description of the technical approach taken, and a summary of the report
structure.

2. Plant Experience With Alloys 690/52/152 (Section 2)

As documented in Section2, Alloy 690 has been in PWR service for more than 24 years
with no reports of detected PWSCC worldwide. Similarly, PWSCC has notbeen detected
in Alloys 52 or 152 with initial PWRuse starting in 1993-94. This excellent experience
includes service at pressurizer and hot-leg temperatures, inthick-wall andthin-wall
applications, and in Alloy 690 wrought base metal and Alloy 52/152 weld metal. This
experience supports a factor of improvement in time to detectable PWSCC of at least 5 to
20, with the value increasing as additional service time with the replacement materials is
accumulated.

3. Factors of Improvement for Alloys 690/52/152 Versus Alloys 600/182 (Section 3)

As demonstrated in PWSCC crack growth rate testing. Alloy 690/52/152 material is not
completely immune to PWSCC, with the level of susceptibility dependent on the particular
material condition. A simple factor of improvement (FOI) approach isapplied ina
conservative manner in this study to model the increased resistanceof Alloy 690 compared
to Alloy 600at equivalent temperature and stress conditions. Similarly, the PWSCC
behavior in Alloys 52/152 is conservatively modeled through application of a FOIapplied
to the behavior expected for Alloy 182. Through application of available laboratory and
plant data, Section 3 describes the development of conservatively small FOI values for
modeling PWSCC initiation and PWSCC crack growth rates for the Alloy 690 nozzles and
Alloy 52/152 attachment welds of PWR reactor vessel top heads.

4. Deterministic and Probabilistic PWSCC Evaluations (Section 4)

Section 4 gives an overview of the deterministic and probabilistic evaluations of theeffect
of inspection intervals on risksrelated to PWSCC degradation of Alloy 690 RPVHPNs,
namely in comparison to the correspondent risks in Alloy 600 RPVHPNs. Thisoverview
includes an explanation of theevaluation approaches, a presentation of keyresults, and a
statement of the conclusions drawn from these results. Section 4 is augmented by Appendix
A andAppendix B,which comprise a comprehensive description of the probabilistic model
and its constituentsubmodels, detailed input listings, and a comprehensive presentation of
results.

5. Conclusions (Section 5)

Section 5 presents the key conclusions of this technical basis report. Presented are
alternative re-examination Interval requirements for PWRreactor vessel top heads with
Alloy 690nozzles andAlloy 52/152 attachment welds that arejustified bythe available
relevant plant and laboratory data. These alternative requirements maintain a conservative
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approach while ensuring that the status ofthe replacement head fleet at U.S. PWRs is
monitored over time. Section 5 concludeswith a discussionof the modelingconservatisms
that are included in the supporting deterministic and probabilistic analyses.

6. References (Section 6)

Section 6 lists the references cited in this report, including thosecited in the two
appendices.

7. Description of Probabilistic PWSCC Model (Appendix A)

Appendix Aintroduces a probabilistic modeling framework developed to study top heads
with Alloy 690 nozzles with emphasis on determining the effect ofadjusting the inspection
requirements ofCode Case N-729-1 [3] on risks due to PWSCC degradation.

8. Inputs and Results of Probabilistic PWSCC Model (Appendix B)

Appendix Breports a setof results generated within the probabilistic framework to support
alternative inspection regimes for topheads with RPVHPNs fabricated with Alloys
690/52/152. The probabilistic calculations presented in Appendix Bare designed to bound
the conditions for such heads, so conclusions drawn from the results are generically
applicable to heads withAlloy690 RPVHPNs.
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2
PLANT EXPERIENCE WITH ALLOYS 690/52/152

Alloy 690 has been in PWR service for more than 24 years with no reports ofdetected PWSCC
worldwide. Similarly, PWSCC has notbeen detected inAlloys 52 or 152 since initial PWR use
starting in 1993-94. This excellent experience includes service at pressurizer and hot-leg
temperatures, in thick-wall and thin-wall applications, and in Alloy 690 wrought base metal and
Alloy 52/152 weld metal. This experience supports a factor of improvement in time todetectable
PWSCC ofat least 5 to 20, with the value increasing as additional service time with the
replacement materials is accumulated.

2.1 Alloy 690 Steam Generator Tubing

Replacement steam generators with Alloy 690 tubing were put into operation in 1989 at Cook 2,
Indian Point 3, and Ringhals 2.There have been no corrosion-induced flaws detected at these
plants orat the many subsequent plants that have started up since that time with either
replacement ororiginal steam generators with Alloy 690 tubes [1]. In contrast, PWSCC was
detected after onecycle of operation at several units with mill-annealed Alloy 600(600MA)
tubes, e.g., Doel 3,Tihange 2, and V. C.Summer, and after the second cycle at a number of other
plants. This experience indicates that there isa service demonstrated factor of improvement ofat
least about 20,with the value increasing as the service time without detection of PWSCC of
Alloy 690 tubes continues to accumulate.

The plants with original or replacement steam generators with Alloy 690 tubing in the U.S. and
internationally are listed inTables 10-4 and 10-5, respectively, of MRP-110 [I]. These tables
provide basic data on the steam generator tubing at the 26 U.S. plants and 45 international plants
with Alloy 690 tubing as ofMarch 2004. The data include number of tubes, hot-leg operating
temperature, estimated operating time, and an example inservice inspection scope. At U.S. and
overseas PWRs, Alloy 690 steam generator tubing is subject to periodic examinations for
PWSCC and other degradation modes. As ofthe date ofthis report, there have been no reports of
PWSCC detected inthe Alloy 690tubing inanyof the 71 plants listed in these tables nor in any
other plants worldwide.

2.2 Steam Generator Tube-End Welds

Steam generator tubes are joined to the tubesheet using welds between the tube and cladding on
the primary face ofthe tubesheet. Thus, each steam generator has thousands ofwelds and heat
affected zones. There have been noreports of PWSCC being detected at these weld joints
between Alloy 690 tubes and the cladding onthe tubesheet (the cladding onearly Alloy 690
steam generators was Alloy 82/182, while for later units ithas been Alloy 52/152). While the
Alloy 690 tube to tubesheet weld joints are not routinely inspected with sensitive methods,
significant cracking would likely have been detected as result of leakage orvisible cracks, as has
occurred occasionally with Alloy 600 tube to tubesheet welds.
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2.3 Alloy 690 Steam Generator Tube Plugs

Many steam generator tubes have used thermally treated Alloy 690 (690TT) tube plugs since the
late 1980s. There have been no reports of PWSCC being detected in these plugs, which are
subject to high tensile stresses and cold work. The plugs have been oftwo main kinds:
mechanical plugs with an internal mandrel that expands and seals the plug envelope and tube to
the tubesheet, and rolled-in thimble tubes. In both cases, the plugs are made from thick-wall rod
material rather than from thin tubes. In contrast to the over 20 yearsof trouble-free service with
Alloy 690TT plugs, plugs made of Alloy 600MA and even Alloy 600TT experienced PWSCC
within one to two years of service. This experience indicates that there isa service demonstrated
factor of improvement ofat least about 20, with the value increasing as the service time without
detection of PWSCC ofAlloy 690 tube plugs continues to accumulate.

2.4 Alloy 690 Instrumentation Nozzles and Pressurlzer Heater Sleeves

Many Alloy 600pressurizer and hot-leg piping instrumentation nozzles andAlloy 600
pressurizer heater sleeves have been replaced with Alloy 690 in U.S. PWRs starting in 1990. The
earliest such replacements with Alloy 690 nozzles used Alloy 82and/or 182 asthe weld material.
Alloy 52and 152 weld metals started to be used in repairs and in replacements beginning about
1993-94.

Therehave beenno reports of PWSCC detected in these thick-wall Alloy 690 parts nor in Alloy
52/152 welds [8].A comprehensive listof these components that were replaced using Alloy
690/52/152 materials as of 2004 is provided in Table 10-6 of MRP-110 [1]. Asof this time the
total number of such replacements in U.S. PWRs was roughly 400. Details on many of the
replacement designs are available in MRP-87 [9]. Note that the pressurizers at four plants
designed by Combustion Engineering were replaced in 2005-2006. However, the earliest cases of
Alloy 600 pressurizer nozzle replacements were generally at plants for which the original
pressurizer is still in service.

In one pressurizer where Alloy 690 nozzle base material and Alloy 82weld material was utilized
as replacement material in 1990 a leak developed inan Alloy 82weld over20 years later ([I]
and [10]). Destructive examination of theAlloy 690base material removed during the
repair/replacement work showed no initiation of PWSCC in the Alloy 690 base material in the
triple point region adjacent to where Alloy 82 PWSCC initiation was noted. The operating
temperature at that location wasapproximately 630°F (332°C).

This experience demonstrates the substantial PWSCC resistance of thick-wall Alloy 690
components and Alloy 52/152 weld metal, including at temperatures substantially above the
range of PWR hot-leg temperatures. Factors of improvement ofat least 5 are readily apparent in
thisexperience. Some of theoriginal Alloy 600 components operated foras few as 6 years
before PWSCC was reported.

2.5 Replacement Top Heads with Alloy 690 Nozzles

New and repaired reactor vessel top heads with Alloy 690 nozzles started to be used in the
industry around 1992. Currently, more than 100 replacement and new heads with Alloy 690
nozzles and Alloy 52/152 attachment welds are in service worldwide. This includes 40 heads in
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U.S. PWRs and all 58 PWR top heads in France. The current inspection status ofthese fleets of
heads is as follows:

• As ofthe date ofthis report, the first i0-year inservice volumetric/surface examination per
ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] has been performed atnine ofthe 40 replacement heads in the
U.S., representing more than 500 Alloy 690 RPVHPNs (based on the number ofnozzles in
each corresponding original head). Several ofthe replacement top heads in the U.S. that have
had a volumetric/surface inservice examination already areknown to operate at theupper end
ofthe range ofhead operating temperatures, ashigh as 613°F (323''C) [2].

• In France, an NDE inspection ofthe Bugey 3 replacement head CRDM nozzles was
performed in 2002 after 10 years ofservice [11]. EDF currently performs ISI every 10 years
on three of its reactor vessel heads. Eddy current testing (ET) applied tothe nozzle ID isthe
detection method, and ultrasonic testing (UT) andvisual examination are applied as
characterization methods if the ET threshold is reached. The three heads in the program are
among the earliest placed into service. In 2013, the heads at Bugey 3 and Blayais 2were
inspected. The approach being applied in France is based on the existing knowledge
regarding the resistance ofAlloys 690/52/152 to PWSCC, including the latest set of
inspection results.

As for all other Alloy 690/52/152 applications, there have been no reports ofPWSCC detected
forany of these replacement top head inspections.

In2010,24 nozzles inone Alloy 600 top head in the U.S. were repaired due to detection of
possible PWSCC indications [2]. This head had operated for a period of6 calendar years ata
head temperature ofabout 6I3°F. It is likely based on the number ofaffected nozzles and the
sizesof thedetected indications that this head haddetectable PWSCC as early as 1or 2 calendar
years after the start ofits operation. This compares to the 10 calendar years ofservice at the time
of inspection ofeach ofthe nine U.S. heads examined to date. Four ofthese nine heads operate at
a temperature close to that for the head with Alloy 600 nozzles repaired in 2010. Thus, this
subset oftop head experience demonstrates a factor ofimprovement in PWSCC resistance ofat
least 5 to 10.

2.6 Implications

The wide range ofplant experience with Alloys 690, 52, and 152 clearly demonstrates a
substantial improvement in PWSCC resistance versus that for Alloys 600 and 182. Depending on
the application, afactor ofimprovement in time to detectable PWSCC ofat least 5 to 20 is
apparent, with the value increasing as additional service time with the replacement materials is
accumulated.
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3
FACTORS OF IMPROVEMENT FOR ALLOYS 690/52/152
VERSUS ALLOYS 600/182

As a result of PWSCC susceptibility, manyAlloy600/82/182 components have been replaced
with Alloy 690/52/152 components. The resistance to PWSCC of Alloys 690/52/152 isthe result
of their nominal chromium content of30%. As demonstrated in PWSCC crack growth rate
testing [12], Alloy 690/52/152 material isnotcompletely immune to PWSCC, with the level of
susceptibility dependent on the particular material condition. A simple factor of improvement
(FOl)approach is applied ina conservative manner in this study to model the increased
resistance ofAlloy690 compared to Alloy 600 at equivalent temperature and stressconditions.
Similarly, the PWSCC behavior in Alloys 52/152 is conservatively modeled through application
of a FOI applied to the behavior expected forAlloy 182. Through application of available
laboratory and plantdata, Section 3 describes the development of conservatively small FOI
values for modeling PWSCC initiation and PWSCC crackgrowth rates for the Alloy690 nozzles
and Alloy 52/152 attachment weldsof PWR reactor vessel top heads.

3.1 Relevant Material Conditions

Because of its highchromium content, Alloy 690 in its ideal material condition is generally
recognized as being extremely resistant to PWSCC initiation and growth [12]. However, testing
hasalsodemonstrated the potential for increased susceptibility to PWSCC of Alloys 690, 52, and
152depending on the material condition. Work is ongoing by researchers to investigate the
effect of various material conditions on the susceptibility of these materials to PWSCC initiation
and growth, including detailed screening andassessment of the international database of
laboratory PWSCC crack growth rate testing data produced using controlled fracture mechanics
specimens of these alloys.

Because work is still ongoing to investigate the performance of Alloys 690/52/152 in PWR plant
applications, a conservative approach was taken in thisreport in which conservatively small
factors of improvement wereapplied to credit the improved resistance to PWSCC compared to
that for Alloys 600and 182. Theapproach taken addresses theeffect of the material conditions
applicable to RPVHPNs in the following manner:

• Theexisting database of laboratory crackgrowth ratedata includes data for Alloy690
specimens with substantial levels of cold work, for Alloy690 heataffected zone (HAZ)
material, and forAlloy 52 and 152 material from various testwelds. Thus, these material
conditions are directly represented in the data conservatively used to support the crack
growth FOI values applied in this report.

• The material conditions applicable to Alloy690 RPVHPNs, including their Alloy 52/152
attachment welds, are similarto thoseapplicable to the original Alloy600 RPVHPNs and
other PWR applications of thick-wall Alloy 600wrought material and Alloy 82/182 weld
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metals. Similar material processing, fabrication, and welding practices apply to theoriginal
and replacement components. Thus, the FOI approach implicitly addresses thematerial
conditions applicable to Alloy 690/52/152 components.

• Theconservatively small FOI values applied inthis report tend to be supported on the basis
ofplant experience alone. The plant experience for Alloy 690/52/152 components directly
reflects the effects of the material conditions applicable to these components.

The following material conditions are known to be potentially significant factors affecting
PWSCC susceptibility:

• Cold-workedAlloy 690basemetal material. Material processing influences factors such as
the microstructure, degree ofcold work, and residual strain level. Relevant material
processing parameters include heat treatment options (e.g., mill annealing (MA), thermal
treatment (TT)) and possible material straightening. In particular, crack growth rate testing of
Alloy 690 specimens has shown an increased susceptibility tocrack growth when a high
levelofcold work is applied to the specimen [12].

• HAZ ofAlloy 690 base metal. The weld heat affected zone (HAZ) of the Alloy 690 base
metal may have a notably different microstructure and mechanical properties in comparison
to the bulk base metal. The HAZ generally is expected to have higher plastic strain levels (up
to 15% [13]) than those observed in the bulk Alloy 690 base metal. Because of the general
concern that the HAZ material condition could lead to an increased susceptibility to PWSCC,
the probabilistic model presented in this report includes the capability toapply a separate FOI
to the Alloy 690 HAZ region of the RPVHPN.

• Areas with high residual plastic strains andstresses, especially in andadjacent to welds. In
addition to producing substantial levels of plastic strain in the Alloy 690 base metal adjacent
to the fusion line, the welding process can result in elevated levels ofcumulative plastic
strain inthe weld metal [13]. It isexpected that local regions with elevated plastic strain
levels may have increased susceptibility to PWSCC crack growth.

• Weldfabricationflaws including lack offusion (LOF) defects. Plant experience with Alloy
82/182 welds indicates that relatively large and sharp weld defects, such as some weld lack
of fusion regions, may have the potential to promote PWSCC by creating a local stress
concentrator and a signiflcant local crack-tip stress intensity factor if they were to somehow
become wetted ([14] and [15]).

• Dilution zones ofAlloy 52/152 weld metal at interfaces with lower-Cr metals such asAlloys
600/82/182, stainlesssteel, carbonsteel, and low-alloy steel.Another complexity is the
change in elemental composition ofthe Alloy 52 or 152 weld metal in the local weld dilution
zone (DZ) adjoining lower-Cr metals. The reduced chromium content in this region of the
Alloy 52 or 152 weld metal might lead toan increase in PWSCC initiation orgrowth
susceptibility. (However, there isa similar concern for Alloy 82 and 182 welds, and PWR
plant experience has not revealed the DZ ofAlloys 82/182 as a particular area of
susceptibility.) Limited crack growth rate testing has been performed to date for Alloy
52/152 DZ material. However, laboratory analysis has indicated thatthechromium content
remains relatively high (i.e., >25%) throughout most ofthe Alloy 52/152 weld DZ adjoining
Type 304 stainless steel [16]. Hence, the resistance to PWSCC in the DZ ofthe Alloy 52/152
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weld butter layer adjoining the stainless steel cladding at the inside of the vessel head is
expected to be substantially similar to that ofthe bulk Alloy 52/152 weld metal.^

• Surfacelayersabused bygrinding. Finally, surface abuse by grinding or machining is a
factor that is known to affect PWSCC initiation susceptibility (e.g., [19]). In the case of the
Alloy600 or Alloy 690 base metal, shrinkage due to the welding process can strain the
surfacecold-worked layer previously produced by machining, reaming, or grinding,and thus
induce high tensile residual stresses in the surface layer [I].

An additional note related to PWSCC susceptibilityof welds is that unlike for Alloys 82 and
182, there is no strongevidence for a difference in PWSCC susceptibility between Alloys 52 and
152."* Therefore, data for Alloys 52 and 152 are pooled for the development ofa FOl with
respect to Alloy 182. Alloy 182 is chosen as the reference for defining the FOI for Alloys 52 and
152 because Alloy 182 is more susceptible to PWSCC initiation and growththan Alloy 82 (due
to the higherCr content ofAlloy 82). In terms of crack growth rate, MRP-115 [14] concludes
that on average the crackgrowth rate for Alloy82 is 2.6 times lower than that for Alloy 182. In
terms of the susceptibility to crack initiation, very few cases of PWSCC in operating plants have
been confirmed to have initiated within Alloy 82 weld metal ([ID] and [18]).

For both the base and weld metals, the orientation ofcrack growth with respect to anisotropic
microstructural characteristics of the material may have a considerable effect. For instance, in
Alloy690,crackgrowth parallel to the direction of unidirectional cold working (i.e., the rolling
direction) exhibits higherCGRs thancrackgrowth perpendicular to that direction. In weld metal,
the most susceptible growth orientation is parallel to the dendritesolidification direction.
Preference has been givento thesemore susceptible orientations in the testing compiled for this
report.

3.2 Assessments of Laboratory Data

Several laboratories worldwide have allotted considerable time and resources to studying the
PWSCC behaviorof Alloys690/52/152. The resistance to PWSCC of these materialshas
motivated moreaggressive testing situations, including longer test durations, higher
temperatures, severe specimen cold working, and occasionally more aggressive environment
chemistry. This has led to wide variability in testing parameters, some of whichare not
representative of plantconditions. Thus, careful attention to testingparameters is required when
evaluating theavailable data. Data assessment for specific testing is described in more detail in
the following subsections.

' Thechromium content specified forType 304stainless steel is 18.0-20.0%. Thiscompares to 19.5 to 25.0% for the
types of stainless steel weld metal commonly used for internal cladding of PWR reactor vessels (19.5-22.0% [17]
for AWS ER308 weld metaland 23.0-25.0% [17] for AWS ER309 weld metal).The generally higher chromium
content of the cladding weld metal would tend to result ina higher chromium content fortheAlloy 52/152 dilution
zone compared to that adjoiningType 304 stainless steel base metal.

•"Testing bya single laboratory of Alloy 152 weld metal specimens hasyielded several relatively high CGR data
points (when compared totheaverage across laboratories for both Alloys 52 and 152). However, other laboratories
have tested both Alloy 52and Alloy 152 specimens andnotreported a substantial difference incrack growth rates
for the two alloys. Overall, there is no compelling evidence for concluding that there isa substantial difference inthe
PWSCC crack growth rate between Alloys 52 and 152.
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3.2.1 PWSCC Initiation

3.2.1.1 Alloy 690 Crack Initiation

MRP-111 [5] is a compilation of the methodologies, results, anddiscussions of numerous crack
initiation tests for Alloy 690 through 2004. As documented in this report, several different
investigators have been able to initiate cracking in both Alloy 600andAlloy 690,often under
aggressive conditions. In many more cases, however, PWSCC could notbe Initiated in the Alloy
690 material. For specimens in which PWSCC couldnot be initiated, the test duration was
reported in place of time to initiation. Two different techniques were used to estimate FOIs for
PWSCC initiation in Alloy 690 versus Alloy 600:

• Thefirst technique, based on the Weibull regression model [20], was applied to test sets that
reported sufficient data. Forthis technique, a characteristic time based on the Alloy 600data
was estimated with a standard Weibull regression, and a characteristic time based on the
Alloy 690 data was estimated with a Weibayes regression.^ The FOI was calculated as the
ratio of the estimated Alloy 690 and Alloy 600 characteristic times.

• Thesecond technique simply calculated a FOI as the ratioof the first initiation time (or test
duration if no initiation occurred Inany specimens) across all Alloy 690 specimens to the
first initiation time across all Alloy 600 specimens.

Overall FOIs were attained byaveraging all test-specific FOIs. Table 3-1 presents theaverage
FOIs determined In MRP-111.

Table 3-1

MRP-111 Factors of Improvement [5]

Method Average FOI

Weibull/Weibayes: 690 vs. 600MA >26.5

Weibull/Weibayes: 690 vs. aOOTT >13.3

Ratio of Time to First Initiation: 690 vs. 600M/VTT >27.1

MRP-237 Revisions 1 [21] and 2 [12] describe the progress made in Alloy 690/52/152 crack
initiation and growth tests up to2008 and 2012, respectively. Several tests Included Alloys
600/82/182 ascontrol specimens, so FOIs can bedetermined from specimens under Identical
conditions^ Some tests didnot use control specimens; in these cases, results are still presented as
more evidence of long initiation times. The results described in this and the following sections
are listed In alphabetical order by testing laboratory.

• Bettis tested several Alloy 690 heats for crack initiation and growth [12].The most
susceptible heat was tested in the fully annealed condition, and even after approximately
15,000 hours, no cracking was reported.

'The Weibayes regression treats non-failed specimens (suspended items) with an implicit assumption that initiation
inthe oldest specimen isimminent, and it therefore produces conservative times to initiation.

®FOIs were reported for some tests, inwhich case they are repeated here. Ifno FOI was reported, a FOI was
calculated as the ratio of thetimeto first initiation forAlloy 690specimens (or testduration if no initiation
occurred)to the time to first initiation of Alloy600 specimens.
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• Commissariat a I'energie atomique (CEA) tested several different types ofAlloy 690
specimens, including reverse U-bend (RUB) and capsule configurations for both industrial-
production heats and other experimental heats ([21] and [22]). Atotal of40 different heats
were used. NoPWSCC was observed in any of the RUB specimens up through 90,000 hours,
and there were no leaks inthe capsules up to 100,000 hours. Alloy 600 capsule specimens
cracked after 800 hours, givinga FOIof 125.

• Electricity de France (EDF) tested 48 C-ring specimens ofAlloy 690, as well as several
control specimens ofAlloy 600 ([12] and [23]). The control specimens cracked after about
2000 hours, whereas the Alloy 690 specimens showed no signs ofcrack initiation through the
endof thetestat 3600 hours. Therelatively short duration of these tests yields a very
conservative FOI of 1.8.

• Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory (KAPL) performed tests onAlloy 690 thatlasted up to
51,000 hours [24]. Ofthe 24 specimens tested, only two showed any indication ofSCC
occurrence at the end of the test, and these only had minor pockets of intergranular attack.

• Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) used mockups to test the PWSCC susceptibility ofAlloy
690 ([12] and [25]). No cracking was detected in the Alloy 690 specimens after 40,000 hours.
In contrast. Alloy 600 reference plugs showed leakage before 10,000 hours, giving a FOI of
about4. MHI also testedvarious forms ofplantcomponents. An Alloy600MA steam
generator tube (first rupture around 1000 hours) was compared to an Alloy 690TT CRDM
nozzle (no rupture up to95,000 hours) and an Alloy 690TT BMI nozzle (no rupture up to
80,000 hours). The FOIs calculated from these tests for Alloy 690TT over Alloy 600 MA are
95 and 80, respectively.

• Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) recently started testing highly cold-worked
material ofAlloy 690 in conjunction with reference Alloy 600 material [26]. The Alloy 600
specimens cracked after about 1500 hours. The Alloy 690 tests are still ongoing, but as of
November 2013, nocracking had been reported after 9200 hours of testing. The most recent
information on these tests yieldsa minimum FOIof 6.1.

• Vattenfall tested the MA and TT treatments of both Alloy 600andAlloy 690 ([21 ] and [27]).
The number ofRUB specimens and earliest times to initiation are shown in Table 3-2. For
the MA condition, Alloy 690 has exhibited a FOI ofover 49 versus Alloy 600. For the TT
condition, theFOI isover4.7. Both of these FOIs are limited by testduration.

Table 3-2

Vattenfall Data on the PWSCC Resistance of Alloys 600 and 690 [21]

Alloy No. of Specimens
Time to Initiation

(hours)

600MA 100 670

600TT 17 7000

690MA 41 >33,000

690TT 26 >33,000
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3.2.1.2 Alloy 690 HAZ Crack Initiation

KAPL tested the HAZ region for Alloys 690 and 600 for both unconstrained and constrained
(<14% plastic strain) welds [12]. Itwas determined that while the Alloy 600 HAZ cracked
readily, the Alloy 690 HAZ did not show any initiation under the same conditions.

3.2.1.3 Alloy 52/152 Crack Initiation

EDF tested Alloys 52/152,82, and 182 todetermine relative improvement factors ([21] and
[28]). Alloy 182 cracked after 95 hours, and Alloy 82 cracked after 570 hours. In comparison,
Alloy 52/152 still had not cracked after >21,000 hours. This resulted in a FOI for Alloy 52/152
of 37 compared to Alloy 82andover 150 compared to Alloy 182.

KAPL tested Alloy 52/152 welds for 2300 hours at640°F (338°C) and 5300 hours at 680°F
(360°C) [21]. The former tests showed no indications ofSCC, while the latter only had a few,
isolated "pockets." KAPL estimated the FOI ofAlloy 52/152 over Alloy 82 to be approximately
100.

While MHl has not compared Alloy 52/152 to Alloy 82/182, they have had notable results in
their PWSCC initiation tests [12]. Specimens of both Alloys 52and 152 have not cracked after
107,000hours, which are the longest tests yet reported.

Table 3-3 provides a summary ofthe crack initiation testing detailed throughout this section.
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Table 3-3

Summary of FOIs for Crack Initiation for Alloys 690/52/152

Source Material Comparison Temperature fF ("C)] FOl

MRP-111 690:600MA 599-680 (315-360) >26.5

MRP-111 690:600TT 599-680 (315-360) >13.3

MRP-111 690:600 599-680 (315-360) >27.1

CEA 690:600 680 (360) >125

EDF 690:600 680 (360) >1.8

MHI 690:600 680 (360) >4

MHI 690TT:600MA 680 (360) >95

MHI 690TT:600MA 680 (360) >80

PNNL 690:600 617 (325) >6.1

Vattenfall 690MA:600MA 689 (365) >49

Vattenfall 690TT:600TT 689 (365) >4.7

EDF 52/152:82 680 (360) >37

EDF 52/152:182 680 (360) >150

KAPL 52/152:82 680 (360)

o
o

3.2.2 PWSCC Growth Rates

This section enumerates crackgrowth rate testingdone by individual laboratories for different
material conditions (Alloy 690base metal. Alloy 690 HAZ, and Alloy 52/152). It is noted that
much of the Alloy 690 CGR data was produced using specimens with significant amounts of
cold work,while the databaseof laboratory CGRs applied to developthe MRP-55 [29] CGR
equation did not include cold-worked specimens. The current effort of the authors to consolidate
and interpret the latest setof available data is described in Section 3.3.

3.2.2.1 Alloy690 Crack Growth Rates

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) tested Alloy 690 specimens that had been subjected to a
26%thickness reduction by unidirectional cold rolling [21]. Inthismore susceptible condition,
crack growth rates were reported to be 2^10-8 mm/s (S-L orientation') and 3x10-8 mm/s (S-T
orientation'). The MRP-55 [29] disposition curve for non-cold-worked Alloy 600 predicts CGRs
on the order of Ix10"' mm/s. Thus heavily cold-worked Alloy 690 still produced a crack growth
FOl of about5 over Alloy 600 in the S-Lorientation andabout 3 for the S-Torientation.

' Crackgrowth orientation is defined in Reference [21]:

• S-L: crack is located in the plane of the rolling/straining direction, with growth parallel to the rolling/straining
direction (tendingto produce the highest susceptibility to SCC growth)

• S-T: crack is located in theplane of therolling/straining direction, with growth perpendicular to the
rolling/straining direction (tending to produce intermediate susceptibility to SCC growth)
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Bettistested 186 Alloy690 specimens from three heats undervarious conditions, including up to
33%cold work and temperatures between 600and 680°F (316and360^) [21]. A positive
correlation between cold workand PWSCC susceptibility was determined, so Alloy600 was also
testedwith matching levels of cold work. This work resulted in theconclusion that the crack
growth FOI for Alloy 690 over Alloy 600 is between 5 and 10.

General Electric Global Research Center (GE-GRC) obtained CGRs of<10 ®mm/s for Alloy 690
specimens with25%cold work(CW)tested at 644°F(340°C) [21]. The FOI of the cold-worked
Alloy690 relative to Alloy600 without cold work wasdetermined to be at least70; the FOI
relativeto Alloy 600 with similar levelsofcold work was predicted to be closer to 400.

3.2.2.2 Alloy690 HAZ Crack Growth Rates

Therehasonly been minimal testing done to characterize the PWSCC susceptibility of the HAZ
regions of Alloys 600 and 690. However, several laboratories haveshownthat the Alloy 690
HAZexhibits similar, perhaps marginally larger, CGRs incomparison to Alloy690 basemetal,
as shown in Table 3-4. This result indicates that the crack growth FOI for Alloy 690 base metal
may also be applicable to the Alloy 690 HAZ.

Table 3-4

Average Crack Growth Rates for Alloy 690 HAZ[12]

Laboratoiy Average CGR (mm/s)

ANL S1x10^

CIEMAT <4x10*

GE <7x10'

3.2.2.3 Alloy 52/152 Crack Growth Rates

GE reported favorable results for Alloy 52/152 [21]. Themeasured CGRs were similar to those
of Alloy 690with 20% cold work. These resulted in FOIs of 150 compared to Alloy 82and400
compared to Alloy 182.

For other labs, CGRs were fairly low, with GE and PNNL reporting <5x10"' mm/s. However,
ANL did report somewhat higher CGRs in MRP-237 Rev. 1, at 5x10"* mm/s ([12] and [21]).
Table 3-5 provides a summary of the base metal and weld metal crack growth testing detailed in
this section.
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Table 3-5

Summary of FOIs for Crack Growth for Alloys 690/52/152

Source Material Comparison Temperature ("C) FOI

ANL 690:600 (S-L) 608 (320) 5

ANL 690:600 (S-T) 608{320} 3

Bettis 690:600 600-680 (316-360) 5-10

GE 690 (CW):600 644-680 (340-360) 70

GE 690 (CW):600 (CW) 644-680 (340-360) 400

GE 52/152:82 644-680 (340-360) 150

GE 52/152:182 644-680 (340-360) 400

3.3 2013 EPRI Database of PWSCC Crack Growth Rates for Alloys
690/52/152

With the support of an international Expert Panel for PWSCC of Alloys 690/52/152, EPRI has
collected a database with the most current set ofavailable PWSCC crack growth rate data for
these materials. The CGR database, with contributions from seven laboratories, includes over
500 datapoints for Alloy690 and over 200data pointsfor Alloys 52/152 and derivations of
these weld metals (e.g., 52i, 52M, etc.). The CGR data presented in this report represent the
values reported by individual researchers, withoutany adjustment by the authors other than for
temperature and stress intensity factor as discussed below. The data presented belowrepresent
essentially all of the data points reported by the various laboratories.No screening process was
applied to the data on the basisof test characteristics suchas minimum required crack extension
or minimum required engagement to intergranular cracking. Instead, an inclusive process was
applied to conservatively assess the factors of improvement apparent in the data for specimens
with less than 10%added cold work. The only adjustments applied to the data were to normalize
the data for the effectof temperature assuming the consensus activation energy for Alloy600 of
130 kJ/mole, and the CGR was normalized to a common stress intensity factor using the K
dependence assumed in the probabilistic modeling introduced in Section 4.3 (see Section B.2.3).
Note that in the probabilistic modeling, the MRP-55 CGR equation for Alloy 600 [29] was
conservatively modified to reflect a stress intensity factor threshold of zero.The modified MRP-
55 equation was selected to have a very similarK dependence to that of the original MRP-55
equation over the range of stress intensity factors relevant to the laboratory CGRdata collected
for Alloys 690/52/152.

In Figure 3-1, the data for Alloy 690 specimens with less than 10% cold workare compared to
the standard MRP-55 curve for thick-wall Alloy 600 material. For Alloy 690 CRDM/CEDM
nozzles and other RPVHPNs, the effective cold-work level in the bulk Alloy 600 base metal is
expected to be no greater than roughly 10% [55]. The MRP-55 curve [29] corresponds to the TS"'
percentile of the heat-to-heat variability inCGR for Alloy 600(without intentionally introduced
cold work to the tested specimens). Curves attained by scalingthe MRP-55 curveby FOIsof 5,
10,and 20 are also shown for comparison with the data for Alloy690. Additionally, Figure3-2
shows theempirical distribution of (<10% coldwork) Alloy 690base metal data against several
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hypothetical statistical distributions based on the FOI approach. These curves correspond to the
nominal distributions used inthe probabilistic modeling of this report (for equivalent temperature
and stress intensity factor) for different assumed FOI values. Most ofthe laboratory CGR data
are bounded by a FOI of20, and all ofthe laboratory CGR data are bounded by a FOI of 10.
Furthermore, mostof the datasupport FOI values much larger than 20.

CGR data specific to the weld heat affected zone (HAZ) ofthe Alloy 690 base metal can also be
compared to the MRP-55 curve, as shown in Figure 3-3. Figure 3-4 shows the empirical
distribution ofAlloy 690 HAZ data against several hypothetical statistical distributions based on
the FOI approach. Again, these curves correspond to the nominal distributions used in the
probabilistic modeling ofthis report (for equivalent temperature and stress intensity factor) for
different assumed FOI values. Similar to thesituation for the Alloy 690 bulkbasemetal, most of
the laboratory CGR data are bounded by a FOI of20, and all ofthe laboratory CGR data are
bounded by a FOI of 10.

In Figure 3-5, the data for Alloy 52/152 specimens are compared to the standard MRP-115 curve
for Alloy 182 weld metal. The MRP-115 curve [14] corresponds to the 75"' percentile of the
weld-to-weld variability in CGR for Alloy 182 (with growth along the dendrite solidification
direction). Curves attained by scaling the MRP-115 curve by FOIs of5,10, and 20 are shown for
reference. It should be noted that there have been substantial differences in the CGR data
reported between laboratories in some ofthe cases in which the same material was tested by
multiple laboratories. This behavior accounts for the highest CGRs observed in Figure 3-5.
Figure 3-6 shows the empirical distribution ofAlloy 52/152 data against several hypothetical
statistical distributions based on the FOI approach. Again, these curves correspond to the
nominal distributions used inthe probabilistic modeling of this report (for equivalent temperature
and stress intensity factor) for different assumed FOI values. The full set oflaboratory CGR data
is virtually bounded by a FOI of20, although most ofthe data support much larger FOI values.
The wider distribution exhibited by the empirical data suggests more variability for crack growth
rates in Alloys 52/152 compared to Alloy 182. This may be physically representative, but may
also be anartifact ofdifferent testing procedures employed bydifferent investigators.
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3.4 Conclusions Regarding Factors of Improvement

Theauthors of MRP-111 [5] and MRP-237 Rev. 1 [21] formulated conclusions about FOIs for
Alloys 690/52/152 from the data that was included in their respective reports. These conclusions,
as well as those estimated from the 2013 EPRI CGR database, are summarized in Table 3-6.

Table 3-6

Summary of FOIs CalculatedFromTests Reported in MRP-111 [5] and MRP-237 Rev. 1 [21]

Source

Initiation Growth Rate

Base Metal

(690)
Weld Metal

(52/152)
Base Metal

(690)
Weld Metal

(52/152)

MRP-111

(Weibull/Weibayes)
>26.5 (MA)
>13.3 (TT)

NR'" NR NR

MRP-111

(Ratio)
>27.1 NR NR NR

MRP-237 Rev. 1
>70 (MA)

>40-100 (TT)
>60 -70

-400

(vs. Alloy 182)

2013 EPRI CGR
Database

(50- %tile)®
NR NR

60 (<10%CW)
98 (HAZ)

331

2013 EPRI CGR
Database

(75" %tile)®
NR NR

19(<10%CW)
13 (HAZ)

58

(1) NR = not reported.
(2) The SO* percentile FOI is calculated as the ratio between the 50''" percentile ofthe laboratory CGR data

and the50"" percentile of theCGR perthemodified MRP-55 distribution or pertheMRP-115
distribution, as applicable. Similarly, the 75''' percentile FOI iscalculated asthe ratio between the
analogous 75"" percentile values.

For crack initiation, FOIs presented inthis section are conservatively small because, in many
cases, crack initiation of Alloys 690/52/152 was notobserved during testing; instead, the
initiation time was assumed to be equivalent to the test duration. Additionally, many of the Alloy
690 crack growth rate tests were performed on specimens with considerable amounts ofcold
work (up to40%), which is known to accelerate CGRs (by this same reasoning, CGR FOIs from
MRP-237 Rev. 1 [21] may also be conservative).

Because work is still ongoing to determine the performance of Alloys 690/52/152 in PWR
replacement head applications, conservatively small factors of improvement were applied in the
technical basis calculations presented in Section 4:

• The technical basis calculations apply growth FOIs varying from 10 to 20 forAlloy 690 base
metal and from 5 to 10 for Alloy 52/152 weld metal and Alloy 690 HAZ material. The lower
assumed growth FOI values for the weld metal and HAZ material reflect the general concern
for potentially elevated crack growth rates inthe weld metal and base metal HAZ in
comparison to that for bulk base metal. Itisnoted that the currently available laboratory data
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for Alloy 690 HAZ material do not show a substantially elevated crack growth rate in
comparison to that for Alloy 690 bulk base metal.

• The technical basis calculations investigatingthe nuclear safety concern of nozzle ejection do
not take any credit for an improved resistance to PWSCC initiation of the Alloy 690
RPVHPNs (i.e., an Initiation FOIof 1 is assumed). Basedon the plant and laboratory data
presented in Sections 2 and3, additional cases apply a conservatively small initiation FOI of
5 for the purpose of investigating the benefit of the improved performance of Alloys
690/52/152 for the probability of leakage due to through-wall PWSCC.

Based on the workpresented in Sections 2 and 3, there is high confidence that the actual FOI
values for Alloy 690 RPVHPNs are substantially greater than the valuesassumed in the
inspection technical basis calculations. In thefuture, thesituation may be re-assessed and excess
conservatism removed from the technical basis for inspection.
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4
DETERMINISTIC AND PROBABILISTIC PWSCC
EVALUATIONS

This section gives an overview ofthe deterministic and probabilistic evaluations ofthe effect of
inspection intervals on risks related toPWSCC degradation ofAlloy 690 RPVHPNs, namely in
comparison tothe correspondent risks in Alloy 600 RPVHPNs. This overview includes an
explanation ofthe evaluation approaches, a presentation ofkey results, and astatement ofthe
conclusions drawn from these results.

This section isaugmented by Appendix Aand Appendix B, which together comprise a
comprehensive description ofthe probabilistic model and its constituent submodels, detailed
input listings, and a comprehensive presentation of results.

4.1 Approach

This section compiles both deterministic and probabilistic technical bases for establishing a
recommended inspection interval for Alloy 690 top heads. The deterministic technical basis
applies industry-standard crack growth calculation procedures (e.g., relief requests, techniques
developed in earlier MRP reports) to predict time tocertain adverse conditions under various
conservative assumptions. These deterministic results provide a conservative bound on the
recommended inspection interval forAlloy 690top heads.

Probabilistic evaluation is then applied to make predictions for leakage and ejection risk
generally using best-estimate inputs and assumptions. This evaluation is conducted for both
Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 top heads and for various different inspection intervals. The objective is
to provide a technical basis for an Alloy 690 top head inspection interval based on absolute and
relative riskassessment, the latter in comparison to correspondent risks in Alloy 600RPVH with
inspection internals simulated in accordance with current industry standards. This probabilistic
evaluation gives consideration tocomplex and potentially risk-limiting processes aside from
growth, like PWSCC initiation, UT flaw detection prior to leakage, and UT orvisual detection
prior to nozzle ejection. The probabilistic model is similar to those applied in MRP-105 [6] and
MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30].

Evaluation is conducted using initiation and growth models reflective of Alloy 600and,
separately. Alloy 690. The Alloy 690 models are based on the FOI approach substantiated in
Section 3, wherein established Alloy 600 initiation time model predictions arescaled (shifted
into the future) by some value greater than orequal to one (the FOI for initiation) and established
Alloy 600 crack growth rate model predictions are scaled by some value less than orequal toone
(the reciprocal ofthe FOI for growth). Given the current lack ofprecise and substantiated FOIs,
simulation experiments are conducted with various assumed FOIs yielding aset ofresults (each
bearing different degrees ofconservatism with respect to available data) from which conclusions
may be refined.
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4.2 Deterministic Cracl( Growth Evaluations

Deterministic crack growtii evaluation iscommonly applied to assess PWSCC risks for specific
components and operating conditions. In general, such deterministic evaluations quantify the
time between a certain initial condition—a known or hypothetical flaw size—to some adverse
condition—through-wall growth, a prescribed stability margin, etc.—under a set ofassumptions.
This time isthen used to inform options for inspection intervals, mitigation, and repair. Often,
deterministic evaluations rely on conservative assumptions to allow margin for error.

Deterministic crack growth evaluation isprovided in this section as a precursor toprobabilistic
evaluation to illustrate directly the relationship between the improved PWSCC growth resistance
ofAlloys 690/52/152 and the average time to certain adverse conditions. These evaluations rely
on conservative crack growth rate predictions and the assumption ofan existing flaw (which is
replaced with a PWSCC initiation model for probabilistic evaluation). The evaluations are
therefore considered toprovide a reasonable lower bound on the average time to adverse
conditions, from which a conservative inspection interval may berecommended.

The probabilistic evaluation replaces these conservatisms with best estimates, incorporating
distributed inputs to reflect uncertainty and variability. The probabilistic evaluation returns
predictions in the form ofprobabilities, based upon which examination intervals may be adjusted
to achieve an acceptable level of risk.

4.2.1 Existing Calcuiations

This evaluation draws upon existing crack growth calculations for Alloy 600/82/182 RPVHPNs.
Results ofthese existing calculations are summarized in Table 4-1. As described in the next
subsection, these calculations are adjusted to be representative of Alloy 690/52/152 RPVHPNs.

The following list describes each cited crack growth calculation and states key underlying
conservatisms:

• General: The following conservatisms apply to all crack growth calculations presented in
this section:

- All calculations use a 75"' percentile crack growth rate curve derived from Alloy 600
data, as developed in MRP-55 [29].

- For estimating crack stress intensity factors, all calculations assume residual stresses that
are bounding ofthose predicted in the vicinity ofthe location of interest. That is, there is
no credit taken for a drop in residual stress as flaws grow in length away from stress
concentrations.

- Time to leakage results for surface cracks are reported from 10%TW (e.g., -1.6 mm).
There issome likelihood ofdetecting cracks with UT oreddy current examination
techniques before they reach this size.

- Growth results for through-wall circumferential cracks along the J-groove weld are
reported from 30° to 300°. Leakage is expected to manifest through cracks less than 30°
around the circumference, suchthat there is some likelihood of visually detecting cracks
before they reach this size.
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- Calculations areusually performed for uphill and downhill RPVHPN locations. Time for
growth results are reported for the moreconservative location in all cases.

MRP-105 Deterministic Calculations: Section 6 of MRP-105 [6] provides deterministic
crack growth analyses for the time to grow from 30°to 300° for through-wall circumferential
flaws along thetopedge of J-groove welds. Several conservatisms areapplied including the
use of stress intensity factors that bound those predicted across all penetration angles fora
given crack length, and a factor of two applied to all crack growth rates to account for
environmental uncertainties.

MRP-105 studies fourdistinct RPVHPN geometries, each the outermost penetration
associated with one of four distinct reactor vessel top head designs.

Examination Frequency Relief Request: AM-2007-011 (Section 5.2 of Attachment 3 of the
10CFR50.55aAlternate Examination Frequency ReliefRequest for Byron 2) [31] provides
time to leakage calculations for nozzle OD axial flaws, ID axial flaws, and OD
circumferential flaws. Several conservatisms are applied including the assumption that
growth isdriven bythestress profile forthe location of maximum residual stress and the
assumption thatcrack growth rates for OD circumferential flaws exposed to theannulus
environment are scaled by a factor oftwo.

AM-2007-011 studies cracks present in nozzles with different penetration angles, each with
different predicted residual stress fields. Results for time to leakage are reported for the42.8°
penetration. These results aresimilar toor lower than those for other penetration angles
investigated in the report.

Technical Basis for CRDM Inspection Interval: Appendix B of R-3515-00-1-NP [32]
provides calculations for the time to leakage for nozzle ID and OD axial flaws and the time
to grow from 30° to 300° for through-wall circumferential flaws along the top edge of
J-groove welds.

R-3515-00-1-NP studies cracks present in nozzles withdifferent penetration angles, each
with different predicted residual stress fields. Results for growth times are reported for the
27.1 ° penetration. These results are similar toor lower than those for other penetration angles
investigated in the report.

MRP-375 Deterministic Calculations: The deterministic calculations of this report are
based on those described in Section 5-2 of MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30]. This includes deterministic
calculations for the time to leakage for nozzle ID and OD axial flaws and the time to grow
from 30° to 300° for through-wall circumferential flaws alongthe top edgeof J-groove
welds. Several conservatisms are applied, including the useof stress intensity factors that
bound those predicted across all penetration angles for a given circumferential crack length, a
zero stress intensity factor threshold forgrowth, anda factor of twoapplied to all
circumferential crack growth rates to account forenvironmental uncertainties.

The assumed residual stress proflle at each location is derived as an average of residual stress
results across various different penetration angles. Theaverage penetration angle inthe
underlying data set is roughly 20°.
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4.2.2 Approach to Using Existing Calculations

Existing crack growth calculations for Alloy 600/82/182 RPVHPNs are selected and adjusted to
be representative of Alloy 690/52/152 RPVHPNs.

First, to allowconsistent interpretation of the results, the initial and end conditions for each crack
typeare made uniform. Surface flaw results are estimated from an initial condition of 10%
through-wall®. The end condition for ID axial and OD circumferential flaws is through-wall
growth; the endcondition for ODaxial flaws is growth to the top (or heel) of the J-groove weld.
Through-wall circumferential crack resultsare estimated from an initial conditionof30° around
the nozzle to an end condition of 300" around the nozzle (suggestive of net section collapse risk).

Then, tofurther allow consistent interpretation, all results are adjusted^ to an operating
temperature of 613°F (323°C) using the Arrhenius relationship with an activation energyof 130
kJ/mol. This operatingtemperature is believed to be an upper bound for operating Alloy690 top
heads in service today.

Finally, the results of the Alloy 600 deterministic calculations are scaled by a FOI for PWSCC
growth. Consistent (if notconservative) with respect to laboratory datapresented inSection 3, a
FOI of 20 is assumed for ID axial cracks, OD circumferential cracks, and through-wall
circumferential cracks. These cracks are expected to reside predominantly in wrought Alloy 690
material. The leakage concern for OD axial cracks is due to grovrth upward from the initiation
location below the weld. Because such OD axial cracks are expected to reside partially in the
HAZ of the Alloy 690 material, a FOI ofonly 10 is conservativelyassumed.

4.2.3 Conclusions Regarding Deterministic Results

The deterministic calculation resultsapplicable to Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 nozzlesadjusted to a
common temperature of 613°F (323°C) are given in the two rightmost columns of Table 4-1. As
detailed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, these calculations compound various conservatisms and
should thus be interpreted as reasonable lower bounds on the times to adverse conditions on
reactorvessel top heads, i.e., these times are not considered best estimates.

The conservative time between detectable flaw size (assumed to be 10% through-wall) and
leakage varies between 1.9 and 3.8 EFPY at 613°F (or between RIY = 2.6and5.2 via the
N-729-1 definition) for a rangeof different crack typeson an Alloy 600 RPVH. This is
consistent with the N-729-1 requirement of volumetric examination before RIY= 2.25. Because
inspections occur after fewer RlYs than it takes a detectable flaw to grow through-wall, an
inspection would occur and provide an opportunity to detect a given flaw before leakage results.

The conservative time between evident leakage and risk of net section collapse varies between 6
and 16 EFPY at 613°F (i.e., between RIY = 8 and 22) for the Alloy 600 RPVH. These results
demonstrate that considerable time is required for an assumed through-wall circumferential flaw

®Most reports assumed an initial depth somewhat less than 10% through-wall; however, time to leakage from 10%
through-wall could generally be estimated with depthversus time plots.

' Inplace ofbeing able to reproduce results atdifferent temperatures or with different FOls ongrowth, adjustments
to growth predictions are made simply byscaling time spans linearly. This is believed to bea reasonable
approximation for the purposes of this deterministic evaluation.
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to grow to the size that nozzle ejection may occur, even in the case of crack growth rates
applicable to Alloy 600 material.

For difTerent analyses and different crack types on an Alloy 690 RPVH, the conservative time
between detectable flaw size and leakage varies between 23 and 77 EFPY at 6I3°F (or between
RIY = 31 and 106).This result is supportive ofan extension of the UT inspection interval to 20
calendar years.

The conservative time between evident leakage and risk of net section collapse varies between
121 and 320 EFPY at 6I3°F (i.e., between RIY = 167 and 441) for the Alloy 690 RPVH. These
resultssuggest an extremely lowriskofAlloy 690 RPVHPN ejection, even if inspections are
assumed to be neglected. The purpose of the probabilistic analysesdiscussed next is to quantify
this risk through simulation of the PWSCC degradation process, with conservatively small credit
for the improved performanceof Alloys 690/52/152 versus Alloys 600/82/182.

4.3 Summary of Probabilistic Model

The following sections provide an overview of the probabilistic model for evaluating theeffect
of UT inspection interval extension on leakage and nozzle ejection risk for reactor vessel top
heads. The model underlying the probabilistic evaluation is modified from the model presented
in Appendix B of MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30]. The probabilistic model is capable of accepting plant-
and industry-specific inputs (distributed or deterministic), conducting lifetime analyses of
PWSCC manifesting In various forms at various locations, and returningstatistics to describe the
risks of key failure modes (e.g., leakage and ejection).

The integrated probabilistic model includes submodels for simulating component and crack
stress conditions, PWSCC initiation, PWSCC growth, and flaw examination. In comparison to
the priorversion used in MRP-335 Rev. I, the crack initiation andcrackgrowth submodels have
been augmented to include FOls to scalethe results of established Alloy 600/82/182 models to
be more representative of Alloy 690/52/152 components.

Appendix A provides a more comprehensive description of the probabilistic model.

The key results generated for this study are summarized in Section 4.4.

4.3.1 Factor of Improvement (FOI) Framework

The submodels used for crack initiationand growth prediction for Alloy 600 RPVHPNs in
MRP-335 Rev. 1have been adapted forAlloy 690 RPVHPNs byapplying FOls to account for
superior PWSCC resistanceof the material. This approach Is based on:

• Approaches oftenapplied to model the susceptibility to SCCof Alloy600TTand Alloy 690
steam generator tubing [33].

• Previous relief request submissions to the NRC [31].

• MRP-237 Rev. 2 [12], which poses the superior performance of Alloy 690to Alloy 600 in
terms of FOI, as described in Section 3.

PWSCC Initiation FOI: Statistical Weibull models are developed for the PWSCC initiation
process in Alloy600 top heads. This development Isenabled by an expansive data set
quantifying Alloy 600 top head operating and inspection experience, including many incidences
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of flaw detection. Given the relatively limited operating experience with Alloy 690topheads, it
isconsidered premature to develop specific statistical PWSCC initiation models. Since no
incidencesof flaw detection have been observed, such development would rely on necessarily
conservative assumptions about the imminence of PWSCC in Alloy 690 top heads. Instead, this
study applies a simple FOI approach toadjust established Alloy 600 initiation predictions to be
better representativeof Alloy 690.

To apply the Alloy 600 initiation experience toAlloy 690, initiation time predictions for Alloy
600 locations—based on a Weibull model developed from Alloy 600/82/182top head data—are
multiplied by a defined FOI (greater than orequal toone) toaccount for the superior resistance
to cracking. Likewise, initiation time predictions for Alloy 52/152 locations—also, based ona
Weibull model developed from Alloy 600/82/182 tophead data—are multiplied bya defined,
potentially different, FOI.

Based on the available data presented in Section 3, initiation FOIs of at least 20are demonstrated
by existing data. Such factors on the time to initiation result in a negligible probability ofnozzle
ejection (i.e., less than about 10'* per head per year) and very low probability ofleakage. The
detailed calculations of this report apply conservatively low initiation FOIs varying from I to 5
inorder to conservatively credit the improved initiation performance of Alloys 690/52/152
relative to Alloys 600/82/182.

PWSCC Growth FOI: Statistical models for PWSCC crack growth rates in Alloy 600 and
Alloy 82/182 were developed in MRP-55 [29] and MRP-115 [14], respectively. Atthe time of
this report, work isongoing todevelop CGR equations for Alloys 690/52/152 based on a detailed
screening and assessment of the available data for CGR testing in these alloys. Therefore, to
account for the increased PWSCC growth resistance ofAlloys 690/52/152, theFOI approach is
applied to adjust predictions based on the established Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 models.

The FOI for crack growth is applied by dividing theAlloy 600/82/182 flaw depth and flaw
length growth rates by a FOI. Different FOIs may also be applied to crack locations residing in
different RPVHPN locations to reflectvariation in the susceptibility ofwroughtAlloy 690 base
metal. Alloy 52/152 weld material, and Alloy 690 material located in the J-groove weld heat
affected zone (HAZ).

Similar to the initiation FOIs above, taking creditfora growth FOI such as 100 results ina
negligible probability ofnozzle ejection. However, since work is still ongoing to determine the
performance ofAlloys 690/52/152 in PWR replacement head applications, conservatively
smaller factors of improvement were applied inthetechnical basis calculations. The studies
presented in this section use growth FOIs varying from 10 to 20 for Alloy 690 base metal and
from 5 to 10 forAlloy 52/152 weld metal and Alloy 690 HAZ material. Inthe future, the
situation may be re-assessed and excess conservatism removed from the technical basis for
inspection.

4.3.2 Key Modeling Assumptions

Several assumptions and simplifications are embedded in the probabilistic model used for this
evaluation. Knowledge ofthe following simplifications is key when interpreting the results given
in this section and in Appendix B; however, the conclusions drawn in this report are not expected
to be dependent on these simplifications. It is noted that each ofthese key modeling assumptions
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is shared with the RPVHPN model described in the peening topical report, MRP-335 Rev. 1
[30].

• Possibleflaw locations. It is assumed thatmultiple crack initiation on a single RPVHPN can
beadequately represented through sixpossible initiation sites: anaxial flaw at thenozzle ID,
an axial flaw at the nozzle OD below the weld, and a radial flaw in the weld material (each at
the greatest uphill and greatest downhill locations, i.e., the locations of largest tensile residual
stresses). To determine risks representative of an entire top head, many RPVHPNs at
different angles of incidence relative to the RPV head are modeled. The probability of
initiation at anygiven site is assumed to be equal (i.e., the surface stress dependency of
PWSCC initiation is not explicitly modeled).

• Circumferentialflaw initiation. Ifanynozzle or weld flaw grows into the annulus above the
J-groove weld'°, acircumferential flaw is assumed to initiate with an initial circumferential
extentof 30°.This assumption is consistent with MRP-105 [6].

• Nozzle ejection threshold. Ejection of a given RPVHPN isassumed to occur once the
through-wall circumferential flaw reaches a specified threshold length. Cases presented in
this section assume a conservative threshold length equivalent to 300° around the
penetration, which isthe same value used in MRP-105 [6] and isbased on net section
collapse (NSC) calculations presented in Appendix Dof that report. The difference in ASME
BPVC Section II-D material properties between Alloy 600and Alloy 690onlychanges the
results of NSC calculations byapproximately 1°. Consequently, this value remains valid and
conservative irrespective of thetop head alloy. Additional details are provided in Section
A.8.

4.3.3 Individual Submodels

Thesubmodels of theprobabilistic framework have been adapted from Appendix Bof MRP-335
Rev, I [30] for use with Alloy 690 RPVHPNs. The submodel enabling the consideration of
peening effects has been disabled in this version of the probabilistic model while additional
inspection scheduling options have been added. The individual submodels incorporated into the
probabilistic model of RPVHPN PWSCC are detailed in Appendix Aand summarized below:

• Loadand stress calculation. The total stressprofile alongeach lineof potential flaw growth
is approximated asa second-order polynomial. Polynomial coefficients are fit based onthe
results of FEA studies spanning different nozzle geometries, welding parameters, etc. The
crack stress intensity factors at the deepest point and at thesurface tipsarecalculated with
the standard influence coefficientmethod [34]. Furtherdetails are provided in SectionA.5.

• Flaw initiation. The flaw initiation model sets an initiation time and an initial depth and
length for flaws. To adjust established Alloy 600/82/182 Weibull-based PWSCC initiation
models for use onAlloy 690 RPVHPNs, the calculated initiation times are multiplied by
FOls as described in Section 4.3.1. Details are provided in Section A.4,

'"Flaw growth into ihe annulus is presumed tooccur ifanaxial ID flaw orradial weld flaw grows to a depth
exceeding the material thickness or ifan axial OD flaw grows toa length such that its uppermost tip extends tothe
J-groove weld root.
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• PWSCCflaw growth. The standard PWSCC growth models of MRP-55 [29] for Alloy 600
and of MRP-115 [14] for Alloy 82/182 are adopted in this study. These models account for
growth rate dependencies with respect tostress intensity factor and temperature and
probabilistically capture the range ofgrowth rates observed in laboratory experiments. To
adapt these models for use on Alloy 690 and Alloy 52/152, respectively, the crack growth
ratesare divided by FOIs. Details are provided in Section A.6.

Fatigue flaw growth isnot considered in this study given that PWSCC crack growth is
expected todominate based on crack growth analyses and as confirmed by plant experience
[1].

• Flawdetection. UT and BMV inspections are simulated at specified intervals which are
guided by the Inspection requirements ofASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] aswell as the
inspection interval extensions sought in this technical basis report.

The UT inspection model and inputs of MRP-335 Rev. 1[30] are adopted in this study to
express probability ofdetection asa function ofthrough-wall percentage. UT examinations
are assumed to be unable to detect flaws growing in theweld material. Visual detection is
modeled probabilistically based ona probability of leakage detection that isassumed
constant, irrespective of leak rate. Details are provided inSection A.7.

4.4 Probabilistic Model Results

The probabilistic model described in the previous sections is integrated within a Monte Carlo
simulation framework allowing for thestatistical prediction of possible outcomes such as nozzle
leakage and ejection. The primary statistics used toassess and compare the results ofthe
probabilistic model are defined below and are more thoroughly explained in Section A.8:

• Incremental leakage frequency (ILF) is defined as the average number of new leaking
nozzles per year on a RPV top head. This statistic is derived for any given operational cycle
by averaging the predicted number ofnew leaking nozzles for that operational cycle across
all Monte Carlo realizations and dividing by the number of calendar years percycle. Average
leakage frequency (ALF) is the average ofthe ILFs across all cycles in the total operational
service period of the plant.

• Likewise, incremental ejection frequency (lEF) isdefined asthe average number ofnozzle
ejections per year on a RPV top head. This statistic is derived for any given operational cycle
by averaging the predicted number ofejections for that operational cycle across all Monte
Carlo realizations and dividing by thenumber of years percycle. Average ejection frequency
(AEF) is the average ofthe lEFs across all cycles in the total operational service period ofthe
plant.

For three base cases," the lEF and ILF are plotted inFigure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 , respectively.
Table 4-2 provides a listing ofkey statistics for each ofthe base cases. Asummary discussion of
the base case results is provided in Section 4.4.1, and key trends from other studies (in which
inspection interval or assumed FOIs are varied) are discussed in Sections 4.4.2 through 4.4.4.

"The term "base case" isused liere to identify tlie cases with best-approximation inputs from the cases used to
explore parametric model sensitivity or model convergence.
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The assumed FOIs for initiation and growthare varied among the cases presented in this section
in orderto investigate the effectof the assumed degree of improved PWSCC performance of
Alloys 690/52/152.'̂ To simplify presentation, a naming convention for FOI isused:

FOI Identifer =

where g indicates growth FOIs and / indicates initiation FOIs. FOI^,^ is applied to thewrought
nozzle material (with respect to the Alloy 600 predictions), and FOI„^2a.m's applied to the HAZ
nozzle material (with respect to the Alloy 600 predictions) and the weld material (with respectto
the Alloy 182 predictions).'̂ For example, glO/5 i2/l indicates a growth FOI of 10 on the
wrought material and of 5 on the HAZ andweld material with an initiation FOI of 2 on the
wroughtmaterial and of 1on the HAZ and weld material.

4.4.1 Base Case Results

For directcomparison and comparison withthe results othercasespresented later, three base
casesare defined. In general, each case considers a RPVH operating periodof 40 calendar years,
a 6I3°F (323°C) operating temperature, anda refueling cycle length of two calendar years (the
cycle length resulting in the maximum time between UT inspections undercurrent
requirements). A summary of the FOIand inspection inputs for each basecase follows whilethe
remaining inputs are defined inTable B-1 through Table B-9of Appendix B:

• Alloy600 with inspectionsper N-729-1 (all FOIs are I)

• Thiscaseprovides a benchmark withwhich to compare the relative change in risk
predictions forvarious Inspection regimes and FOIs. UTinspections aresimulated to occur
on themostfrequent schedule that hasbeen applied in the U.S. for top heads with Alloy 600
nozzles, i.e., everyfuel cycle,or 2 calendar years in the assumed case. BMV inspections
aresimulated to occurevery otherrefueling cycle(i.e., every 4 years) for the first 8 EDY of
top headoperationand then occur every cycle.

• Alloy 690case with BMV inspections every 4years, UT inspections every 20years, and FOI
ofglO/5 il/1

The inspection intervals and FOIsselected for this caseare used to justify extending the UT
inspection interval to 20 years, even with no assumed initiation improvement andmodest
assumed growth FOIs.

'"The useof deterministic instead of distributed FOIsis considered superiorin this workas it provides a moredirect
relationship between risks andPWSCC resistance, i.e., it eliminates a layer of abstraction inthepresentation of the
results.

The useof the sameFOI for the Alloy 690 HAZ and weldmaterial wasa conservative modeling choice giventhe
general concern for potentially elevated crack growth rales inthe base metal HAZ incomparison to that for bulk
Alloy 690 base metal.

Fortheassumed head temperature of 613°F (323°C) and an assumed capacity factor of 0.92, the RJY accumulated
between simulated UTinspections is RIY = 2.54. Thisis slightly greater than the RIY = 2.25 interval of Code Case
N-729-1 [3].
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• Alloy 690 casewith BMV impedions every 4years, no modeled UT inspections, andFOIof
g20/l0 il/I

The inspection intervals and FOIs selected for thiscase are used tojustifyextending the UT
inspection interval beyond the expected replacement head operating period, with noassumed
initiation improvement but a growth resistance forAlloys 690/52/152 that isconsidered more
representative (in comparison to theprevious base case) of available information.

As demonstrated in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2, UT inspection as modeled is predicted to havea
modest effect on leakage risk but a dramatic effect onejection risk, the latter indicated bythe
sharp decrease in lEF between the operating cycle preceding UT inspection (at 18.4 EFPY) and
theoperating cycle following UT inspection (at20.2 EFPY). The modesty in leakage prevention
isdue inpart to theassumption that UT inspection cannot detect flaws initiating and growing the
weld material; theeffectiveness forejection prevention isdueto the high probability of detecting
through-wall circumferential flaws above the J-groove weld. Since BMV inspections can only
detect flaws after leakage, BMV inspection has no effect on the frequency of leakage. On the
otherhand, the benefit of each BMV inspection (as well as of each UTinspection) is visible in
the nozzleejection frequency resultsof Figure4-1.

As shown inTable 4-2,eliminating the UTinspection interval while doubling the FOI forcrack
growth is predicted to result in a 51% reduction in the AEF (from 6.2E-6 to 3.1E-6). Both of
these results area significant improvement overtheAlloy 600 base case, for which the predicted
AEF is 5.1E-5 (a factor of 8 or 17 higher than the Alloy690 base cases).

The ALFs for the three base cases—0.200, 0.196, and 0.146 respectively—are similar. The
decreasing trend indicates that ALF is reduced to a greater extent by the higher assumed FOIs
than by the more frequent UT examinations (this trade-off being at the heart of this study).
Additionally, as detailed inSection 4.4.4, taking credit for a modest FOI on initiation further
reduces the probability of leakage.

For greater detail about the results of the base cases, refer to Section B.3.2.1 in Appendix B.

4.4.2 Varying Inspection Intervals

In addition to the inspection strategies of the two Alloy 690 base cases, two additional inspection
strategies were considered; the first in accordance with Code Case N-729-1 for PWSCC resistant
materials and the second an extension of the BMV interval to 10 years in addition to the
extension of the UT interval to 20 years.

As expected at the onset ofthis study, the inspection ofAlloy 690 heads per N-729-1 (with either
set of FOIs assumed in the basecases) is predicted to result in a much reduced frequency of
nozzle ejection versus that for Alloy 600 heads Inspected per N-729-1. However, asdiscussed in
the previous subsection, extending the UT inspection interval to 20 years ispredicted to maintain
a substantial risk benefit relative to the Alloy 600 case.

For the second base case (glO/5), extending the BMV inspection interval from every other cycle
toevery five cycles (i.e., from every 4 to every 10 years) with UT inspections every 20 years is
predicted to increase the AEF by a factor oftwo. Under the assumption ofg20/10 FOIs, the
resultant AEF prediction is still over two orders of magnitude lower than the Alloy 600 base
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case; under the assumption of glO/5 FOIs, the resultant AEF prediction is over fourtimes lower
than the Alloy 600 base case.

Finally, the glO/5 basecase was rerunwithout UT inspection. Forgoing the UTexamination at
20 years resulted in an AEFapproximately 16times larger than the basecase and nearly twice
that of the Alloy 600 base case.

For greaterdetail aboutthe results for varying inspection strategies, refer to Section B.3.2.2 in
Appendix B.

4.4.3 Factor of Improvement on Crack Growth Rates

Applying FOIs on growth leads to significant reductions in the AEF prediction (typically an
orderof magnitude greater than the factor of change in the FOI) because both the rateof surface
flaw growthand through-wall circumferential crack growthare reduced.

Because leakage is predicted to primarily result from flaws growing through the weld, giving
credit forgrowth improvement solely in the wrought material (e.g., from g20/l0 to g100/10)
provides limited benefitwith regardto leakage reduction.

For greaterdetail aboutthe results for varying FOIson growth, refer to Section B.3.2.3 in
Appendix B.

4.4.4 Factor of Improvement on Crack Initiation

Crediting initiation improvement leads to smaller relative benefits withregard to ejection than
crediting growth improvement. However, initiation improvement does greatly reduce the
likelihood of leakage. These results suggest that nozzle leakage is limited by initiation while
ejection may be more limited bycircumferential grovrth around the nozzle than by flaw
initiation.

The leakage predictions made crediting onlygrowth improvement aregenerally high in
comparison to the low rateof Alloy 690 component leakage that has been observed in practice.
Applying a modest FOI of 5 for PWSCC initiation inAlloy 690and Alloy 52/152 reduces the
frequency of leakage predictions to be more consistent with the current observed performance of
Alloy 690 RPVHPNs.

Forgreater detail about the results for varying FOIs on initiation, refer to Section B.3.2.3 in
Appendix B.

4.4.5 Probabilistic Model Sensitivity, Convergence, and Benchmarking Results

In addition to varying the inspection and FOI parameters, a variety of sensitivity caseswere run
to understand the sensitivity of model results and dependent conclusions to variation of inputs or
model assumptions, e.g., changing the mean RPVH temperature or correlating crack growth rates
and initiation times. The results of these model sensitivity cases are discussed in Section B.3.3.
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With the exception ofone case'̂ the risic ofejection across all sensitivity cases remained below
that of the Alloy 600 base case.

Monte Carlo convergence testing comprised ten independent runs ofthe Alloy 690 (g20/10) base
case with the number of realizations per run equivalent to that used for all other cases presented
in this section. The results of these runsconfirmed a Monte Carloconvergence bandwitha
standard deviation less than 1% for ALF and 5% for AEF predictions.

As additional validation, the probabilistic model results were benchmarked against two case
Studies presented in MRP-105 [6]. When the key model inputs were matched, the benchmarking
effort revealed reasonable agreement between the two probabilistic models in view ofthe
differences in the detailed modeling approaches and assumptions. The benchmarking exercise
provides continuity between the MRP-105 technical basis for heads with Alloy 600 nozzles and
the present study.

Table 4-2

Key Statistics forResults ofthe BaseCasesfor40Calendar Year Simulations

r

i.
_Avyi^e_Yearlx_Fregue^Bcy J Cumulative

Leakii^ lEjected Penetrations | Probability of

Base Case DescriDtion ' Penetrations (ALF) 1 (AEF) 1 Election on Head

Altay 600 ]
0.200 I 5.13E-05 ' 1.95&03

withExaniinations per N-729-1 i

Alloy 690 (gl 0/5) '
with UT Inspectnn at20 Years and, 0.196 1 6.24E-06 \ 2.39E-04

BMVInspection everyTwo Cycles i
AUoy690(g20/10) |

with No UT Inspection and , 0.146 1 3.07E-06 1 I.14E-04

"The one exception used amodest correlation (-0.8) between the sampled time ofinitiation and sampled growth
rates. Still, the equivalent sensitivity case (with correlated initiation and growth) for Alloy 600 resulted in a
predicted ejection risk more than twice that for the analogous sensitivity case for Alloy 690. This is considered an
acceptable result because there is no technical basis to assume that the relationship between initiation and growth in
Alloy 690 would be starkly different for Alloy 600.
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4.5 Conclusions Regarding Probabilistic Results

The efficacy ofa reexamination interval extension for Alloy 690 top heads is studied
probabilisticallyas follows:

• Aprobabilistic model has been developed toallow prediction ofPWSCC degradation and its
associated risks in reactor pressure vessel topheads. Themodel is parameterized to allow
specification ofvarious inspection options, including BMV and UT inspection intervals.

• A FOI is specified for PWSCC initiation in wrought Alloy 690 relative towrought Alloy
600. Asecond independent FOI isspecified for PWSCC initiation in Alloy 690 HAZ relative
to wrought Alloy 600 and Alloy 52/152 weld material relative to Alloy 182. Based on the
material condition ofeach modeled RPVHPN location, a nominal initiation time is calculated
viaan established Weibull model (either developed from Alloy 600 or Alloy 82/182 data).
Thisnominal initiation time is multiplied by theappropriate FOI to simulate initiation
resistance in Alloy 690 or Alloys 52/152.

• An independent FOI isspecified for PWSCC growth in each ofthe same materials and
material conditions as for PWSCC initiation. Based on local material condition at each active
crack tip, a nominal CGR is calculated via established models (either MRP-55 orMRP-115).
Thenominal CGR is divided bytheappropriate FOI to simulate growth resistance inAlloy
690 or Alloys 52/152.

• Independent test cases are run to simulate different inspection intervals and degrees of
resistance to PWSCC (via FOI parameters). Todevelop conclusions about the extension of
reexamination intervals for Alloy 690topheads, results arecontrasted against those foran
Alloy 600 top head examined in accordance with Code Case N-729-1 requirements.

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results presented in Section 4.4 and
Appendix B:

• The risks ofejection support the extension ofthe UT reexamination interval to20 years for
an assumed growth FOI of 10 for wrought Alloy 690 material and of5 for nozzle HAZ and
weld materials.

• The risks ofejection support the eliminating the UT reexamination requirement for an
assumed growth FOI of20 for wrought Alloy 690 material and of 10 for nozzle HAZ and
weld materials.

• Forthe base cases, in which nocredit is taken for superior resistance to PWSCC initiation,
the rate of leak initiation is not significantly improved with respect to the Alloy 600 baseline.
Applying a modest FOI of5 for PWSCC initiation in Alloy 690 and Alloy 52/152—in
addition to either combination of thegrowth FOI and the inspection interval specified the
previous two bullets—reduces the frequency ofleakage to values that are much lower than
the Alloy 600 baseline and are more consistent with the current observed performance of
Alloy 690 RPVHPNs.
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Section 5presents the key conclusions ofthis technical basis report. Presented are alternative re-
examinatlon interval requirements for PWR reactor vessel top heads with Alloy 690 nozzles and
Alloy 52/152 attachment welds that are justified by the available relevant plant and laboratory
dataas described in Sections 2 and 3. These alternative requirements maintain a conservative
approach while ensuring that the status ofthe replacement head fleet at U.S. PWRs is monitored
overtime. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of themodeling conservatisms thatare included
in thesupporting deterministic and probabilistic analyses.

5.1 Implications of Plant and Laboratory Data

As presented in Sections 2and 3, the experience with Alloys 690,52, and 152 has been
excellent, with no reports ofPWSCC indications from PWR service and no cases ofPWSCC
initiation for laboratory testing with normal Alloys 690/52/152 in conditions representative of
plant service. This favorable laboratory experience has included smooth wall test specimens,
notched test specimens, and weld flaws. Much ofthe available laboratory data indicate a factor
ofimprovement for Alloys 690/52/152 versus the performance ofAlloys 600/182 (for equivalent
temperature and stress conditions) on the order of 100 in terms ofthe crack growth rate.
Moreover, existing laboratory and plant data demonstrate a factor ofimprovement in excess of
20 in termsof the time to PWSCC initiation. This muchreduced susceptibility to PWSCC
initiation and growth supports elimination ofall volumetric examinations (as well as visual
examinations for evidence ofleakage) throughout the plant service period. However, since work
is still ongoing to determine the performance ofAlloys 690/52/152 in PWR replacement head
applications, the deterministic and probabilistic assessments ofthis technical basis report
(Section 4) were implemented with conservatively smaller factors ofimprovement. In the future,
the situation may be re-assessed and excess conservatism removed from the technical basis for
inspection.

Asdiscussed inSection 3.1, data areavailable on the level of chromium dilution of Alloys
52/152 adjacent to stainless steel base metal. This work indicates modest levels ofreduction in
the nominal 30%chromium content within the weld dilution zone. Thus, the resistance to
PWSCC in the dilution zone of the Alloy 52/152 weld butter layer adjoining the stainless steel
cladding at the inside ofthe vessel head is expected to be substantially similar to that ofthe bulk
Alloy 52/152 weld metal.

For modeling the crack growth rate, conservatively small FOl values in the range between 5and
20 were applied, with the largest ofthese FOI values applied for the Alloy 690 RPVHPN base
metal condition. The deterministic crack growth calculations demonstrated that the alternative
volumetric re-examination interval is sufficient to detect any PWSCC before it could develop
into asafety-significant circumferential flaw that approaches the large size necessary to produce
anozzle ejection. The deterministic calculations also demonstrated that any base metal PWSCC
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would likely be detected prior to a through-wall penetration occurring. Furthermore,experience
has shown that axial cracking and detectable pressure boundary leakage precede the possibility
ofsafety-significantcircumferential cracking in RPVHPNs. Thus, the periodic visual
examinations currently required by ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] are also effective in
precluding nozzle ejection given the substantial time required for flaw growth in Alloy 690
RPVHPNs.

For the probabilistic calculations directly relevant to nuclear safety (i.e., for the calculation of
nozzle ejection frequency), it was not necessary to take any credit for increased resistance to
PWSCC initiation to demonstrate an acceptably small effect on nuclear safety of the PWSCC
concern. This was demonstrated both in terms ofan absolute acceptance criterion for ensuring
nuclear safety,as well as through a relative comparison versus predictions for a head with Alloy
600 nozzles examined per the applicable inspection frequencies. Only modest credit for
improved resistance to PWSCC initiation (e.g., FOI of 5 or 10) was necessary to demonstrate a
suitably low probability of pressure boundary leakage.

Finally, it is emphasized that the analysespresented in this reportare bounding ofall U.S.
PWRs:

• A bounding nominal operatingtemperature of 613°F (323°C)was assumed.

• The variability in the resistance to PWSCC initiation was addressed in a conservative
manner. Conservativelysmall FOI values were applied versus the demonstrated performance
for heads with Alloy 600 nozzles. A wide distribution of times to first PWSCC initiation in a
head was assumed prior to application of the assumed FOI. The conclusions of the
probabilistic analyses were confirmed for sensitivity cases biasing the time to first initiation
toward earlier Initiation and correlating the time to first initiation with the crack growth rate,
resulting in highercrack growth rates appliedover the plant service period.

• Growth ofsafety-significantcircumferential flaws was modeled based on the bounding stress
intensity factors calculated for any circumferential plane ofcrack growth above the top of the
weld. A substantial uncertaintydistribution was applied to the calculated stress intensity
factor in the probabilistic calculations.

• A relatively large number of top head nozzles (89) was assumed in the probabilisticanalyses.
This assumption readily coversthe entirePWR fleet giventhat the precise number of nozzles
assumed has a minor effect on the probabilistic calculations.

5.2 Alternative Inspection Regime for Heads Fabricated with Alloy 690
Nozzles and Alloy 52/152 Attachment Welds

5.2.1 Interval for Periodic Volumetric/Surface Examinations

As demonstrated in this report, the volumetric/surface re-examination interval per ASME Code
Case N-729-1 [3] for heads with Alloy 690 nozzles and Alloy 52/152 attachment welds is
appropriately extended to a nominal 20 years:

• Volumetric/surface examination ofall nozzles every second ASME Section XI inspection
interval (nominally 20 calendar years) (provided that flaws attributed to PWSCC have not
previously been identified in the head).
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Thischange to the re-examinatlon interval of ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] removes excess
conservatism whilestill maintaining a conservative approach. This revised interval ensures an
acceptably small effect ofthe PWSCC concern on nuclear safety, and itensures that information
on the statusof the U.S. fleetof headswith Alloy690 nozzles continues to be collected. The
proposed revised interval continues toprovide reasonable assurance ofstructural integrity and
thus an acceptable level of quality and safety.

5.2.2 Op^ons for Sample Program of Volumetric/Surface Examinations

This report also demonstrates the adequacy ofsubstantially longer volumetric/surface re-
examination intervals, i.e., 30or 40 years. Based on these results, it is concluded thata sample
program is also an acceptable alternative, in which a pair of"sister" heads isexamined in
combination. This approach is analogous to that taken in Paragraph lWL-2421 ofASME Section
XI [35] for inspection of unbonded post-tensioning systems ofconcrete containments. IWL-2421
recognizes the value ofcoordinating inspections of items of identical orsimilar design at
multiple plants. Before applying this sample option, the licensee shall confirm that each of the
two "sister" headshas a similaror identical design, same nozzle material supplier, and same
headfabricator. The two "sister" headsmaybe located in two different plantsat the samesite, or
in two plants at different sites whether operated bythe same or different utilities.

The following three sample program options are acceptable in lieu of the volumetric/surface re-
examination interval per ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] for heads with Alloy 690 nozzles and
Alloy 52/152 attachment welds:

• Sample Option 1. Volumetric/surface examination ofall nozzles in "Sister Head A"or
"Sister Head B" nominally every 15 calendar years. Thevolumetric/surface examination
shall be alternated between the "sister" heads, with "Sister Head A" the first head to be
examined.

• Sample Option 2. Volumetric/surface examination ofall nozzles in "Sister Head A" or
"Sister Head B"every second ASME Section XI inspection interval (nominally 20calendar
years). The volumetric/surface examination shall be altemated between the "sister" heads,
with "Sister Head A" the first head to be examined.

• Sample Option 3. Volumetric/surface examination ofall nozzles in "Sister Head A" every
second ASME Section XI inspection interval (nominally 20 calendar years).
Volumetric/surface examination ofall nozzles in "Sister Head B" every fourth ASME
Section XI inspection interval (nominally 40 calendar years).

If there is more than a IO°F (5.6''C) difference in nominal head operating temperature between
"Sister Head A" and "SisterHead B" (asevaluated at thetime the sample program is established
for the pair ofheads), the head with the higher nominal head operating temperature shall be
designed as"Sister Head A," and the head with the lower nominal head operating temperature
shall be designed as "Sister Head B." Ifthere isno more than a 10°F (5.6°C) difference in
nominal head operating temperature, the designations may be made at the choice ofthe licensee
or licensees at the time of the first examination. Finally, neither sample option shall be
implemented any longer ifflaws attributed to PWSCC are identified in either "sister" head.

This change to the re-examination interval of ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3] removes excess
conservatism while still maintaining a conservative approach. These revised intervals ensure an
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acceptably small effect of the PWSCC concern on nuclear safety, and they ensure that
informationon the status of the U.S. fleet of heads with Alloy 690 nozzles continues to be
collected. The proposed sample programs continue to provide reasonable assurance of structural
integrity and, thus, an acceptable level of quality and safety.

5.2.3 Interval for Periodic Direct Visual Examinations (VEs) for Leakage

As a further conservatism,'̂ no change isproposed tothe program ofdirect visual examinations
for evidence of leakage defmed by ASME CodeCaseN-729-1 [3]:

• Direct visual examination (VE)of the outer surface of the headfor evidence of leakage every
third refueling outage or 5 calendar years, whichever is less.

This requirement supplements the volumetric/surface examination requirement and
conservatively addresses the potential concern for boric acid corrosion of the low-alloy steel
head due to PWSCC leakage.

The VE interval of no more than 5 calendaryearsconservatively addresses the boricacid
corrosion concern given the following:

• As described in Section 3.4of MRP-117 [7], the boric acidcorrosion concern for PWR
reactor vessel top heads is principally addressed through the requirement for periodic direct
visual examinations. Adequate protection against structurally significant boric acid corrosion
through periodic visual examinations at appropriate intervals issupported byplant
experience [56] and by deterministic and probabilistic models ofthe boric acid corrosion
process, including those presented in MRP-110 [1]. Since MRP-110 was published in 2004,
the MRP sponsored an extensive program ofboric acid corrosion testing and additional
analysis work ([57], [58], [59], [60], [61], [62])," including full-scale mockups ofleaking
CRDM nozzles with careful attention to obtaining thermal-hydraulicconditions
representative ofa leaking CRDM nozzle in an operating PWR. This test program, which is
now complete, confirms the previous conclusions based on plant experience and analytical
work [1] that structurally significant volumes of material loss (1)require a reasonably long
period oftime to develop and (2) are preceded by evidence ofleakage and corrosion that is
readily visible.

• The deterministic crack growth calculations presented inSection 4.2demonstrate the
substantial time required for a part-depth flaw togrow through-wall, and the probabilistic
calculations introduced in Section 4.3 confirm that the risk of leakage occurring is largely
due to PWSCC located exclusively intheJ-groove weld. (As discussed inSection B.3.2, the
main probabilistic cases predict that more than 90% ofthe leakage frequency asmodeled is
due to flaws exclusively located inthe weld metal.) Relatively small leak rates are expected
for through-wall flaws located exclusively in the J-groove weld metal. Such small leak rates

'*The evaluations ofthis report would support an extension ofthe interval for direct visual examinations in addition
to an extensionof the interval for volumetricexaminations.For example, as discussed in Section B.3.2.2, an
extension of the interval fordirect visual examinations to 6 calendar years is shown to result inan acceptably small
effect on the nozzle ejection frequency.

" ANL [63] has also completed boric acid corrosion testing under sponsorship ofNRC with results consistent with
those for the MRP program.
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are unlikely to be sufficient to produce the amount of local cooling necessary for substantial
boric acid corrosion to occur.

• Relatively little credit for an improved PWSCC initiation resistance ofAlloys 690/52/152 is
necessary todemonstrate a rather low probability of leakage occurring, including for Alloy
690 RPVHPNs operating at the upper end of reactor vessel head operating temperatures.

• The low PWSCC crack growth rates applicable to Alloy 690 RPVHPNs results ina much
increased time for an initial leakto increase to the pointthat there is the possibility of
significant boric acid corrosion occurring (in comparison tothe times calculated for Alloy
600 RPVHPNs [1]).

5.3 Modeling Conservatisms

These conclusions are maintained despite thefollowing key conservatisms applicable to the
analyses presented for Alloy690 RPVHPNs:

• Base cases give no credit to reduced susceptibility to PWSCC initiation in Alloy 690/52/152
RPVHPNs. While this is inpart to account for localized material conditions thatmay be
susceptible to initiation, there isstrong theoretical, experimental, and operational evidence
that Alloy 690/52/152 RPVHPNs are generally less susceptible to PWSCC initiation than
their Alloy 600/82/182 predecessors.

• Base cases give only modest credit (FOls between 5 and 20) to reduced susceptibility to
PWSCC growth in Alloy 690/52/152 RPVHPNs. While this is in part toaccount for localized
material conditions thatmay be susceptible to growth, there isstrong theoretical,
experimental, and operational evidence that Alloy 690/52/152 RPVHPNs may beup to 100
times or more resistant to PWSCC growth than theirAlloy 600/82/182 predecessors.

Furthermore, theconclusions are maintained despite the following keyconservatisms applicable
to the probabilistic analyses presented for both Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 RPVHPNs:

• Athrough-wall 30° circumferential flaw located at the top ofthe weld is assumed to be
produced immediately upon nozzle leakage (i.e., through-wall cracking to the nozzle
annulus). This assumption was maintained from the approach taken in MRP-105 [6] as part
of the technical basis forthe inspection requirements for unmitigated RPVHPNs inN-729-1
[3]. In most cases, circumferential cracking in the nozzle tube atornear the top ofthe weld
has not been detected for leaking RPVHPNs [1].

• Theoverall likelihood of flaw detection is conservatively lowdue to several modeling
decisions including:

- Surface ET inspection is not modeled.

- UT inspection is not credited for flaws growing through the J-groove weld.

- A POD of 0.9 is assumed to model bare metal visual examinations for evidence of
leakage of RPVHPNs. Ahigher POD istypically expected based on plant experience.

- No credit is taken for the UT leakpathexam for the caseof RPVHPNs.

• An environmental factor greater than 1isassumed to increase the growth rate of
circumferential cracks in contact with the OD annulus of RPVHPNs. This is assumed
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because ofthe possibility ofan accelerating effect ofthe chemical environment on the nozzle
OD.

A zero stress intensity factor threshold is assumed for growth.

Axial ID flaws on RPVHPN tubes are assumed to always initiate at the elevation having the
highest hoop stresses.

Bounding high Ksolutions are used to predict crack growth ofcircumferential cracks above
the J-groove weld.
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A
DESCRIPTION OF PROBABILISTIC PWSCC MODEL

This appendix introduces a probabilistic modeling framework developed to study top heads with
Alloy 690 nozzles with emphasis on determining the effect of adjusting the inspection
requirements of CodeCaseN-729-1 [3] on risksdue to PWSCC degradation.

A.1 Introduction to Probabilistic Risk Assessment

This section is adapted from MRP-373 [36] and provides an overviewof probabilistic risk
assessment.

Probabilistic riskassessment is a comprehensive methodology for evaluating risksassociated
with complexsystems. Unlikedeterministic assessment, in which an event alwaysoccurs or
neveroccurs, probabilistic risk assessment allowspredictions ofevent risksor probabilities.
Probabilisticassessment seeks to incorporate variation in conditions (e.g., from plant to plant or
from component to component) and uncertainties due to lackof understanding in physical
processes or inherent randomness. Well-designed probabilistic assessment can provide valuable
insight beyond that ofdeterministic analysis.

In a deterministic assessment, each input is often set at a conservative value to address
uncertainty and variability. This practice can compound variousconservative margins in a
fashion that can lead to unrealistic results and often masks the true extent of conservatism in the
final calculation results. A probabilistic assessment, however, provides a statistical estimate for
key outputs so that a specific degree ofconservatism can be selected.

Probabilistic assessment has a long-standing institution for studyingfailure risks in nuclearplant
components ([37] and [38]). Onecodeprecedent forthe use of risk-informed assessment in place
of deterministic assessment is ASME Section XI Appendix R [39]. A recent example of
probabilistic assessment for studying failure risks in nuclear component weldments is the xLPR
program [40].

One appropriate and commonly used method for conducting probabilistic assessment is the
Monte Carlo simulation method [41]. Monte Cario simulation involves the use of many
individual realizations, each considered representative of the modeled process. For each
realization, inputs are determined by randomly sampling from distributions that are developed to
be representative of available information, e.g., variability indata, known physical constraints,
observed correlations, etc. After establishing the inputs, each realization is carried out
deterministically. After many realizations (e.g., up to lO'), the results ofindividual realizations
are combined to describe outputs in a statistical sense. For instance, an event likelihood is
calculated by dividing the number of realizations in which the eventoccurred by the total
number of realizations. The statistics predicted by a set of Monte Carlo realizations gradually
converge to the true statistics of the system given the set of defined inputdistributions.
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Convergence analysis methods can be used to roughly quantify the degreeof convergence for an
estimated statistical quantity (e.g., see Section B.3.3.2).

Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate the results presented in this document. The next
sections describe the submodels that execute a single Monte Carlo realization. Informationabout
model Inputs is given in Appendix B.

A.2 Probabilistic IVIodel Frameworit

The probabilistic model framework allows the study of the effect of PWSCC resistanceand
varying inspection regimes on PWSCC degradation of RPVHPNs fabricated from Alloy 690.
The framework combines the individual submodels discussed in Sections A.3 through A.7 to
predict leakage and ejection statistics based on the criteria in Section A.8. Results generated with
this model are given in Section B.3 using the inputs and uncertainties discussed in Section B.2.

Section A.2.1 gives a point-by-point description of the elements of the probabilistic model
framework, which are depicted graphically in Figure A-1 and Figure A-2. A higher level
summary of the framework implementation is given below:

Uncertainty is incorporated for each Monte Carlo realization by sampling input and
parameter values from appropriately selected probability distributions. The frequency of
sampling (e.g., once per top head, once per penetration, once per crack) established based on
the dominant source(s) of variation for each uncertainty. Important sampling bounds for and
correlations between distributed variables may be included.

The model accounts for several diverse mechanisms of PWSCC initiation and growth on
RPVHPNs (as detailed in Section A.3) to reflect the range ofcrack locations and geometries
that may occur in service. Loads and stresses are derived specific to each location.

Each initiated (law is allowed to grow until its penetration nozzle is repaired, its penetration
nozzle is ejected, or the end of the top head service period is reached without repair or
ejection.

- When leakage occurs due to a flaw at any location, it is assumed that this flaw
immediately transitions to a through-wall circumferential crack along the J-groove weld.

- Inspectionsare simulated at scheduled intervals. If a UT inspection detects a flaw in the
nozzle material or if a BMV inspection detects a leak, the offending penetration is
repaired and no future flaw growth can occur on it.

- Each penetration on a RPVH is modeled independently.

Initiations, leaks, ejections, and repairs are tracked as a function of operating cycle for each
Monte Carlo realization and summary statistics are compiled at the end of each Monte Carlo
run. Statistics are compiled as penetration frequencies (i.e., all penetration events are
counted) or head frequencies (i.e., only flrst-of-its-kind event is counted on each head). The
availability of both types of statistics indicates whether risk is concentrated in a small number
of heads with more aggressive sampled parameters or whether risk is more uniformly
distributed across heads.
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A.2.1 Structure ofProbabUistic Model Framework

A high level presentation of the main loop of the probabilistic model for a given weld is
presented in Figure A-1 anda more detailed presentation of theembedded time looping structure
is given in Figure A-2. Theremainder of thissection provides anend-to-end description to
accompany these figures.

Initialization: Several conditions for the run are defined prior to entering the main (Monte
Carlo) loop. Theseconditions include operating parameters that remain constant throughout the
run, such as the number and length of operating cycles, the frequency of inspections, and weld
geometry attributes.

Main loop: Next, the main loop is entered. Each loopconstitutes a Monte Carlorealization of a
RPV top head.

At the beginning of each MonteCarlo realization, deterministic values for distributed inputs that
are applicable over the entire RPVH are determined by random sampling (the distribution
associated with each distributed input is user-defined). Event scheduling for a given top head,
including operating, inspection, and PWSCC initiation times, is developed in the main loop prior
to entering the penetration looping and time looping structures. The initiation time submodel
(detailed in Section A.4) is called to predict a reference initiation time for the reactor vessel head.
This reference initiation time is used to determine initiation times for muhiple instances of
PWSCC spread over multiple penetrations.

The main loop is cycled for each Monte Carlo realization and is exited once all of the Monte
Carlo realizationsare completed. After exiting the main loop, the program evaluates the results
of the run, outputs information relevant to the study, and terminates the run.

Penetration loop: Following the definition ofcharacteristics that apply to the entire top head,
the penetration loop is entered. Each loop constitutes the consideration ofa single RPVHPN.

At the beginning of each penetration loop, deterministic values for penetration-specific
distributed inputsare determined by random sampling. Then, the program invokes the
multiple-flaw initiation submodel (see Section A.4) to predictinitiation times at six distinct
potential flawsites (see Section A.3). The PWSCC initiation FOIsare applied respective to the
material condition of each initiation site.

The current penetration cycle is terminated without entering the time loop if all of the predicted
initiation times exceed the duration ofoperation. If not, the initiation submodel assigns initial
conditions to each flaw that is predicted to initiate during the RPVH service period.

A load submodel (see Section A.S) is used to determine the operational and residual stresses at
the various crack locations. The RPVHPN model does not incorporate the known dependence of
initiation time versus surface stress, i.e., it is assumed that all locations are equally likely to
initiate PWSCC. After loads are assigned, the time loopingstructure is entered.

This penetration loop is cycled until PWSCC initiation and growth has been simulated for each
penetration in the reactor vessel head. Upon exiting the penetration loop, the penetration results
are cumulated to estimate risks on a per-penetrationand a per-head basis.

Time loops: After establishing initiated cracks and stress conditions, the program enters the time
looping structure for the current penetration.
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The time looping structure iscomposed ofanouter cycle-by-cycle loop (where each loop
constitutes an operating period between RFOs) and a nested within-cycle loop (where each loop
constitutes a fraction ofanoperating cycle). The cycle-by-cycle loop is terminated if the
penetration is repaired atan outage. The within-cycle loop is terminated ifpenetration ejection
occurs. Within-cycle loops are skipped if there areno active flaws throughout their duration.

If oneor more flaw isactive, the stress intensity factor foreach active flaw iscalculated based on
its location, geometry, and stress profile at the beginning of thewithin-cycle loop. All active
flaws are grown in accordance with the flaw propagation submodel (see Section A.6). Growth
rates arecalculated and adjusted bya FOI respective to the material condition of the crack tip.
The flaw depth and length are integrated ata constant rate for theduration of the within-cycle
loop (i.e., forward Euler integration).

Before completing a given within-cycle loop, any flaw that has breached the nozzle OD annulus
above the weld is considered to cause a leak and this is catalogued for the calculation of
statistical outcomes outside of the main loop. When a flaw causesa leak, it is assumed to
transition immediately to a circumferential through-wall crack that grows along thetopof the
J-groove weld contour.

At the endof each within-cycle loop, any through-wall circumferential flaws areevaluated
cumulatively to determine if they occupy enough of the nozzle circumference to cause ejection
(see Section A.8). Ifejection is predicted to occur, the penetration is removed from service (i.e.,
thecurrent penetration simulation is terminated), theresult iscatalogued, and thepenetration
loop iscycled. This isequivalent to returning the head tooperation with a repaired penetration
considered unsusceptible to PWSCC.

Attheend of each operating cycle, the inspection scheduling inputs areconsulted to determine if
an examination is to be performed and if theexamination is to be ultrasonic (UT), bare-metal
visual (BMV), or both. As needed, the inspection submodels (see Section A.7) arecalled. If any
flaw isdetected, its penetration is removed from service (i.e., the current penetration simulation
is terminated), the result is catalogued, and the penetration loop is cycled. If a flaw is not
detected, it remains active and continues to grow. After all scheduled inspections, the simulation
proceeds to the next operating cycle.
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A.3 Spatial Discretization of Flaws

Thissection introduces the spatial discretization used to model PWSCC in RPVHPNs and,
subsequently, thedifferent cracking mechanisms modeled at the various locations. Each cracking
mechanism reflects a cracking type observed for RPVHPNs. Dueto varying geometry,
accessibility, material condition, etc., eachmechanism is modeled witha unique set of initiation,
load, growth, and examination techniques. It is important to distinguish each mechanism, as they
will be referenced frequently throughout this appendix. Table A-1 summarizes each mechanism.
Figure A-3 provides a schematic of a general RPVHPN, indicates the primary growth direction
(i.e., thedirection that leads to leakage) of each modeled PWSCC mechanism, and identifies the
assumed material condition at each simulated crack tip.

For the purpose of this study, each RPVHPN is divided intoan uphill and downhill side. Each
cracking mechanism may form on either the uphill or downhill sides, each having a unique
loadingcondition. This convention is based on the fact that the downhill and uphill locationsare
generally the locations of highesttensile weld residual stresses(due to nozzleovalization) [42].
This convention was also used in MRP-105 [6].

The key characteristicsof the cracking mechanisms modeled in this study are given below:

Initial flaws

• Radially-oriented weld cracks initiate at the J-groove weld surface and grow toward the
weld toe. These cracks cause leakage if they reach the weld root. These cracks are opened by
hoop stresses in the J-groove weld.

Naturally, the initiation site and crack tips associated with radially-oriented weld cracks are
in the weld material. Initiation time and crack growth rates are therefore adjusted by the FOIs
for Alloy 52/152 relative to Alloy 182.

• ID axial cracks are partial through-wall cracks that initiate and grow through-wall on the
penetration nozzle ID.Thesecracksare conservatively assumed to initiate in the region
above the weld such that they immediately result in leakage if they penetrate through-wall
into the OD nozzle annulus. These cracks are opened by hoop stresses in the penetration
nozzle.

The initiation site and crack tips associated with ID axial cracks are assumed to lie in the
bulk Alloy 690 material. Initiation time and crack growth rates are therefore adjusted by the
FOIs for wrought Alloy 690 relative to Alloy 600.

OD axial cracks are partial through-wall cracksthat initiate and growthrough-wall on the
penetration nozzle OD located below the weld. These cracks cause leakage if they grow in
length to reach the nozzle ODannulus; they maytransition to through-wall axial cracks if
they growto the ID before reaching the annulus. OD axial cracks are assumed to initiate
uniformlybetween the weld toe and the point where the residual surface stresses tend to fall
below 80% of yield. These cracks are opened by hoop stresses in the penetration nozzle.

The initiation site associated with OD axial cracks are assumed to lie in the Alloy 690 HAZ.
Initiation time is adjusted by the initiation FOI for Alloy 690 HAZ relative to Alloy 600.

The upper cracktip of ODaxial cracks are also assumed to lie in the Alloy 690 HAZ. Crack
growth rate at the upper crack tip is adjusted bythe growth FOI for Alloy 690 HAZ relative
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to Alloy 600. The deepest point and the lower crack tips ofOD axial cracks are assumed to
lie in the bulk Alloy 690 material sotheir crack growth rates are adjusted by the growth FOI
for wrought Alloy 690 relative to Alloy 600.'*

Resultant flaws

• Through-wall axial cracks are located below the weld. These cracks form ifan OD axial
crack reaches through-wall before reaching the nozzle OD annulus and cause leakage ifthey
grow in length to reach the nozzle OD annulus. These cracks are opened by hoop stresses in
the penetration nozzle.

For through-wall axial cracks as with part-depth OD flaws, the growth rate ofthe lower crack
tip is adjusted by the growth FOI for wrought Alloy 690 relative toAlloy 600 and the growth
rate of the upper tip isadjusted by the growth FOI for Alloy 690 HAZ relative to Alloy 600
(seepriorfootnote for further modeling details).

• Circumferential through-wall cracks are located on the weld contour above theweld.
Consistent with conventions of MRP-105 [6], these cracks areassumed to occur immediately
following leakage caused by any ofthe preceding crack mechanisms, either by branching of
the flaw that caused the leakage or by initiation ofa new flaw on theOD surface of the
nozzle bythe leaking primary coolant. These cracks are opened by a complex stress field
acting orthogonally to the weld contour.

For circumferential through-wall cracks, thegrowth rate isadjusted bythe growth FOI for
wrought Alloy 690 relative to Alloy 600.

Table A-1

Summary of PWSCC Mechanisms Modeled on RPVHPNs

ID of Crack
Mechanism Orientation Shape

Material

Characteristics Location Transitions to...

ID Axial Flaw Axial Semi-elliptical,
partially through-
wall

Alloy 690 Top of
weld, inner
diameter

Circumferential TW flaw
upon growing through-wall

OD Axial Flaw Axial Semi-elliptical,
partially through-
wall

Alloy 690 Bottom of
weld, outer
diameter

Circumferential TW flaw
upon growing to weld root, or
TW axial flaw upon growing
through-wall

Weld Flaw Radially-
oriented

Semi-elliptical,
partially through-
weld

Alloy 52/152 In weld Circumferential TW flaw
upon growing to weld root

7W Axial Flaw Axial Rectangular,
through- wall

Alloy 690 Bottom of

weld

Circumferential TW flaw
upon growing to weld root

CircumfeFential
TWFlaw

Circumferential Through-wall Alloy 690 Along
upper weld
contour

Ejection upon growing past
stability threshold

'* As a result of the above modeling conventions, growth ofOD axial cracks is inherently asymmetric when the
degree ofPWSCC resistance isconsidered different between bulk and HAZ Alloy 690. As an approximation, a
symmetric, semi-elliptical crack shape is assumed to be recovered after each integration time step. The length ofthe
resultant crack isdetermined by the sum ofthe CGRs atthe lower and upper tips; the center ofthe resultant crack is
shifted in accordance with the difference between the CGRs at the lower and upper tips.
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Figure A-3
Schematic of iVIodeled Cracking IVIechanisms and Assumed IVIaterial Conditions for
RPVIHPN Probabilistic Assessment (Arrows Indicate Direction of Growth Toward Leakage)

A.4 Flaw Initiation

This study employs a statistical Weibull approach for predicting crack initiation that is based on
the approach used by MRP-335 Rev. 1[30]. In each realization, the initiation submodel predicts
PWSCC initiation acrossall initiation sites (see Section A.3) and all penetrations in a single
head.

A.4.1 Head Initiation Model

The head initiation reference time is used to correlate the initiation time for all penetrations and
flaws on a given head. It isdetermined by fitting a Weibull distribution to the operating
experience for the time to first detected cracking on Alloy 600 RPVHs. FOIs are applied to the
individual flaw initiation times (described inSection A.4.2), not thehead reference time. The
head initiation reference time, roughly corresponds to the time of first flaw initiation on an
Alloy 600 head.
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The general two-parameter Weibull cumulative distribution function isgiven as follows:

whereF is the cumulative fraction ofcomponents with PWSCC initiation and t is the
corresponding operating time. TheWeibull slope, or shape parameter, p, is related to the rateat
which degradation spreads through a given component population such as steam generator
tubing. The Weibull characteristic time parameter, 0, provides a measure of the time scale for the
degradation mode of interest. Specifically, the Weibull characteristic time is the timerequired to
reach a cumulative failure fraction of0.632 (i.e., the time required for 63.2% of the items in a
given population to fail).

The Weibull slope, p, a user-selected failure fraction, F\, (e.g., 0.1%, 1%, 10%,etc.), and the
time at which this user-selected failure fraction is reached, ^i, are provided as inputs to the
probabilistic model andare based on operating experience. The process by which p, Fi and/i are
determined by fitting to existing data for first crack initiation in Alloy 600RPVHPN welds is
discussed in Section B.2.2. The value of0 is then determined from p, Fi and/i during runtime
using Equation [A-1].

Once p and0 are known for thecurrent Monte Carlo realization, they canbe used to sample a
reference initiation time in EDY. In this study, the initiation time is adjusted for temperature (to
convert to EFPY) using the widely accepted Arrhenius relationship:

V ~^Kf.EDr
[A-2]

where T\s the absolute operating temperature, Q, is the apparent thermal activation energyfor
crack initiation, R is theuniversal gas constant, and T^/\s the Arrhenius model absolute reference
temperature.

The result of the above equation, is considered to be the average time of the first PWSCC
initiation on a head withAlloy600 nozzles for the current Monte Carlo realization. This time is
notapplied to any specific location, but it is used bythe multiple crack initiation model, which is
discussed next.

A.4.2 Initiation Times of Multiple Cracks

AnotherWeibull model is utilized to predict times of initiation of multiplePWSCCcracks on a
head. The use of this statistical model reflects systematic and statistical variations in material
properties and environmental conditions from location to location, and from penetration to
penetration, on a single head.

The multiple crack initiation Weibull model usesa new Weibull slope, to reflect a new rate
at which PWSCC degradation spreads to multiple siteson a head after the first crack initiation.
This Weibull slope is sampled for each penetration to reflect the premise thateach penetration
has unique conditions relevant to multiple flaw initiation. It is noted that sampling the multiple
flaw Weibull slope foreach penetration results in theclustering of flaws on afTected
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penetrations. Sensitivity studies in MRP-335 Rev. 1[30] showed that sampling the multiple-
crack Weibull slope once for a top head slightly decreased ejection frequency relative to
sampling ateach penetration. The distribution selected for P„„,„is discussed in Section B.2.2.

Based on the spatial discretization resulting in six flaw sites per penetration, the initiation time
returned by Equation [A-2] is indicative ofthe average time ofthe first PWSCC initiation across
all 6N^„ crack sites on an Alloy 600 head. This time is therefore associated with the cumulative
probability (fi„) given by Benard's approximation inEquation [A-3] below:

6iV„. +0.4 tA-3]
^.3

For each penetration, the characteristic time parameter for the multiple flaw Weibull model,
iscalculated from and Fi„above using Equation [A-1]. Then, an initiation time for each
crack site, is sampled from the resulting Weibull distribution. Based onthe material
condition of the initiation site, is multiplied by the relevant FOI as discussed in Section
A.4.3.

The above approach allows for the initiation of multiple cracks and itcan be shown that, on
average, a single initiation across all initiation sites isexpected prior to the average time of
first initiation basedon Alloy600 industry experience.

A.4.3 Factor of Improvement on Initiation

Statistical Weibull models have beendeveloped for the PWSCC initiation process in Alloy600
top heads. This development has been enabled by anexpansive data setquantifying Alloy 600
top head operating and inspection experience, including many incidences of flaw detection.
Given the relatively limited fleet-wide operating experience with Alloy 690 topheads, it is
considered premature to develop specific statistical PWSCC initiation models. Since no
incidences of flawdetection have been observed, such development would rely on necessarily
conservative assumptions about the imminence of PWSCC in Alloy 690 top heads. Instead, this
study applies a simple FOI approach to adjust established Alloy 600 initiation predictions to be
better representative of Alloy 690.

Three different FOI parameters are implemented in the initiation submodel:

• A FOI for wrought Alloy 690 material isapplied to initiation time predictions for ID axial
flaws

• A FOI for Alloy 690 HAZ, which is believed to be more susceptible to PWSCC than thebulk
basemetal, is applied to initiation time predictions for OD axial flaws

• A FOI for Alloy 52/152 material is applied to initiation time predictions for radial flaws in
the J-groove weld

All cases presented in this report use deterministic values for the FOI parameters, which reflects
thatthe uncertainties derived in the Alloy 600and Alloy 82/182 models are representative of the
uncertainties inAlloy 690 and Alloy 52/152 initiation behavior. The extent to which there is
more uncertainty in the advanced alloy initiation times is treated by examining a range of FOIs in
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different cases, asdetailed in Section B.2.5. The use ofa deterministic FOI isconsidered
superior to using adistributed one because it does not hide the effect of the FOI behind alayer of
abstraction. The presumption that the scaled uncertainty ofthe Alloy 600 (182) model is
representative ofAlloy 690 (52/152) initiation time uncertainty is considered appropriate given
the available information.

The FOI effects are implemented by scaling the value of determined from the Alloy 600 or
Alloy 82/182 initiation models, as appropriate. In all cases presented in this report, the initiation
FOI for all material conditions are set equal. This conforms tothe assumed uniform probability
of initiationat each potential flaw site.

A.4.4 Crack Initialization

Crack initialization refers here toassigning initial conditions toeach crack at its initiation time.
These initial conditions include size and location. Orientation is predetermined by the initiation
site (see Section A.3).

Initial crack depth is sampled from adistribution ofpositive, non-zero, value. This reflects both
that the Weibull initiation models discussed above were fit to industrydata recording first
detection of crack indications and that crackdetection mayoccurfor a range of different flaw
sizes. Initial crack lengths are attained by scaling the initial depth by a sampled aspect ratio. The
distributions selected for initial depth and aspect ratio are detailed in Section B.2.2.2.

Initiation location is not tracked for ID cracks. ID cracksare assumed to initiate at an arbitrary
axial location near the weld top. Similarly, weld cracks are assumed to initiate at the weld center.

Initiation location is tracked forOD cracks. The variability in ODcrackaxial location affects the
crack's susceptibility to leakage; i.e., the initial OD crack location together with the initial OD
crack length gives adistance for growth to the OD annulus. For OD cracks, the initial axial
location isattained by taking a uniform sample between the weld toe and the axial location
where the weld residual surface stressfalls below 80%of yield stress. The location of 80% of
yield is derived from results ofJ-groove welding residual stress FEA results for Alloy 600
nozzles [42], which are expected to be comparable to the analogous locations for Alloy 690
nozzles.

A.5 Loads and Stress Intensity Factors

A.5.1 Loads and Component Stress

The load model incorporated to establish RPVHPN operational and residual stresses is adapted
from MRP-335 Rev. I Appendix Section B.3 [30]. While the MRP-335 Rev. I models were
developed for Alloy 600 top heads, the model forms are considered generally applicable to Alloy
690 top heads. Input selection for this model is discussed in Section B.2.1.4.
The load model calculates stresses at the different locationsof interest for PWSCC on
RPVHPNs. Theload model accounts forwelding residual stresses as well as operational loads.
Ultimately, the RPVHPN load model returns through-wall (or through-weld) stress profiles on
the different vectors thatare attributed to the growth of the various cracking mechanisms
considered in this study (see Figure A-4).
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The total stress profiles atthe six locations/directions (vectors) ofinterest are derived from the
results ofvarious J-groove weld finite element analyses (the general methodology ofsuch
RPVHPN FEA studies isoutlined in [42]). The sixvectors of interest for predicting the crack
growth mechanisms are depicted in Figure A-4 and described below:

• Hoop stress from the penetration nozzle ID to the OD above the weld (uphill/downhill)
• Hoop stresses from the penetration nozzle OD to the ID below the weld (uphill/downhill)
• Hoop stresses from the weld surface tothe weld root (uphill/downhill)

For all six vectors, a second-order polynomial function of through-wall (orthrough-weld)
fraction is used to model the total stress profile. This isconsidered sufficient for capturing the
essential gradient and curvature characteristics observed in RPVHPN FEA results [42]. The
resulting general equation form is:

^loijoc
X

yo)
~ ^OjoiJoc + ^Ueijoc

/ \

X
/ \

X

^ZjoiJoc
[A-4]

Instead offitting the polynomial coefficients to FEA results directly, a more robust probabilistic
fit is achieved by estimating distributions for the following parameters:

• ID stress J

• The ratio of OD to ID stress {Ri ,^)

• The ratio of themid-through-wall stress and the average of the ID and OD stresses (^o.5./«)-

Theestimation of these parameter distributions is detailed in Section B.2.1.4.

For each penetration, the parameters above are sampled from their fitted distribution. Then, the
parameters are related to the polynomial coefficients, allowing solution:

^IDJoc ~ ^OjoiJoc

^Joc^lDJoc ~ ^O.loi,loc ^[joijoc

^IDJoc ^Joc^tPJoc
^.ijoc ~^OjoiJoc ^•^^Uol.loc

Because theFEA studies used to develop thetotal stress model described above were for an
uncracked component, the crack face pressure (equivalent to the operating pressure) is appended
for stress intensity factor evaluation.

Finally, residual stress relaxation due to temperature and load cycling that can occur at
penetration locations is conservatively not included in this probabilistic model.
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Figure A-4
Depiction of Stress Profile Vectors for Each Cracit Mechanism Location (six bold dotted
lines) and Stress Contour Plot [30]

A.5.2 Stress Intensity Factor

Methods for stress intensity factor calculation are adapted from MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30]. The
methodsare based in structural mechanics principles that are considered generally applicable to
cracks in Alloy 600 and Alloy 690.

Section 3 in Reference [34] describes the calculation ofstress intensity factor, K, for a
circumferentiallyor axially oriented surface crack on a pipe ofarbitrary size using the influence
coefficient method. The method described may be applied to a crack subjected to: a) a stress
profileacting orthogonally to the crack face (i.e., axial stresses for circumferential cracks and
hoop stresses for axial cracks) that is defined by a polynomial function in the direction of the
crackdepth and is uniform alongthe crack length, and/orb) stresses due to global bending loads,
which are by definition not uniform over the crack length.

The general formof the stress intensity factorcalculation(for a surfacecrack with depth a on a
pipe with thickness /) by way of the influence coefficient method is:

K = aoGo + £r,G,
/' \

a

+^2^2

/ 'Nl

a
2

+ £7363
/ X

a
3 / \

' a

j.
>/ [A-6]

where the G terms are the influencecoefficients specific to the crack and component geometries
and the pointon the crack,oo through 04 are the polynomial coefficients of the through-wall
stressprofile (in unitsof stress), and is the nominal bending stress (which is assumed to be
negligible). In this study, only the ao through 02 termsare used because the through-wall stress
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profile is modeled as a second order polynomial in Equation [A-4] without global bending
moments.

The condition of stressprofile uniformity along the crack length is not upheld in RPVHPNs due
to the rapidly changing residual stress distributions near the J-groove weld. However, for
modeling purposes, the stress results extracted from FEA on the approximate vectors shown in
Figure A-4 are assumed uniform over the crack face. As can be observed from the hoop stress
contour plot, the vectors used to estimate stresses tend to lie over moresevere stress magnitudes
for the respective crack types.

The influence coefficientsare interpolated from tables built by wayof linear-elastic finite
element parametric analyses. Tables 15 and39 in Reference [43] provide such look-up tables for
the surfacetip and deepest pointsofcracks with the following morphology: semi-elliptical, axial
or circumferential surface cracks on the inner diameter ofa pipe. Higher order influence
coefficients (e.g., G2, G3, and G4) may be calculated with weight function coefficients as
discussed in Section 6.3 in Reference [34].

The calculation ofstress intensity factors for weld cracks is not as clear as for the ID or OD
crack locations. This is because there are no pre-determined influence coefficient lookup tables
for cracks with the geometry and boundary conditions of the J-groove weld. As an
approximation,cracks at the weld locationsare treated as being on a flat plate with a thickness
equal to the head thickness, Under this assumption, the influencecoefficients are
interpolated from either the ID or OD lookup tables, using an R/t lookup value of 1000 and a
through-wall fraction lookup value ofa/t^ For the R/l ratio value of 1000, both the ID and OD
solutions have asymptotically converged to the solution for a flat plate.

A.5.2.1 Stress Intensity Factor Calculation for Through-Wall Axial Cracks

If an axial OD crack goes through-wall prior to reaching the nozzle OD annulus, growth
continues in the length direction. In this case, the semi-elliptical crack shape assumed in Section
A.5.2 breaks down and a through-wall model is required to accurately predict stress intensity
factor at the crack tips.

Reference [43] provides an influencecoefficient method for the prediction ofstress intensity
factor of a rectangular through-wall crack. The influence coefficient equation is:

K = [A-7]

where c is the half-length of the through-wall crack, is the membrane elastic stress, and is
the lone influence coefficient.

In this study, the membrane elastic stress is considered to be well-approximated by the through-
wall average of the total stress profile, attained by taking the integral of the total stress
polynomial. The influence coefficient is interpolated from a lookup table as a function of
non-dimensional length (see Reference [43] for details).
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A.5.2.2 Stress Intensity Factor Calculation for Circumferential Through-Wall
Cracks on the Weld Contour

As previously discussed, any crack predicted to leak is assumed to transition immediately to a
through-wall crack along the J-groove weld contour. The growth ofsuch cracks is modeled until
the nozzle ejection criterion is reached.

Because ofthe spiral geometry of these cracks, and the complex stress profile along the length of
the crack, there exists no parameterized method for predicting stress intensity factors at the crack
tips as a function ofthe stress distribution characteristics (as has been done for all previous K
calculations). Instead, stress intensity factors are predicted as a function of crack length
exclusively, based on FEA results for representative RPVHPN geometries.

References [32] and [44] describe FEA performed to predict stress intensity factors at the tips of
through-wall cracks growing along the contour of RPVHPN J-groove welds, from both the uphill
and downhill sides of the nozzle, at variouselevations. These analyses includeeffects of welding
residual stress and operational loads. Both analyses use the geometry of the outermost nozzle at
the subject plant, resulting in a generally bounding welding residual stress profile along the crack
face.

Across these studies, themost bounding average K versus crack length curves have been selected
for use in this probabilistic analysis (i.e., those from Reference [44]). Figure A-5 shows these K
curves, for the uphill and downhill sides of the nozzle. Linear Interpolation is used between FEA
evaluated points. (Extrapolation isnever necessary because these cracks initiate at 30°, by
convention, and ejection of the nozzle occurs at or less than 330°, as will be discussed in
forthcoming sections.) To address the uncertainty in stress intensity factor due primarily tocrack
and component geometrical variation, a random scaling factor is applied tothe curve-predicted K
values. The distribution selected for this variable is discussed in Section B.2.3.2.
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Figure A-5
Modeled Average Stress Intensity Factorvs. Crack Length for a Through-Wall Crackalong
the J-Groove Weld of a RPVHPN [44]

A.6 Treatment of Flaw Growth Rate

The general crack growth rate model forms for weld metals and base metals, respectively, are
given in Equation [A-8]. Temperature effects are incorporated through a widely accepted
Arrhenius term and stress intensity factor effects are incorporated through a standard powei--law
dependence. Model parameters (and associated uncertainties) are estimated from data (Section
B.2.3 presents the derivation ofthese parameters based on Alloy 600 data). The model
dependencies, parameters, and uncertainties derived from Alloy 600 data are assumed to apply to
Alloy 690 after scaling by a FOI; similarly, model dependencies, parameters, and uncertainties
derived from Alloy 82/182/132" data are assumed to apply to 52/152 after scaling.

<S .

r T,V

FOI

1

a*

FOI,
fhem f«h (^1 )

[A-8]

"The MRP-115 model includes analloy factor to account forthegenerally larger CGRs inAlloy 182 versus
Alloy 82 due to differences in nominal chromium content. This alloy factor is not applied in this work, effectively
recoveringthe Alloy 182 model.
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where

d = general crack dimension (e.g., depth or length)
= thermal activation energy for crack growth

R = universal gas constant
T = absolute temperature at location of crack

= absolute reference temperature used to normalize data
a = power-law coefficient
FOI = FOI applicable for material condition at location of interest

/«,M = "weld-to-weld" factor applied to all specimens fabricated from the same weld to
account for weldwire/stick heat processing and for weld fabrication

= "within weld" factor that accounts for the variability in crack growth rate for
different specimens fabricated from thesame weld

K\ = crack-tip stress intensity factor at location of interest
K\^ = crack-tip stress intensity factor threshold
b = stress intensity factor exponent

The subscripts wand b indicate different parameters for the weld metal and base metal,
respectively.

This model is applied to make predictions for depth growth rate by substituting the K90 stress
intensity factor term for the K, term above and for length growth rate by substituting the Kq stress
intensity factor term for the K, term.

The uncertainty in the crack growth rate models is incorporated through the weld-to-weld and
within-weld factors,/.,^ andX„, orthe heat-to-heat and within-heat factors,^„ and/.,. The
within-weld andwithin-heat factors aresampled foreach flaw site from a distribution reflective
ofthe growth rate variation observed in laboratory studies ofcracks in acontrolled set of
specimens. Similarly, the weld-to-weld and heat-to-heat factors are sampled once for each head
from a distribution reflective ofthegrowth rate variation observed in laboratory studies across
different specimens, after averaging the within-weld orwithin-heat variation.

The sampled weld-to-weld (or heat-to-heat) factors may be correlated with the average time of
first initiation tosimulate the premise that heads that are more susceptible to PWSCC initiation
tend to have higher flaw propagation rates.

In general, the estimation ofcrack growth versus time requires the solution ofthe above ordinary
differential equation. This is achieved numerically by discretizing each plant operating cycle into
many sub-cycles (referred to as "wlthin-cycle loops" in Section A.2) and advancing growth
linearly over each sub-cycle, using the crack geometry and stress profile at the beginning ofeach
sub-cycle to predict growth rate—a forward Euler method. Four (4) sub-cycles per calendar year
are used to produce Alloy 690 results in this study; this is demonstrated to yield solutions that are
sufficiently converged in comparison to the true solution to Equation [A-8] (see Section B.3.3.2).
Consistent with MRP-335 Rev. 1[30], 12 sub-cycles per calendar year are used to produce Alloy
600 results due to the characteristically higher growth rates.

A.6.1 Special Considerations for Crack Growth on RPVHPNs

This section discusses the special model constraints and interactions applied tocapture the
essential growth characteristics of complex cracking in RPVHPNs.
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Axial OD cracks are assumed to initiate below the weld, somewhere between the weld toe
and the point where surface stress falls below 80% of yield. If the crack depth penetrates
through-wall priorto reaching the nozzle ODannulus, the cracktransitions to a through-wall
axial crack(and the applicable growth model is henceforth used). If the uppercracktip of an
axial OD crack reaches the weld root, i.e., the nozzle OD annulus, the crack transitions to the
weld contour (i.e., circumferential) through-wall growth model.

Radially orientated cracks in the J-groove weldare prevented from growing in length past the
half-width of the weld—the width of the weld half-way along the weld path line as
demonstrated in Figure B-2. This is done to approximate the premise thatweld cracks would
arrest in length growth upon reaching either the penetration nozzle or Alloy 52 weld butter
material interface.

As mentioned several times previously, leakage of any crack is immediately followed by the
formation of a through-wall crack growing along theJ-groove weld contour. The crack is
assumed to initiate with a length equivalent to 30°around the weld contour. Thisassumption
hasa precedent in MRP-105 [6] and, together withthe immediate transition to through-wall
growth on theweld contour after leakage, is expected to result in conservative estimates for
the time to ejection following leakage.

For circumferential through-wall cracksgrowing alongthe weld contour, a random factor
(^wuinr) isapplied toscale the growth rate predicted using the second line ofEquation [A-8].
This random factor is intended to capture the possibility of the growth ratebeingaccelerated
bythe concentrated chemical environment thatmay develop intheannulus on thenozzle OD
above the weld. The potential forchemical concentration in the annulus is discussed in
MRP-55 [29]. The distribution selected for this variable is discussed in Section B.2.3.2.

• Theprogram considers the rare case where through-wall crack growth along theweld
contour initiates on both the uphill anddownhill sides of the penetration nozzle. Inthiscase,
the lengths of the uphill and downhill cracks arecombined to assess for nozzle ejection (as
detailed in Section A.8).

A.6.2 Factor of Improvement on Growth

The models selected in this studyto estimate PWSCC crackgrowth in the Alloy 690/52/152
nozzle and weld material are based on the statistical models established for Alloy 600 in
MRP-55 [29] and Alloy 82/182 model in MRP-115 [14]. These models are relatively simple and
incorporate mathematical dependencies for two major factors affecting flaw growth rate:
temperature and stress intensity factor. Atthe time of this report, the magnitude and quality of
available data for CGR testing in Alloys 690/52/152 is notsufficient to allowindependent
statistical model development. Therefore, to account for the increased PWSCC growth resistance
ofAlloys 690/52/152, a factor of improvement (FOl) approach isapplied toadjust predictions
based on the established Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 models.

There arethree FOI parameters implemented to account fordifferences in PWSCC resistance
between the Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 families of materials (which apply as indicated in Figure
A-3):

1. A FOI for wrought Alloy 690 material isapplied to axial flaws in the nozzle except the
cases covered by item 3 below.
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2. A FOI for the J-groove weld material is applied to radial flaws in the J-groove weld.

3. A FOI for Alloy 690 HAZ is applied to the upper crack tip of through-wall and part-depth
OD axial cracks.

Crackdepth and crack length growth ratesare calculated as described in Section A.6. The FOI
effect is implemented bydividing the nominal CGRs bythe FOI relevant to thecrack tip
location.

Foraxial OD cracks, the uppertip of the crack growsthrough the HAZmaterial whilethe lower
crack tip grows in wrought material. Incaseswhere the FOI for these regions is different,
asymmetric crack grovrth would be expected. Instead, however, thecrack is assumed to remain
symmetrical and semi-elliptical; theaxial location of thecracktip is shifted eachsub-cycle by an
amount specified in Equation [A-9]:

FOIFOI,,., ...
(+'s upward) [A-9]

where

A/f = change in crack axial position over the cycle
~ FOI on the wrought material
~ 0" HAZ material

Ac = change in crack half-length over the sub-cycle

A.7 Inspection and Detection

This section describes the modelsapplied to simulate ultrasonic and visual examinations of
RPVHPNs and is verysimilar to the methodology applied in MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30]. In the
absenceofcontradictory evidence, it is assumed that the efficacyof ultrasonic and visual
examinations for Alloy 690 top heads is consistent with that for Alloy 600 top heads.

In this study, no credit is taken for performance of ET examinations.

Section A.7.1 discusses how examinations are scheduled, Section A.7.2 describes the inspection
models, and Section A.7.3 describes the detection and repair modeling rules.

A.7.1 Examination scheduling

The base case inspection intervals are guided by ASME Code Case N-729-1 [3]. This Code Case
specifies the following:

• Requirements forthe maximum number of operating cycles thatarecurrently permitted
between non-visual non-destructive examinations (NDEs) as a function ofoperating head
terriperature, cycle length, andcapacity factor. Inputs for UT inspection scheduling are given
in Section B.2.4.1.

• Requirements for bare metal visual (BMV) scheduling interval as a function of the plant's
effective degradation years (EDY). Inputs for BMV inspection scheduling are given in
Section B.2.4.1.
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The central goal ofthis probabilistic modeling effort is to provide a technical basis
demonstrating the efficacy ofextending the IS! inspection interval for RPVHs with Alloy 690
penetration nozzles beyond those specified by current N-729-1 requirements. The technical basis
aims to demonstrate that ISl intervals can beextended while maintaining a significant
improvement versus Alloy 600 in terms of the risk ofejection over the entire plant operating
period. The inspection interval effectiveness is demonstrated by investigating cases with ISI
intervals that are extended in comparison to N-729-1 requirements and comparing their results
with cases simulated to have ISI intervals inaccordance with N-729-1 (seeSection B.3.2).

A.7.2 Inspection modeling

This section describes the inspection models (i.e., the determination ofPOD) for UT and BMV
inspections. It also defines the coverage ofeach examination technique. No credit is taken for ET
examinations in this work.

As in MRP-335 Rev. I [30], UT inspection ofRPVHPNs is based on the general POD equation
described in Equation [A-10], where through-wall fraction is used as the independent variable to
incorporate the dependence ofUT performance on both the depth ofthe crack and the thickness
of the component.

POD,
irr

/ \

a [A-10]

\+e

Given the lack ofqualified inspection data from which to perform adetailed model regression, a
simplified approach is adopted. The POD model form in Equation [A-10] is fit twice to provide a
lower bound and an upper bound for POD versus through-wall crack percentage. Section B.2.4.2
gives the parameters for the lower and upper bound curves and briefly describes their derivation.
Then, the lower and upper bound curves, POD^, and POD^^, are assumed to represent the two
Sigma bounds for afamily POD curves (the variability within this family would be considered
epistemic or reducible with further experimentation). To get asingle realization ofthe POD
curve, a standard normal deviate, z„, is sampled once per Monte Carlo realization (i.e., once per
top head), and the following equation is used to simulate UT inspection ofall cracks:
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/ \

a

{tj [A-II]

Amaximum POD may be specified to truncate the POD curve, regardless ofthe crack size. This
maximum POD canbe enforced to account foroperator error or other systematic error.

It isnoted that UT detection of both axial and circumferential through-wall cracks is modeled
using an effective crack depth equal to the penetration nozzle thickness, i.e., athrough-wall
fraction of one.

It is assumed for the purpose ofthe probabilistic model that any flaws located exclusively in the
J-groove attachment weld are not detectable by UT inspection performed from the ID of the
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nozzle. In reality, it is possible that flaws in the weld metal that extendclose to the fusion line
with the base metal might be detectable by the UT examination.

BMV inspections aregiven a constant POD for leaking penetrations (i.e., RPVHPN with
through-wall cracking to the nozzle annulus) and zero POD fornon-leaking penetrations.

A.7.3 Detection and Repair Modeling

After a POD is calculated, detection is simulated by samplinga random value between zero and
one, referred to as the detection sample. If the detection sample is lessthan or equal to the POD,
thecrack is predicted to be detected; if not, the crack is predicted to be undetected for thecurrent
examination.

If the detection sample is sampled independently of previous samples, it reflects the premise that
inspection success is uncorrelated, from examination to examination. Alternatively, the
examination model allows for the correlation of successive detection samples for a given flaw.
This is equivalent to assuming thateachcrack has some ambiguous (unmodeled) features which
may make it harderor easier to detectthan the general population.

If a crack is identified on a penetration, before or after the crackcauses leakage, the entire
penetration is considered to be repaired or removed from service. The head is assumed to stay in
operation after this repair/removal, but no future degradation is assumed to occuron the
repaired/removed penetration.

A.8 Nozzle Leakage and Ejection Criteria

At the end ofeach Monte Carlo realization, the probabilistic model stores a limited number of
metrics related to the extentof flaw degradation in and the repairstatusof individual
penetrations and the head as a whole. Most importantly, during each realization, incidences of
leakage andejection are catalogued by operational cycleand initial location of the offending
crack. This section describes the criteria for determining leakage and ejection.

A.8.1 Ejection Criterion

The critical size fora through-wall crackon the circumference of a penetration nozzle is a model
input, indegrees. The choiceof critical size for penetration nozzle ejection is based on net
section collapse calculations (see Section B.2.4.4).

Credit is taken for penetration nozzle incidence angle when converting between crack length and
crackangle. Specifically, crackangle,0, is calculated by the following equation:

0=̂ cos(^) [A-12]

where ^ is the penetration nozzle angle ofincidence with respect to the top head. It is noted that
this results in a greater effective length for ejection for non-central nozzles.
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A.8.2 Ejection Statistics

One metric of interest is the incremental ejection frequency (lEF) during a given cycle. This
metric has precedent in MRP-105 [6] and MRP-335 Rev. I [30]. It is defined as the quotient of
the number of realizations during which ejection occurred during a given cycle and the total
number of realizations, as shown in Equation [A-13]. This is adjusted toa probability per year by
dividing by the number calendar years per cycle. For cycles where no ejections are predicted to
occur during a given cycle across all realizations, 0.5 ejections are assumed for the sake of
Monte Carlostability and conservatism in calculating the lEF.

max

1EF =
(Number of ejections predicted during cycle across all realizations), 0.5

(Number of realizations) (Calendar years per cycle)
[A-13]

A second metric of interest is theaverage ejection frequency (AEF). It is defined as the average
number ofpredicted ejections per reactor vessel head per year, as shown in Equation [A-14]. As
with the lEF, 0.5 ejections are assumed tooccur for cycles with no predicted ejections. As
discussed in MRP-117 [7] and MRP-105 [6], the effect of nozzle ejection on nuclear safety can
be assessed through multiplication ofthe frequency ofnozzle ejection (i.e., the initiating event
frequency) with an appropriate conditional core damage probability (CCDP) value. The resulting
core damage frequency (CDF) is typically averaged over long-term operation and compared to
the acceptance criteria ofRegulatory Guide 1.174 [45 . Regulatory Guide 1.174 specifies an
acceptable change in core damage frequency of 1x10"® per reactor year for permanent changes in
plant design parameters, technical specifications, etc.

AEF =

^ max {(Number ofejections predicted during /th cycle across all realizations), 0.5} ^
(Number ofrealizations) (Total calendar years)

A third metric of interest is the cumulative probability ofejection (CPE) over all cycles. This
quantifies the relative difference in ejection risk among the cases which were investigated, as
shown in Equation [A-15]. Ofparticular importance are comparisons with the baseline Alloy 600
nozzle case inspected per N-729-1.

(Total number of heads with at least 1predicted ejection)
CPE = - T [A-15](Number ofrealizations)

A.8.3 Leakage Criterion and Statistics

As discussed in Section A.3, a given flaw causes leakage if it propagates through the entire
material thickness to breach theannulus above the weld before it is detected andrepaired.

Two ofthe metrics of interest for ejection are analogously determined for leakage—incremental
leakage frequency during a given cycle (ILF) and average frequency ofleakage (ALF):
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ILF initial leaks predicted during cycle across all realizations) ^̂(Number ofrealizations)(CaIendar years per cycle)

^ (Number of initial leaks predicted during /th cycle across all realizations)
^

(Number ofrealizations)(Total calendar years)

In addition to these statistics, the model also reports the proportion of leaks that occur in the
wrought material, the HAZ, and the weld material. These values provide an indication ofhow
varying inspections and FOls affect the prevalence of large cracks.
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B
INPUTS AND RESULTS OF PROBABILISTIC PWSCC
MODEL

This appendix reports a set of results generated within the probabilistic framework tosupport
alternative inspection regimes for top heads with RPVHPNs fabricated with Alloys 690/52/152.
The probabilistic calculations presented in this appendix are designed to bound the conditions for
such heads, so conclusions drawn from theresults are generically applicable to heads with Alloy
690 RPVHPNs.

B.1 Modeling Assumptions and Simplifications

Several assumptions and simplifications are embedded in the probabilistic model used for this
evaluation. Knowledge ofthe following simplifications is essential when interpreting the results
given in this appendix; however, the conclusions drawn in this report are not expected to be
dependent on these simplifications. It is noted that each ofthese key modeling assumptions is
shared with the RPVHPN model described in the peening topical report, MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30].

• Possibleflaw locations. It is assumed that multiple crack initiation on a single RPVHPN is
adequately represented with six possible initiation sites: an axial flaw atthe nozzle ID, an
axial flaw at the nozzle OD below the weld, and a radial flaw in the weld material (each at
the greatest uphill and greatest downhill locations, the locations of largest tensile residual
stresses). Toaccount for the cumulative risks ofa top head, many RPVHPNs at different
angles of incidence relative to the RPV head are modeled. The probability of initiation atany
given site is assumed to be equal (i.e., the surface stress dependency ofPWSCC initiation is
not explicitly modeled).

• Circumferentialflaw initiation. Ifany nozzle orweld flaw grows into the annulus above the
J-groove weld, acircumferential flaw is assumed to initiate with an initial circumferential
extent of 30°. This assumption isconsistent with MRP-105 [6]. Flaw growth into the annulus
is presumed to occur ifan axial ID flaw or radial weld flaw grows to adepth exceeding the
material thickness or if an axial OD flaw grows to a length such that its uppermost tip
extends to the J-groove weld root.

• Nozzle ejection threshold. Ejection ofa given RPVHPN isassumed tooccur once the
through-wall circumferential flaw reaches a specified threshold length. Cases presented in
this section assume a conservative threshold length equivalent to 300°around the
penetration, which is the same value used in MRP-105 [6] and is based on net section
collapse (NSC) calculations presented in Appendix Dofthat report. The difference in ASME
BPVC Section II-D minimum material properties between Alloy 600and Alloy 690only
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changes the results ofNSC calculations by approximately 1°.^° Consequently, this value of
300° remains valid and conservative irrespectiveof the nozzle alloy.

• Detectability by ultrasonic testing (UT) andbare metal visual (BMV) inspections. For both
Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 cases, UT examinations are assumed to be unable todetect flaws
growing in the weld material. Also, the probability ofdetecting leakage by BMV
examination is assumed to bea constant, independent of the leak rate. These modeling
choices were also made in MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30].

B.2 Description of IVIodel Inputs

The RPVHPN probabilistic model framework takes both deterministic and distributed inputs.
The values of the distributed inputs are determined by sampling probability distributions during
each Monte Carlo realization, potentially for each penetration or for each initiated crack. The
inputs selected for use in the probabilistic model are discussed in Section B.2.1 through B.2.6.

B.2.1 General Inputs

The inputs for geometry, operating time, temperature, and loading are summarized in Table B-1
through Table B-3 and are detailed in this section. With the exception ofa handful ofsensitivity
cases presented inSection B.2.6, these inputs are applied forall cases.

B.2.1.1 Reactor Vessel Head Nozzle Geometry

The penetration nozzle wall thickness and OD are taken as deterministic inputs, assumed
constant across all penetration nozzles.

Thenozzle thickness and OD that areapplied for all penetration nozzles are the standard
dimensions per MRP-48 [46] for CRDM nozzles in Westinghouse and B&W plant heads. The
number ofpenetrations modeled and their angles ofincidence relative to the RPVH is based on a
specific design but is considered representative ofthe U.S. reactor fleet. The reactor vessel top
head thickness is taken as 6.0 in., a length that is representative of heads inthe U.S. fleet.

ICI nozzles are not considered to have geometries different from CEDM/CRDM nozzles in this
analysis, despite their larger ODs and smaller thicknesses in practice. This simplification is not
considered to be non-conservative because reviews ofplantexperience and inspection history
havenot uncovered any reports of PWSCC on ICI components [I].

Asdiscussed in the modeling sections, crack initiation and growth are modeled through the
J-groove weld region ofthe RPVHPNs. For various modeling aspects, certain J-groove weld
geometries are required including: the distance from the weld toe to the weld root ("weld toe-to-
root distance"), the distance from the weld surface to the weld root ("weld path length"), and the
weld width halfway along the weld path length ("weld half-width") asdepicted in Figure B-2
and Figure B-3. The variation ofthese geometries across penetrations was incorporated by fitting
normal distributions to inputs for various J-groove weld FEA studies [42] (which span different

^°The material flow strength used in this calculation is defined as the average ofthe yield and ultimate strengths in
theASME BPVC Section II-D (2011 edition) at350°C (e.g., 370.5 MPa for Alloy 690 and 358 MPa for Alloy 600).
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heads and penetration locations), at the uphill and downhill locations separately.^An example
ofsuch a fit (i.e., for the uphill weld path length) isgiven in Figure B-l. Lower and upper
truncation limits were set based on engineering judgment andtheextreme values from theFEA
studies. The distribution parameters for all geometrical attributes are given in Table B-2.

B.2.1.2 Operating Time

Reactor vessel heads aresimulated from head replacement until shutdown. Shutdown is
considered to occur approximately 40 years after replacement (e.g., head replacement with less
than 20 years remaining in the original license followed by a 20 year license renewal). In one
sensitivity case, the effect ofextending the total operational time ofthe head to 60 years is
considered with all other parameters unchanged.

Both the Alloy 600 and Alloy 690 heads are simulated with 24-month operating cycles and
assumed to have a capacity factor of0.92, which is representative ofUS PWRs. For the case of
the Alloy 600 head, UT inspections are simulated to occur on the most frequent schedule that has
been applied in the U.S. for top heads with Alloy 600 nozzles, i.e., every fuel cycle, or 2calendar
years in the assumed case."

B.2.1.3 Temperature

By the end of2014, there are planned to be 42 reactor pressure vessel top heads with Alloy 690
penetration nozzles operating in the U.S. Ofthese 42 heads, four operate at cold-leg temperature
(i.e., cold heads) and 38 operate atorabove the upper threshold for cold-leg temperature (i.e., hot
heads). The temperature ofthe hottest Alloy 690 top head (about 613°F or 323°C [2]) is used in
this study. Variation in head temperature (due to temperature streaming oroperating tolerances)
is incorporated into the model by using a normal distribution with astandard deviation of5°F
(2.8°C).

The Alloy 600 base case, against which all Alloy 690 cases are compared, is also run at6I3°F to
allow for equivalent inputs save for differences in inspection schedule and assumed FOIs. This
temperature is not considered implausible but is believed to be on the high end ofhistorical
operation of Alloy600 heads.

The effect ofreducing the mean head temperature from 6I3°F to 600°F (from 323°C to 316°C)
is considered in a sensitivity case.

B.2.1.4 Operational Loads and Welding ResidualStresses

Results ofFEAs ofJ-groove welding residual stresses [42] were used to estimate the total
stresses in the same manner as described in MRP-335 Rev. 1 [30],

The trends in weld geometry characteristics as afunction ofpenetration incidence angle are not strong enough to
justify in this modeling effort.
"The ratio ofthe weld path length and the weld half-width was found tobe approximately constant across
penetration nozzles and accordingly was treated asa deterministic input.

For the assumed head temperature of613®F (323°C) and an assumed capacity factor of0.92, the RIY accumulated
between simulated UT inspections is RIY =2.54. This is slightly greater than the RIY =2.25 interval ofCode Case
N-729-1 [3].
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Stress profiles on six vectors ofinterest (shown in Figure A-4) were synthesized from results of
J-groove weld FEA analyses [42]. Equation [A-4] describes the second-order polynomial form
fit to FEA results. The coefficients of the polynomial stress profile along each vector of interest
are solved to satisfy the constraint that the total stress curve passes through sampled stresses at
three locations: x/D=0, xlD=\, and xlI>=(i.S, where:

• xlD=Q isdefined as the location where cracks areexpected to initiate: the ID above theweld
for IDaxial cracks, the ODbelow the weld forOD axial cracks, or the weld surface center
for weld cracks.

• xlD=\ is defined as the location toward which cracksare expected to grow: the OD above the
weld for IDaxial cracks, the ID below theweld for ODaxial cracks, or the weld root for
weld cracks.

• x/£)=0.5 isdefined as being halfway between the previous two locations.

Equation [B-I] gives parameterized equations for the sampled stresses atx/D=0, xlD=\^ and
xlD=Q.S:

D= 0)=aojo.Joc

[B-1]Joc^OjoiJoc

^OjoiJoc ^IJoc^OjoiJoc
K SJoc

Uncertainty inherent in data, as well as the uncertainty due to unknown variation ofmissing data,
is incorporated through distributed inputs for the parameters in Equation [B-I]: the surface stress,
Oo,„, the gradient quantifier, R\ ^, and the curvature quantifier, ^05

For each location of interest, parameter distributions were estimated togive a family ofstress
profile curves bounding ofFEA results with an adequate excess ofuncertainty to account for
variation not captured across the FEA studies. These parameter distributions are summarized in
Table B-3. Conservatively, a minimum no less than zero is used for all parameters to ensure
tensile hoop stresses at the three interpolated depths.

Based on these parameter distributions, fifty instances ofthe stress profile through the downhill
weld, together with corresponding FEA results, are shown in Figure B-4. Equivalent figures for
each of theother locations of interest aregiven in Figure B-11 through Figure B-I 5 inMRP-335
Rev. 1 [30].
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Table B-1

Summary of General Model Inputs

^Sjmbol^

CF

op

^Descrigtta^
Numberofoperatingcycles

Nominal cycle length

Operating capacity &ctor

UT inspection fiequency

BMVinspection frequency

Operatingtemperature

Normafoperating pressure

Source

Selected to yielddesred
cumulattve operating time

Upperend cycle length

_ _foryS_PWR _ _
Reasonable capacity
fectorforUSPWR

Varied for investigation
purposes; see 'Summary
ofInspectbnScheduling

JTases" table in this report
Varied for investigation

purposes; see 'Summary
ofInspection Scheduling
Cases" table mthis report

Believedto be an upper

bound foroperating Alby
690 hot heads in service

Representative normal
operating pressure

Units

Nondnn

yr

Nondim

(U cycles)-'

(# cycles)"'

MPa

Distrib. I Value for

Parameter ' Base Case

•-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

u

20

2.0

0.92

Normal

meani 613.0

stdevj" 5.0

mini 583.0

max|" ~ 643.0
1 15.5
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Table B-2

Model Geometry Inputs

N pen

D,

I

Number ofmodeled

penetrations

I Incidence angles for
I penetrations

I

Nozzle thickness

Nozzle outer diameter

t Aearf Reactor head thickness

B-6

I Representative length
'from weW surfece to weld

I root, uphill
I

] Representative length
[fromweW surfeceto weH
) root, downhill

Representative length
from weld toe to weld

root, uphill

Representative length
fromweU toe to weld

root, downhill

• Ratio ofwekl path length
' to weld half-width, uphill

' Ratio ofwekipathlength
, to wekl half-width,
I downhill
I

Source

Selectedbased on properties ofunit
servin^a^characterfatK hot head

Selected basedon properties of unit
serving as characteristic hothead

Representative ofCEDM nozzle
thickness ofunit serving as

characteristic hot head

Representative of CH)M nozzte OD
ofunit serving as characteristic hot

hMd
Representative ofindustiy PWRs

Inputs to previous ftiite element
analyses ofJ-groove weUresidual

stresses; validacross various
penetration geometries

Inputs to previous &iite element
analyses ofJ-groove weW residual

stresses; valid across various

penetratbngeometries

Inputs to previous fiiite element
analyses ofJ-groove weM residual

stresses; valid across various
penetration geometries

Inputs to previous finite element
analyses ofJ-groove weH residual

stresses; valid across various
penetration geometries

Inputs to previous finite element
analyses of J-groove weklresklual

stresses; valid across various

£enettatK>njTOniett;iej
Inputs to prevnus finite element

analyses of J-groove weUresklual
stresses; valid across various

penetratbn geometries

Units

Nondim

degrees

m

m

m

in

m

in

m

Nondim

Nondim

Distribi ^ Value for
Parameter | Base Case

I 89

_^ei decr^Jis^

_ .average' 34.1_ _
miiil 0.0

max 56A_
"o-ofsi"

- T

I

I

I

~ " r
_ _ j -

mean'

_stdevj
mini

max'

_ mean|_

stdevi
" ~ "Lr

0.1016

0.152

Noniial

" los
_0J8 _

0.5~ ~
_ _1.7 _
NmTml_
"oT?7_~
' 0.23 _

0.5 ~
maxi 1.7

Norni^ _
mean' 1.38
stdeV| 0.30

0.8 _
_~2.9_ _
Nqnml

1.36_~
Oj/

2.9

1.62'

mini

_rTm' _

-tjyil _
me^i

stdev'
•."1

mm,

maxi

I

I

r

I

I

I

I

1.24
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Table B-3

Summary Total Stress Profile Parameters

Symbol

O O.tot.l

Oo.tot.2

Oo.tot.3

^0,tof,-2

O 0,tot.-3

Description

Total hoop stress at penetration
ID above weld, uphill

Total hoop stress at penetration
OD below weld, uphill

Total hoop stress at weld
surfece center, uphill

Totaltoop stress at penetration
ID above weld, downhill

Source

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independentanalyses)

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finite elementanalyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weU

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement analyses

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Total hoop stress at penetration
OD below weld, downhill

Total hoop stress at weld
surface center, downhill

Finite elementanalyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent ana^es)

Units

MPa

MPa

MPa

MPa

MPa

MPa

Distrib.

Parameter

T"
Value for

Base Case

n^ni

stdev'
i

mini

1^'
type"[

meani

stdev^
mini

max|
typei

mean.

stdevi
—.7

mm,

max)

mean)

stde^Z
mini

maX|

typei
T

mean,

stdevi
—.7

mm.

maxi

Normal

~282.6 '
50.^

"6!o~
_586.2
Normal

_370.8
~68.4~

0.0

_'̂ 1_.2_
Normal

413.5

39.5_
"l76.5
650.5

Normal

29_7.7
~57.2

0.0

640.9

Normal

'46"2.5 '
73.1_

~23.9
901.1

type, Normal

meani 426.0

stdev, 39.8

mini

mav

187.2

~664.8
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Table B-3

Summary Total Stress Profile Parameters (Continued)

tot.l

tot,2

tot,3

' l,tot.-2

I l,tot,-3

B-8

Description

Gradientquantifier at

penetration ID above weld,
uphill

Gradientquantifier at
penetration OD betow weld,

uphill

Gradient quantifier at weld
sur&ce center, uphill

Gradientquantifier at
penetration ID above weld,

downhill

Gradientquantifier at
penetration OD belowweld,

downhill

Gradientquantifier at weld
surfece center, downhill

Source

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement analyses

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement analyses

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement analyses

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement ana^es

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finite elementanalyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Units

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Distrib.

Parameter

_t:^e_|
meant

stdev'
— -t

mini

max'
— -t

type.

Value for

Base Case

Normal

~u r'
\0.24~
'oToq '

Normal

0J4'

y.oo

Normal

0.32'
"o^o"'

Normal

0.60"

mean'

stdev|

mm'

maX|

type'
-t

meant

stdev'
- - •+

mini

max'
h

typei

mean'
1

1 stdev| 0.41

1 min' 0.00

1 maX| 3.06

Nondim | type^ Noimal

meant 0.51

Nondim

stdev' 0.13

mini Voo
max' 1.29

typet Normal

mean' 0.36

stdev| 0.17

0.00

'iJS
mm'

- - -t
maX|
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Table B-3

Summary Total Stress Profile Parameters (Continued)

' O.S,tot,l

>O.S.tot,2

>O.S.totJ

' O.S.totrl

f O.S,tot,-2

f O.S, Mf,-3

Description

Curvature quantifier at
penetrationID above weld,

upiiill

Curvature quantifier at
penetrationOD below weld,

uphill

Curvaturequantifier at weld
sur&cecenter, uphill

Curvaturequantifier at
penetratfon ID above weld,

downhill

Curvature quantifier at
penetrationOD below weld,

downhill

Curvaturequantifier at weld
sur&ce center, downhill

Source

Finiteelement analyses

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independentanalyses)

Finite elementanalyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independentanalyses)

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Finiteelement ana^es

ofJ-groove weld
residual stresses (14

independentanalyses)

Finiteelement analyses
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independentanalyses)

Finiteelement ana^es
ofJ-groove weld

residual stresses (14

independent analyses)

Units

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Distrib. ;
Parameter |

Value for

Base Case

meani

stdev'
—

mini

max'
-t

type,

mean'
h

stdev|

mm'
y

max|

mean.

stdev'
—

tntrti

max'

type{
mean'

stdev|

mm'

maxi

type'

mean,

stdev'

mini

max'

mean'

stdev.
H r;------

mm'
-t

maX|

Normal

~l!bf "

"ois-T
1.62

Normal

omJ"
0:^
lies"

Normal

~l72r "
0.12

'0.49

J-l.
Normal

1.46

O.li"
0.68

2.24

Normal

0.78

0.09

0.24

7.32'
Normal

" T.^7~
0.19

ojV
"2^61"
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45 Crack Path

Length Data Points

—Normal Fit
x> 0.6

5 0.

0.50 0.70 0.90 1.10 1.30

Weld Crack Path Length (in)

1.50 1.70

Figure B-1
Example of Normal Distribution Fit to Geometry Data Varying Across Penetration Nozzle
Incidence Angles: Uphill Weld Path Length [30]

Figure B-2
Description of Weld Half-Width [30]
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"Weld root"

"Weld-center-to-

weld-root"
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Figure B-3
Summary of General RPVHPN Geometry and Terminology
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140.000
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Instance orSlress Profile

— -Nominal Stress Profile

FEA Results

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

Fraction Through-Weld (x/D)

Figure B-4
Stochastic Family (50 instances) of Curves and FEA Results for the Total Stress Profile
between the Weld Center and the Weld Root, Downhill Side [30]

B.2.2 Crack Initiation Inputs

The set of inputs for the RPVHPN PWSCC initiation model is detailed in the following
subsections and is summarized in Table B-4.

B.2.2.1 Industry Weibull used to Develop Initiation Model

Plant inspection data for RPVHPNs fabricated from Alloy 600 with J-groove welds fabricated
from Alloys 82 and 182 were evaluated in MRP 2011-034 [2]. Figure B-5 shows the detected
cracking indications that were used in this report but also reflects indication data from more
recent experience.

To fit a Weibull model to the time of first PWSCC initiation on each head, a multiple flaw
Weibull slope of3 [2] was assumed to address instances ofmultiple cracking indications.
Multiple indications are typically discovered on heads with Alloy 600 nozzles during inspections
where at least a single indication is detected. The assumption ofa multiple flaw Weibull slope
allows the projection from the time ofmultiple flaw detection to an estimate for the time offirst
initiation.

Figure B-5 shows an example Weibull distribution fit to the industry experience with RPVHPNs
fabricated from Alloy 600 with welds from Alloys 82 and 182. The leakage and ejection times
were adjusted to acommon reference temperature of600°F (315.6''C) using athermal activation
energy of 184 kJ/mole (the mean value given for PWSCC initiation in thick-walled components
in Section B.2.2.2). TableB-5 summarizes the estimated Weibull parameters.
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B.2.2.2 Uncertainty in Weibull Model Parameters

Uncertainty in Weibull Slope (P)

Theuncertainty in the Weibull slope is modeled with a normal distribution having the mean and
standard deviation values estimated from data. The best-fit Weibull slope and the standard error
onthis slope are determined with ordinary least-squares [47] and are provided in Table B-5.

Uncertainty in Anchor Point Time (/|)

Based ondata presented in Figure B-5, a value of 0.01 was selected as the value of the failure
fraction associated with the anchorpoint, F\. The best-fit value for tu the timeto PWSCC
initiation in 1% of the RPVH population, is estimated to be 0.827. Figure B-5 shows thatthis
combination of failure fraction and time provides a reasonable representation of the earlier
failures observed in the field.

Uncertainty in the anchor point time is incorporated using the following procedure foreach
Monte Carlo realization:

• Determine the characteristic time,0, using the valueof F\ and the best-fit values of p and 11.

• Determine the best-fit vertical intercept parameter, c, using the best-fit value of p andthe
value of0 determined in the previous step.

• Sample the value of c from a normal distribution using thebest-fit vertical intercept
parameter determined in the previous step and the standard error (oj given in Table B-4. The
estimator for this standard error is determined with ordinary least-squares regression of the
data.

• Determine theanchor point time for thecurrent realizations using the sampled vertical
intercept parameter from the previous step and thebest-fit value of p.

Uncertainty in Multiple Flaw Weibull Slope

Asdiscussed inthe modeling section, a second Weibull model is used to predict the initiation of
multiple flaws on a single head. The key input to this model is the Weibull slope.

The slope ofthe multiple flaw Weibull model, p^ quantifies the rate atwhich flaws occur after
the initiation of the first flaw. An analytical datafitting procedure, as wasdone for the timeto
first initiation model, was not considered appropriate to fit p^^ given several complexities.
Instead, a mean value of2 was selected for p^^. This value has a precedent in probabilistic
modeling ofSCC in steam generators [48]. A normal distribution with a mean of2 and a
standard deviation of 0.5 isemployed to incorporate uncertainties due to material and
manufacturing disparities. A lower truncation bound of 1was selected to prevent a multiple flaw
Weibull model in which the PWSCC initiation rate at the remaining initiation sites decreases
over time. A sensitivity case that considers a greater multiple flaw initiation slope is included to
comparewith the base cases of this report.

A benchmarking experiment was run in MRP-335 Rev. 1[30] with a value of2 for P^ in order
to demonstrate the resulting number of cracks perhead, given distributed parameter values
similar tothose discussed in this report. The results presented in Figure B-18 and Figure B-19 of
that report indicate that the probabilistic model predicts a similar number offlaws, for heads that
that have at least one flaw, compared to industry data.
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Uncertainty in Initial OD Axial Flaw Location

As discussed in the modeling section, an initial flaw location is required for OD axial flaws. For
each initiated OD axial flaw, the flaw center location is uniformly sampled between the weld toe
and the location where the residual stresses in the penetration nozzle fall below 80% of yield
stress.

The distance from the weld toe to the 80% yield location (the "80% yield stress length") is taken
as a distributed input. The variation in the 80% yield stress length is due to process variation and
geometrical variation across different penetration nozzle incidenceangles. The trend in the 80%
yield stress length versus incidence angle is not strongenough to justify its implementation in
this study.

This distribution for this length has been estimated from results of FEA ofJ-groove welding
residual stresses [42] at both the uphill and downhill sides of the penetration. The resulting fits
are shown in Figure B-6 and Figure B-7; the distribution parametersare given in Table B-4.

Uncertainty in Initial Flaw Depth

The initial through-wall fraction for each flaw is sampledat the time of flaw initiation. A
log-normal distribution with a median of 5%through-wall andan upper 95%confidence bound
of 10%through-wall is used. Forthe penetration nozzle thickness presented earlier(15.8 mm)
this results in a median absolute initiation depth of0.8 mm. This distribution has the following
desirable qualities:

The PWSCC initiation time model has been developed from Industry detection data.
Appropriately, thisdistribution reflects depths of flaws that could reasonably be detected
with UT inspection of RPVHPNs.

Distributions withpositive skewness (e.g., massconcentration at lowvalues, long-tail
extending to high values) like the log-normal distribution have been found to beappropriate
for modeling initial depths measured in practice.

This distribution is inapproximate agreement with the0.4 - 2.0mm range defined for initial
cracks in Reference [49].

This distribution accurately bypasses earlierstages of short crackdevelopment—which are
difficult to model accurately, and in fact represent an areaof active research—and allows
growth to begin from flaws of engineeringsignificance.

A lower truncation limit of0.5 mm is defined to prevent the initiationof very small flaws for
which the stress intensity factor (based on the input distributions of the surface welding residual
stress) would be significantly less than the minimum stress intensity factors (about 15 - 20
MPa-m"^ or 14 - 18 ksi-in ) evaluated inthe laboratory studies used to define the flaw
propagation models used in this work.

Uncertainty in Flaw Aspect Ratio

As in MRP-335 Rev. 1,a log-normal distribution is fit to yielda mode of 4 and a 99%
confidence (one-sided) interval upperbound of 10 for the aspect ratio distribution. Not enough
data is available for initial RPVHPN crack sizes to allow a distribution to be fit for aspect ratio.
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Uncertainty in Temperature Effect

Uncertainty in the apparent activation energy for PWSCC crack initiation istreated by defining a
distributed input. As shown in Table B-4, a normal distribution is assumed to describe the
uncertainty in the activation energy.

An experimentally based value of 184.2 kJ/mole has been determined for Alloy 600 CRDM
nozzle (i.e., thick-wall) material [50]. Based on evaluations of PWSCC inAlloy 600steam
generator tubing [51], an activation energy of209.4 kJ/mole is a standard value applied for the
initiation of PWSCC inAlloy 600 components [52]. Based on this discussion and a separate
review of laboratory and field data [51], 184.2 kJ/mole was selected as the mean of the
distribution and the standard deviation was selected such that the 95% confidenceboundof the
distribution would be 209.4 kJ/mole.
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TableB-4

SummaryofCrackInitiationSubmodelInputs

0,

Pfta

«//
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_Descrigtion_
Thermalactivationenergyfor

PWSCCflawinitiation

WeibuUslopeforPWSCCflaw
initiationonRPVPNs

Failurefractionselectedto

defineWeibullPWSCC

initiationfimction

Timeatwhich&ilurefraction

FIisreachedonRPVPNs

Standarderrorininterceptof
linearizedWeibullfit

WeibullslopeforPWSCC

multipleflawinitiationon
RPVPNs

Componentoperating
tenperature

Referencetemperatureto

normalizePWSCCflaw

initiationdata

Source

Qdistnbutionbasedon
laboratorydataand

judgmentfrom
experiencewithWeibuli

analysis

Flawinitiationdata

assessedinthisreport

Selectedtoreflect

&ihirefiBctions

observedforearlyplant
experience

Flawinitiationdata

assessedintWsreport

LinearizedWeibullfitto

flawinitiationdata

jsse^edmthisjegort
Basedonrepresentative

valueforformationof

PWSCCatmultiple
locationsinindustrySGs

Seemodelinputstable
inthisreport

Temperatureusedto

adjustflawinitiationdata
assessedinthisreport

Units

kJ/mole

Nondim

Nondim

EDY

In(EDY)

Nondim

DIstrib.I

Parameter'

Valuefor

BaseCase

typciNormal

mean'

stdev|

mm'
•—1
max|

meani

stdev'
—.H

mm|

max'

184.2

"12.8
107.3

261.1

Normal

~|393'
"_0.078"

0.924'
1.862

"o.of

typeiNormal

mean,0.827

stdeviseea.

__0.405
maxi1.690

ai66~

typeNormal

meani

stdev,

min'
—I

maxi

2.0
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Table B-4

Summary of Crack Initiation Submodel Inputs (Continued)

Symbol 1 Description

• 1

1

Source 1 Units

—r-

1

1

Distrib. 1

Parameter '

Value for

Base Case

ao ' Initial deptiiassigned to new|y Consbtency with inhial ' m 1
1

typej Log-Normal
initiated flaw throu^wall fractions of! r

1 linear p' 8.44E-04

MRP-335R1 1 1'
u

log-nomipi ~ "-^14

1 tog-norm o' ~ 0.35
1 l" mini '5T00E-04 '

♦

1 max' ~0.0158
AR 1 Initial aspect ratb assigned to Er^neeringjudgment ' Nondim 1

1_
typei Log-Normal

. newlyinitiated flaw and aspect ratiosfor .
r

i_ linear p' 4.77

cracks at other tocations i
1

r
1.

log-norm Pi ~ "iTso
1

1 1_ log-norm a' ~ 0.34~
1
1

1"
u

mini ~ ~0.575
1 p

1 max' 35.2

' Distance fix)m weld toe to Finite element analyses ' in 1
1

typei Normal

locationwhere welding residual ofJ-groove weld .
r

1 mean' 0.25

1 stress isequal to 80% ofyield residual stresses; valid i 1 stdevj 0.13
• stress, uphill side across various units and' h

1 min' o.oo" ~
penetrationgeometries 1

1

1

max| 1.03

1 Distance from weld toe to Finite elementanalyses | in 1 Normal

,1 location where welding residual ofJ-groove weld i r meani ~ ~oT25
stress is equalto 80% ofyieU residual stresses; valid ' H

1 stde^ 0JD6~_~_
1 stress, uphill side acrossvarious units and| 1' mnij ~ "oToo

penetration geometries i
1

h

1 max' 0.61
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Table B-S

Summary of Head Initiation Weibull Distribution Parameters

1—

1 1 1Standard Error in | Standard Error in Vertical

Fitting Method | P ' e(EDY) > Weibull Slope , Intercept (ln(EDY))

Linearized Least Squares | 1.39 i 22.5 ; 0.078 ' 0.166

All inspectiondata adjusted to 600 "F (Q = 50 kcal/tnole)
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Data Used to Generate Parameters and Resulting Fit for PWSCC Initiation Weibull Model
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B.2.3 Crack Growth Inputs

The set of inputs for the PWSCC propagation model isdescribed in Table B-6 at the end ofthis
section, including deterministic and distributed inputs. Various inputs are detailed inthe
following subsections. As discussed previously, the FOls for growth ofAlloys 690/52/152 are
applied after calculating the growth rate based on Alloys 600/82/182. Consequently, the
parameter fits in this section utilize data for Alloys 600/82/182.

B.2.3.1 Empirical Growth Parameters

The general equations used in this study to calculate flaw propagation rate in Alloys 600/82/182
is given as Equation [A-8].

The flaw propagation rate constant for growth in Alloy 82/182, is based on the 50*''
percentile (best-fit) value estimated in MRP-115 [14] and reported in Appendix FofMRP-263
[53]. Likewise, the stress intensity factor threshold and stress intensity factor exponent (for
growth in Alloys 82/182) are based on values regressed in MRP-115.

The empirical growth parameters for Alloy 600 are based on the crack growth data compiled and
presented in MRP-55 [29]. Instead ofusing acrack growth curve with a stress intensity factor
threshold of9 MPaVm—as suggested in MRP-55—a more bounding curve with a stress intensity
factor threshold of 0 has beenfit to the data. The fitted parameters are provided in TableB-6.

Acomparison of the CGR curves used in this report with the 50"* and 75*^ percentile curves from
each of MRP-55 and MRP-115 is shown in Figure B-12.

B.2.3.2 Growth Variation Factors

Alloy 82/182 (Used for Alloy 52/152)

The uncertainty in the probabilistically calculated flaw propagation in the weld material is
principally characterized by the/„„ andparameters in the flaw propagation rate equation
described Section A.6.

The weld-to-weld parameter is a common factor applied to all specimens fabricated from
the same weld to account for effectsof the weldwire/stick heat processing and ofweld
fabrication. For this study, a log-normal distribution is fit to the weld factors for the set of
laboratory test welds assessed in MRP-115 (see Figure B-8).

Awithin weld factor (f„) isincluded todescribe the variability in flaw propagation rate for
different weld specimens fabricated from the same weld. The within weld factor distribution
describes the scatter in theflaw propagation rate data that remains after allmodel effects are
accounted forand theweld-to-weld variation is reconciled. A log-normal distribution is utilized
to describe the within weld variability exhibited by the data generated inMRP-115 (see Figure
B-9).

Because there is a physical upper limit tothe rate at which PWSCC crack propagation can
proceed, an upper truncation limit is applied when sampling the weld-to-weld or within-weld
factors. These factors are bound by the higher of two quantities: the 95'*' percentile ofthe
respective distribution or the maximum factor exhibited by the data. The lower bound is imposed
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in a similar manner, using the S"* percentile ofthe distribution orthe minimum factor exhibited
by the data.

Note that the product of the upper truncation limits for the two weld variability factors prescribes
the maximum flaw propagation rate that can be applied. That maximum flaw propagation rate is
assured to be greater than the maximum flaw propagation rate actually observed in any ofthe
laboratorytests under analogous conditions.

Alloy 600 (Used for Alloy 690)

Similar tothe way growth uncertainty isaccounted for in the weld material, the uncertainty of
flaw propagation in Alloy 600 data is characterized by heat-to-heat and within-heat parameters.

The heat-to-heat parameter (4J is a common factor applied to all specimens fabricated from the
sameraw material to account for the effects of manufacturing variation. For this study, a log-
normal distribution is fit to the heat factors for 26 laboratory heat specimens assessed in MRP-55
(see Figure B-10).

Thewithin-heat factor describes the variability in flaw propagation rate for cracks in the
same raw material (heat)" The within-heat factor distribution describes the scatter in the flaw
propagation rate data that remains after all model effects are accounted for and the weld-to-weld
variation is reconciled. A log-normal distribution has been developed todescribe the variability
in the within-heat factor for the data presented in MRP-55. For this study, a log-normal
distribution is fit to the heat factors for 140 laboratory crackspecimens assessed in MRP-55 (see
Figure B-11).

The lower and upper bounds for the Alloy 600 growth variability factors are set in the same
manner as described for Alloy 82/182 growth variation factors.

In additionto the heat-to-heat and within-heat variation terms, other forms of uncertainty are
incorporated for the growth ofcircumferential through-wall cracks, as discussed in the modeling
section. First, a multiplicative factor isused toscale the FEA-derived Kcurves; a triangular
distribution witha minimum and modeof 1and a maximum of 2 is used. This results in a
modestly increased ^ curve to account for any non-conservative bias in the FEA results.

Second, an environmental factor isused toscale the growth rate for circumferential flaws
growing along the J-groove weld; again, atriangular distribution with aminimum and mode of1
and a maximum of 2 is used. Based on theconsensus of the international PWSCC expert panel
convened by EPRI in 2001-2002, the crack growth rate for flaws connected to the OD annulus
environment ismost likely not significantly accelerated by chemical concentration effects.
However, asdocumented in MRP-55 [29], the expert panel conservatively recommended an
environmental factor of 2 for deterministic calculations of growth of circumferential flaws in
contact with the annulus environment. The triangular distribution described above was selected
based on this work.

B.2.3.3 Uncertainty in Temperature Effect

The temperature dependence ofthe flaw propagation process is modeled using an Arrhenius
relationship. Anormal distribution is used to describe the uncertainty in the activation energy for
PWSCC growth. Amean of 130 kJ/mole and astandard deviation of5kJ/mole are assumed
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based on empirically estimated values reported by various investigators for the Alloy600
wrought material.

A reference temperature of 617°F (325°C) is chosen forthe crack growth model. Theuncertainty
in theactivation energy accounts for the uncertainty in thetemperature effect between 617°F and
the operating temperature.

B.2.3.4 Correlation Between Flaw Initiation and Propagation

It isgenerally accepted by PWSCC experts [14] that components that are more susceptible to
PWSCC flaw initiation than other components tendto have higher flaw propagation rates than
those other components. The main challenge in correlating the time to initiation and the flaw
propagation rate in a probabilistic PWSCC assessment is that there isa general lack ofdata with
which to choose anappropriate correlation coefficient. In the absence of datato select an
appropriate correlation coefficient, the correlation isonly invoked for sensitivity cases; the
correlation coefficient is set to zero for the base case analysis. It is noted that MRP-105 [6]
assumed a correlation of-0.8 between flaw initiation and propagation for its casestudies.
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Table B-6

Summary of Crack Growth Submodel Inputs

_S2inbol_

fwetd

A

/"ac

/»/(

At

_Descrigtioii_
Thermalactivation eneiiy for

PWSCC flaw propagstion

Component operating
temperature

Weld &ctor: common fector

applied to allspecimens
&bricated from the same weld

to account for weld wire/stick

heat processingand for weU
&brication

Wihin Weld &cton fector

accountmg for the variability in
crack growthrate for different
specimens fabricated fiom the

same weld

Heat fector: common factor

applied to allspecimens
fabricated fiom the same

material to account for

manufecturing variatnns

Within Heat fector: fector

accounting for the variability in
crack growth rate fordiferent
specimens febricated fix)m the

same raw material

Absolute reference temperature
to normalize PWSCC flaw

propagatbn data

Time step size for crack
increment

Source

Q values from MRP-

115; stdev based on
judgment as used in

MRP-335RI

See getKral inputs table
in this report

3y definition, the median
within weld factor is

one; Distributions from
fits shown in f^ures of

this document

By definition, the median
within weld &ctor is

one; Distributbns from

fits shown infigures of
this document

Fit to heat fectors from

MRP-55

Fit to within-heat fectors

fit)m MRP-55 after

normalizing for heat
fectors

MRP-115

See convergence

analysis in this report

Note:

St for Alloy 600 case andall caseswitha FOIof 1 is 1/12years.

kJ/mole

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

yr

Distrib. I

Parameter

Value for

Base Case

r

u

I

ineani_
stdev!

Normal

" ~I30
5
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}(W
maxi

Lo^N^npaJ^

~ 'J9
oToq
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Table B-6

Summary of Crack Growth Submodel Inputs (Continued)
1 Distrib. 1 Value for

Symbol 1 Description Source Units Parameter ' Base Case

9 v-eld ' Correlation coefficient for No basis for selection of Nondim 1 0.0

[ PWSCC initiation and
1 propagation of allcracks in
1 Altoy 182/82 weld

non-zero base case

value

!

1

i

Plieai ! Correlation coefficient for No basis for selection of* Nondim i 0.0

1 PWSCC inftiation and non-zero base case
i

11 propagation ofallcracks in value

ADo;/600 1

1

1

i

O-weld 1Flaw propagationrate equatnn
1 power law constant forAUoy
' 182/82 weU

MRP-115, as reported
in Table F-2 ofMRP-

263

(m/s)/

(MPa-m®')"^
9.82E-13

bveld , Fbw propagation rateequatk>n Best ft per MRP-115 Nondim 1

1

1

1.6

1 power lawexponent forAUoy
' 182/82 weU i

iih.Keld
, Stress intensity &ctor threshokl MRP-IIS" MPa-m°^ 1

1

0.0

1 forAll^ 182/82
1.97B-13

® heal ' Flaw propagation rateequation Derived from MRP-55 (m/s)/ 1

1 power law constant for Alby data withpower law (MPa-m°^)" j
1

1 600 constant of 1.6 and
1

1

1 stress intensity fector
1

threshokl ofO 1

heal
1Flaw propagation rateequation
' power lawexponent forAltoy
' 600

Derived to MRP-55

data withstress intensity
fector threshokl ofO

Nondim
1

1

1.6

J __ _ _ _ _ —

uhMea!
I Stress intensity &ctor threshoU Assumed threshokl such MPa-m°^ 1

0.0

' for Alloy 600

1

1

that an cracks in tensile

fieU havepositive
growth

i
1

^ circ.muU ' Circumferential throu^wall Assumed to assure Nondim
H

Triangular

, crack K curve multiplier conservative applfcatfon mode'

mm,

1.0

1 ofFEA-predicted K 1.0

1 curves maxi 2.0

^ Ctrc.muh 1 Circumferential through-wall Based on anecdotal Nondhi Tnaiigular

• crack environmental &ctor informatk>n about model 1.0
1 environment effects on

mini 1.01

1
circumferential through-

1 wall cracks maX| 2.0

90
1Stress intensity &ctorat deepes SIF model MPa-m"^ 1

cakulated by
SIF models

Ko "] Stress intens^ fector at sur&ce SIF model MPa-m"^
1

cakulated by
SIF modeb
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Figure B-8
IMRP-115 Weld Factor Distribution with Log-Normal Fit for Alloys 82/182/132 [14]
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Figure B-9
MRP-115 Within Weld Factor f Distribution with Log-Normal Fit for Alloys 82/182/132 [40]
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Figure B-10
Heat Factor Distributionwitli Log-Normai Fit for IWRP-55 Alloy 600 Data [30]
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Within-Heat Factor Distribution with Log-Normal Fitfor MRP-S5 Alloy 600 Data [30]
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B.2.4 Flaw Inspection, Detection, and Stability Subntodel

The sets of inputs for the flaw examination and stability models are described in Table B-7,
Table B-8, and Table B-9. Various inputs aredetailed in the following subsections.

B.2.4.1 Examination Scheduling

Various UT and BMV inspection scheduling intervals are examined to determine the relative risk
ofextending inspection intervals for Alloy 690. Table B-7 describes the different UT and BMV
inspection intervals investigated for Alloy 690 RPVHs in this work. These inspection intervals
are variations onthe intervals specified in Code Case N-729-1 [3] for Alloy 690 RPVHPNs.
Note that each unique case in this report isassigned a two character identifier with the first
character (letter) identifying the inspection interval (per Table B-7) and the second character
(number) identifying the assumed FOIs.

The UT inspection cases considered for Alloy 690 include the current N-729-1 required interval
(inspection schedule A), a moderately extended UT interval to 20 years (inspection schedules B
and C), and an extension ofthe UT interval to beyond the 40-year service period ofthe top head
(inspection schedule D).
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For all but one Alloy 690 inspection case, BMV inspection intervals are in accordance with the
N-729-1 frequency of the lesser ofevery third RPO or every 5 calendar years (i.e., every two
cycles for the assumed 24-month refueling cycle). The other Alloy 690 inspectioncase
(inspection schedule C) uses a BMV inspection interval ofevery 10 calendar years to better
understand the importance of this inspection requirement.

The benchmark Alloy 600 case uses inspection intervals in accordance with Code Case N-729-1
for a newly replaced head. The UT inspection interval is once everyRPO whileBMV inspection
interval is dependent on the cumulative service period for the top head—the frequency of BMV
inspections for the first 8 EDY is the lesserof every third RFO or every 5 calendar years, and
once every cycle thereafter. Code Case N-729-1 requires tighter inspection intervals after
detection of certain flaws; however, because all flaws are repaired upon detection in the
framework developed for this report, this provision is not included.

B.2.4.2 UT Probability of Detection

The probabilistic UTPOD model isdescribed by Equation [A-10] and [A-l 1]. Themodel is
generated from upper and lower POD curves which each represent a twostandard deviation
offset from the mean POD curve. The upperbound(favorable) curvewas chosen such that there
is an 80%PODfor cracks20%through-wall and a 95% PODfor cracks40% through-wall. The
lowerbound (unfavorable) curvewas chosen such that there is a 65% PODfor cracks40%
through-wall and a 90% POD for cracks 70% through-wall. Finally, a maximum POD of95% is
usedto account for human/equipment erroror other factors. The lower, upper, and mean POD
curves are shown in Figure B-13.

Thiscurve is based in parton 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(6)(ii)(D), which requires an 80% flaw detection
rate on mockup test blocks forqualiflcation testing of UTprocedures and personnel used to
inspect RPVHPNs. Under the assumption that the test crack sizes are uniformly distributed
between 10%and 90%, the mean curve given in Figure B-13 would give a 78% success rate,
slightly below a worst-case qualified UTdetection process.

A correlation coefficient relating the results of successive inspections can be included to simulate
an increasing likelihood of non-detection for a crack that has already been missed in a previous
inspection. Because this value has not been experimentally determined, a modest correlation
coefficient of 0.5 is used for base cases.

B.2.4.3 BMV Probability of Detection

The BMV inspection model employs a constant POD, irrespective of leak rate or the duration of
leakage. Avalue of 90% is used based onengineering judgment and is considered conservatively
low based on plant experience that through-wall cracking ofCRDM and CEDM nozzles is
accompanied byboric acid deposits that are reliably detected during direct visual examinations
of the intersection of the nozzle with the upper surface of the reactor pressure vessel top head [1].

A strong correlation coefficient, 0.95, is used to correlate successive inspections of the same
leaking penetration. Itcan be shown numerically that this results in approximately a 21%, 17%,
and 14% POD fora leaking nozzle at the first, second, and third inspections, respectively,
following an original inspection in which a leaking nozzle was not detected.
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B.2.4.4 Flaw Stability

The two key inputs to the flaw stability model presented in this report are the initial size of a
circumferential through-wall crack and the critical crack length at which ejection is predicted to
occur. Both are deterministic inputs and are presented in Table B-9.

Consistent with the precedent set in MRP-105 for Alloy 600 [6], circumferential through-wall
cracks along the weld contour are assumed to initiate with a lengthequivalent to 30° around the
weld contour. Together with the immediate transition to through-wall growth on the weld
contour after leakage,this is expected to result Inconservative estimates for the time to ejection
following leakage.

The critical crack length for ejection, or net section collapse, is based on calculations presented
in MRP-110 (Appendix D of Reference [1]). The result of these calculations repeated for Alloy
690, using ASME BPVC Section H-D material properties, varied by less than 1% from Alloy
600 results. As in MRP-110 and MRP-105, a length equivalent to 300° around the weld contour
is used for all base case analyses in this report in order to bound the critical flaw angles projected
for CRDM and CEDM nozzles under standard design pressure.

Table B-7

Summary of Inspection Scheduling Cases

Inspection'
Schedule |
Identifier iDescription

A600 IA600 Hot Head per N-729-1 (1)

A _ j/^9_0per_N_-729^1

C jA690,_10_y^BjyiV&"20yrUT ^ _JO
D ~ iA69'(), No UT i

Inspection Interval

(No. of two year cycles)
UT I BMV "

1 I

5 1 2

. 10_ _ L. 2

10 1 _ 5

20<^> ' ~ 2

Notes:

1. BMV every 2 cycles for first 8 EDY per N-729-1.
2. No UTinspections occurfor theduration of most "D" cases, butan inspection occurs after40years of operation

(20 cycles) for the 60 year sensitivity case.
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Table B-8

Summary of Probability of Detection Parameters

Symbol

(o/l U.I.ITT'

Pv.i.ut) '

(o/f U.i.UT'

(o/t LI.UT'

Pu.i{r)_
(o/t U.VT'

PmaxMT

P msp.UT

P BKiV

P iitsp.BMV

Description

First defined coordinate for

fevorabb UT POD curve

ySecond defined coordinate for
I favorable UT POD curve

I First defiled coordinate for
I un&vorable UT POD curve

I Second defined coordinatefor
I un&vorable UT POD curve

I Maximum probability of
' drtectiqn for_UT tepection

Correlation coefficient for

su«essivB_UT inspectiotp _
Probability ofdetection for
visual inspection ofleaking

no^
I Correlation coeflScient for

' successive BMV inspections

Table B-9

Summary of Stability Parameters

Source

En^eeringjudgment,

NDEexperts, literature

Engineeringjudgment,
NDEexperts, literature

Engnieeringjudgnient,
NDE experts, literature

Er#ieeringjudgment,
NDE experts, literature

Engineermgjudgment

Engineeringjudgment

Engiieeringjudgment,
NDE experts, literature

Engmeering judgment

Units

Nondim

Nondbn

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Distrib.

Parameter

Value for

Base Case

(0.2,0.8)

(0.4,0.95)

(0.4,0.65)

(0.7,0.9)

0.95

0.50

0.90

0.95

; 1
Symbol i Descrintion ' Source

1 Distrib.

Units ' Parameter

Value for

Base Case

' Initial ai^ forcircumferential | MRP-105
jthrough-wall cracks immediatelyi
1 following leaks '

SciKcni ' CriticaTflawai^ forno^ i MRP-110
I ejection i

degrees |
1

1

degrees |
1

1

1 §1o
1

1

Notes:
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Q Unfavorable UT POD

A Favorable UT POD

—Average UT POD

100% 1

90% •

80% •

1 70% -

1 60% •

a

o 50%

40%

s
6. 30% •

20% •

10%

0%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Flaw Size, a/t (% TW)

Figure B-13
Modeled POD Curves for Favorable, Unfavorable, and Mean Conditions

B.2.5 Factors of Improvement

Akey facet ofthe probabilistic model is the adjustment ofmodel predictions based on more
comprehensive Alloy 600 data to achieve predictions for Alloy 690 based on a factor of
improvement (FOI). Distinct FOIs are applied for predicting crack initiation times and growth
rates; furthermore, distinct FOIs are applied at the different locations shown in Figure A-3,
resulting in four distinct FOIs:

• The FOI for initiation in wrought Alloy 690 material compared toAlloy 600 material

• The FOI for initiation in Alloy 52/152 weld material compared to Alloy 182 material and
Alloy 690 HAZ material compared to Alloy 600 material

• The FOI for growth rates ofcracks in wrought Alloy 690 material compared to that in Alloy
600 material

• The FOI for growth rates ofcracks in Alloy 52/152 weld material compared to that in Alloy
182 material and growth rates ofcracks Alloy 690 HAZ material compared to that in Alloy
600 materiaP"*

The use ofthe same FOI for the Alloy 690 HAZ and weld material was aconservative modeling choice given the
general concern for potentially elevated crack growth rates in the base metal HAZ in comparison to that for bulk
Alloy 690 base metal.
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In recognition of theuncertainty associated with FOI values, various FOI sets areapplied for
different cases in this study. Two primary setsof FOIs are considered in significant detail while
other variations are included as comparative cases. The first primary set of FOIs uses 1 for
initiation inall materials, 20 forgrowth in wrought Alloy 690materials, and 10 for growth in
Alloy 690 HAZ and Alloy 52/152 weld material (Case 4). The second primary setof FOIs uses I
for initiation in all materials, 10 for growth in wrought Alloy 690materials, and 5 forgrowth in
Alloy 690 HAZ and Alloy 52/152 weld materials (Case 2). The conservative basis for the use of
these FOIs is described in Section 3.

Table B-10 provides a full summary of the FOI inputs for the cases considered in B.3.2.3, each
of which isassigned a number. Note that each unique case in this report is assigned a two
character identifier with the first character (letter) identifying the inspection interval and the
second character(number) identifying the FOI case (per Table B-10).

Table B-10

Summary of FOI Case Inputs

FOI Set \
Identifieri Description

—T"

U
jGro^h i_

Wrought |Weld & HAZj
Initiation FOI

Wrought IWeld"&~HAZ
1 1 Growth FOIl '̂̂ \

A600 L(EfiectiveliiA600 RPVHPNij
1 1 ' 1 1 1 1

1

2 , Growth FOI 10/5 1 10 • 5 "
1 1

1 I 1
1

3 1 Growth FOI 10/5

Initiation FOI 5/5

1

1
10

1 1

1 5 1 5 1 5

n

4 '
1

Growth FOI 20/10

- r

1

1
20 ! 10 1 1 1 1

1

5 1
Growth FOI 20/10

Initiation FOI 5/5

1

1

1

1

20 1 10 1 5 1 5

6 1 Growth FOI 100/10 100 1 10 '
1 1

1 I 1
1

7 1 Growth FOI 100/10

Initiation FOI 10/10

1

1
100

1 1

1 10 1

' L

10 1 10
1

Notes:

1. Duration of time loop sub-cycle (AO is 1/12yearfor thiscase.

B.2.6 Inputs for Model Sensitivity Cases

In addition to studies investigating different inspection intervals and different assumed FOIs,
several other sensitivity cases are studied to understand the sensitivity ofpredicted leakage and
nozzle ejection risks (and dependent conclusions) to less substantiated inputs or key model
assumptions. Relevant cases presented in Section B.9.3 and Figure B-38 ofMRP-335 Rev. I [30]
that demonstrated a significant effect on the predicted risk are repeated in this report along with
otherstudies predicted to causesignificant differences.
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Table B-11 provides a listing of the basecase inputs compared with those of the sensitivity
cases. The identifier for the model sensitivity cases consists ofan "M" and a reference number.
Thesensitivity case identifiers are appended to the inspection schedule and FOI set identifier
(e.g., B2-M3 is the third sensitivity case applied with inputs otherwise equivalent to the B2 base
case).
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Table B-ll

Summary of Alloy 690 Sensitivity Case Inputs

Case Distrib. i Base Case Sensitivity

Number Description Parameter Units Parameter ' Value Case Value

Ml Increased Reactor Head NuiTri)er ofoperating cycles Nondim i 20 30

Lifetime 1

M2 Reduced Operatbig T op Jvlonnaj^ _ Normal

Temperature Operating temperature nwanj _~_6J3_ _ ~600"_ _
stdevi 5 ~ "5"

f^J_ 583 570_ _
max, ~ 643 630~ ~

M3 Earlier Time to First ' 1 EDY tipei Normal Normal

Initiation Time at which feihire fraction mean' ^827_ _ 0.1654

F| is reached
nli^^_ "0T405 "o.osT ~

maxi 1.690 0.338

M4 More Rapid Acceleration Pfta« Nondim Normal Noimal

ofMuh^le Initiations Afler WeibuD slopeforPWSCC _ _2.0 _ _ _ _ 3.0

First Initiatbn muhiple fbw bitiation stdevi ~ "b.s " "a5
mini 1.0 1.0

max 5.0 6.0

M5 Correlated Initbtion and P Nondbn 1 0.0

00
d

•

Growlh Correlation coefGcfent for
1

1

PWSCC initiation and 1

propagation ofall cracks in 1

1

Pheal Nondim 1
0.0 -0.8

Correlation coefficbnt for 1
1

PWSCC initiation and
1

1

propa^tbn ofall cracks in 1

M6 Decreased Maximum UT Pmax.UT Nondim
i

0.95

POD Maximum probability of 1

1

275M7 Deci«ased Critical Flaw ^cirv.cnl degrees 1
300

Size Critical flaw angle fornozzle 1

j

0.0 9.0
M8 MRP-55 Crack Growth ^ iih.lieal MPa-m°^ 1

Rate Model Parameters K| Stress intensity &ctor
1

1

1

"Aral
(nVsy 1

1
1.97E-I3 1.34E-12

Flawpropagation rate (MPa-m° V
equation power law constant 1

1
1

1.16
heal

Nondim 1 1.6

Flawpropagatbnrate 1

1

equationpower lawexponent 1

1
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B.2.7 Inputs for Benchmarking Cases

The probabilistic RPVH model published in MRP-105 [6] in 2004 is a key part ofthe technical
basis for the current set of inspection requirements for RPVHs with Alloy 600 nozzles. Thus, a
benchmarking exercise was performed comparing the model developed for this study ofRPVHs
with Alloy 690 nozzles versus the model published in MRP-105. The benchmarking exercise
provides continuity between the MRP-105 technical basis and the present study, and provides a
measure of validation of the current model.

In order toconfirm that the two models produced similar results for similar inputs, the
benchmarking cases are chosen to correlate as closely as possible to the values in MRP-105. The
caseschosen are Case 11 and Case 19 in Table8-1 of MRP-105, which correspond to heads
operating at 600°F and 580''F (316°C and 304°C), respectively, and inspected by UT roughly
every 4 EDY. The key inputs common tothe models were matched:

• The scheduling of inspections in EFPY

• Operating and reference temperatures for the model

• Basic nozzle dimensions

• Initiation Weibull parameters (head initiation model)

• Correlation between distributed parameters for initiation and growth submodels

• UT probabilityofdetection

Per the practice ofMRP-105, the probability ofdetection for successive UT inspections was
treated independently (i.e., zero correlation ofthe POD for successive examinations ofthe
same flaw). In addition, the UT POD curve in Figure B-I3 is scaled by 80% to simulate the
incomplete inspection coverage modeled in MRP-105.

• Stress intensity factor and crack growth rate for circumferential through-wall cracking
The bounding uphill and downhill SIF values for the MRP-105 cases are used. These are
found in Figures 3-12 and 3-13 ofMRP-105. In addition, the factor to account for the
possibility ofhigher stress intensity factors was not applied (i.e., it was set to one), and the
factor accounting for the possibility ofincreased crack growth rate due to concentration of
primary water in the nozzle annulus was not applied (i.e., it was also set to one). In the base
case runs ofthis study, these factors result in increased rates ofgrowth ofthe through-wall
circumferential flaws assumed to be produced immediately after leakage occurs.

In addition to the items above, all FOls aresetto one to model the behavior of Alloys
600/82/182. The inputs to these cases that differ from the Alloy 600 base case are shown in
Table B-12. Some component loading, initiation, growth, and examination submodels and inputs
differ between the benchmarking cases in this report and the cases in MRP-105. These
differences arise from systematic differences in the detailed modeling approaches ofthe two
reports and are discussed along with the results in Section B.3.3.3.
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TableB-12

Summary of Inputs Representing MRP-10S [6] Benchmarking Cases

Parameter

Number ofrealizations

CF

Plantcapac^ fector
Cicfeduration

Number ofcycles
ilsl

Cycle of(irstUT inspection
icyc

_UJ insgectkm mtemi _
icycBMV

BMV inspection interval

Operatingtemperature

Number ofPenetrations

_ ^j™ss_ _
~ ~OD

Nozzle outer diameter

' head

_ ileactoiJi^d_thici™ss
Incidence ai^s for penetrations

Standard error in bitercept of linearizBd
WeibuUSt

t,

Tone at whicii feihire Section F /

reached on RPVPNs

B-36

Units

Nondim

Nondim

_Yeare _
Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

Nondim

- 7f~ '

Nondrni

m

m

m

degrees

In(EDY)

EDY

Distrib. I Alloy 600 Base
Parameter ' Case Value

_type'
meaiiy
stdevi

min'

max.

I

I

4.

l.OE+06

0.92

2.0

~20
I

1

1 afterSEDY

Nomal

613~ '
5_

583

643

*89"

0.0158

0.1016

0.752

^ei dis(^tejst
avera^i 34J

mm

maX|_

^
meanjirode)^

stdev)

max

_0.0_
56j"_

'oTi66'

Normal

0.827

seeffj.

0.405

1.690

IVIRP-105

Case 11/19

_1.0Ej^6
1.6b ~

"15/26
6/18~

2/6

No BMV

Nonral_
"eoo'sso

_5
570/550"
630^ ^iq_'

69~

0.0157

0.1016

0.168 '

<^is^te]Bt_
28^
0_,0_

_~43^ _
See/1

Triai^Mbr

(_3-550)_ _

2.546

4.953
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TableB-12

Summary of inputs Representing MRP-105 [6] Benclimari<ing Cases (Continued)

Parameter

P
WeibuUsbpefbr PWSCC

flaw initiatbn

Qi
ActivationEiwrgy for

Initiation

P ueld

Correlation coeflScient for

PWSCC initiation and

propagation ofallcracks in

_ - Alloy 182/8^ wejd_ _
P heal

Correbtion coeflScfent for

PWSCC initationand

propagation ofallcracks in
AJloj;60()

ao

Initial depthassigned to
newly initiated flaw

^ cin.mull
Circumferential throu^-waU

crack AT curve mult^lier

C circ.muU

Circumferentialthrough-wall

crack environmental &ctor

Units

Nondim

IcJ/mole

Nondim

Nondim

m

Nondim

Nondim

Distrib. I
Parameter •

Alloy 600 Base

Case Value

_

Normal

mean^ T.393
stdevi 0.078

min' 0.924

11

'"i'

1.862

_

Normal
mean' 184.23

stdev^ 12.82

mini 107.32

maxl 261.13
1

0.00

0.00

^ei Log-^Jonml
linearji^
linear a

-

Jog-nomi jii_
_bgMTqrmjtjj^

L 11%
maxi

_8.44E-04_ _ ^

-7.14

'_a35
_5.00E-04
_0.oT58_'

JTriangular
_ _l^~ \

i.o"'

MRP-105

Case 11

(^nstant
" ~3.0" '

Consent

209

-0.80

-0.80

Normal

5ib&03_
~1.30E-04~

_ J ooe-04" j.oo^oi "5^0&04_
o.olsi'

C^nst^t_
iTo"'

Jyge'
mode

'4-

mini

max' 2.0

_ _

Triangular
model 1.0

mini 1.0

max 2.0

Constant_
1.0
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Table B-12

Summary of Inputs Representing MRP-105 [6] Benchmarking Cases (Continued)

\ Distrib. 1 Alloy 600 Base ' MRP-105

Parameter Units 1 Parameter | Case Value i Case 11

P max.UT Nondim
1 1

0.95 '
1

0.76

Maximum probability of 1 1 1

detectbn for UT inspectbn 1 1 1

P insp.UT 1 Nondim
1 1

1 1
0.50 1 0.00

Correlation coefficient for 1

successiveUT inspections 1 1 1

Defined coordinates for Nondim
1 1

1 1
(0.2,0.80) 1 (0.2,0.64)

fevorabte UT POD curve Ph.i.ut)^^ 1

Nondim 1 H.2.UT' 1 (0.4,0.95) , (0.4,0.76)

^ . Ph.2.Ut)^_
1

Defined coordinates for Nondim ' (a/tu.uT'^ (0.4,0.65) 1 (0.4,0.52)

unfavorable UT POD curve 1 Pli.ut)\
1

_ 1

Nondim ' L2.UT' '
1 1

(0.7,0.90) 1
1

(0.7,0.72)

1 P L2.Ut) I
1

1

B.3 Probabilistic IModel Results

This section presents the results generated by the probabilistic model introduced in Appendix A
using inputs specified in Section B.2. This section is organized as follows:

• Section B.3.1 provides a results overview.

• Section B.3.2 provides detailed comparisons ofpredictions for Alloy 600 and Alloy 690
RPVHs; cases with varying inspection schedules; and case with varied assumed FOIs.

• Section B.3.3 provides model validation studies including sensitivity cases, convergence
analysis, and benchmarking,

B.3.1 Overview of Results

B.3.1.1 Interpreting Results

First, the reader is directed toSection B. I,which catalogues the main model simplifications and
assumptions in view ofwhich all results should be interpreted. Other important considerations
when interpreting results are given below.

Relative versus absolute coraparlson: Because various assumptions and simplifications are
involved in the development ofthe integrated probabilistic model, the absolute magnitudes of
predicted risks may include substantial biases. However, these biases are expected to be largely
similar (in magnitude and direction) across cases. Accordingly, the more vital conclusions are
drawn from the relative differences between risks predicted for different cases (e.g., between the
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risks presented for a head with Alloy 600 RPVHPNs inspected per N-729-1 and a head with
Alloy 690 RPVHPNs inspected under a modified inspection interval).

Convergence and precision of results: Ejection frequencies for certain cases are below the
statistical convergence achieved with Monte Carlo simulation, i.e., the number ofMonte Carlo
realizations in some cases is not sufficient to provide precision within theabsolute value of the
predicted frequency. To help stabilize results and toprovide added conservatism, cycles for
which zero ejections are predicted across all Monte Carlo realizations (i.e., null results) are
replaced with a total of0.5 ejections. To further help assess convergence of results, ejection
versus time plots generally include annotation to indicate a frequency below which results are
not well-converged. '̂ Finally, convergence analyses ofSection B.3.3.2 may be consulted to
better understand the precision of results.

Time-varying risks: It is important toconsider the time-varying characteristics of risks, in
addition to the time-averaged risks, inorder to understand how concentrated the risk may beover
particular spans oftime and ifthere are particular cycles with considerably higher risk. Averaged
statistics such as AEF do not provide information about riskconcentrations or trends, e.g.,
increasing rates of leakage orejection between initial start-up and first inspections due tosome
physically limiting incubation period for PWSCC initiation and growth. To address this, plots
demonstrating ILF or lEF versus time are generally provided throughout this results section;
furthermore, maximum incremental risksare reported in the summarized results in the next
subsection.

Per head versus per penetration risks: Unless otherwise specified, the results presented in this
appendix are given on a penetration frequency per head basis. That is events are counted for each
independently simulated penetration. This is contrasted with a head frequency basis where only
the first leaking penetration and the first ejected nozzle are counted for each head.

Case naming conventions: Each case presented in this section isassigned a two character
identifier with the first character, a letter, identifying the inspection interval from Table B-7 and
the second character, a number, identifying the FOI case from Table B-IO. Table B-13 provides a
matrix denoting the combinations of inspection schedule and FOIs that are represented by cases
in this appendix.

A numeric code appended to the case numbers described above indicates sensitivity test cases,
convergence tests, and benchmarking tests:

For sensitivity test cases that vary model parameters other than inspection timing and FOIs, a
second code ofthe form "M#" isappended, where the numeric value for "#"isdefined in
Table B-11.

For numerical integration convergence tests, a second code ofthe form "N#" isappended,
where the numeric value for "#" quantifies the number of integration time steps per year used
to simulate PWSCC growth and crack transitioning.

"Given the extremely rare instances ofmultiple ejections on the same head, the frequency ofejection statistic can
be thought ofas a Bernoulli random variable with avery low probability ofoccurrence that is estimated via Monte
Carlo simulation. The convergence ofthe Monte Carlo estimate is therefore assessed with the central limit theorem
applied to the binomial distribution. Based on this approximation, at least 10 instances ofejection are required to
givereasonable convergence (±30% relative standard error).
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• For Monte Carlo convergence tests, a second code of the form "P#" is appended, where the
numeric value for quantifies the number of independent runs ofthe Monte Carlo
simulation that are used to develop convergence statistics.

• For benchmarking tests, a secondcode of the form "Q#" is appended, where the numeral for
quantifies the case number in MRP-105 against which benchmarking is performed.

Furthermore,to simplify presentation of the results in this section without having to refer back to
Table B-10 frequently, a naming convention for distinguishing FOIs is used;

FOI Identifer =

whereg indicates growth FOIs and / indicates initiation FOIs. is applied to the wrought
nozzle material (with respect to the Alloy 600 predictions), and is applied to the HAZ
nozzle material (with respect to the Alloy 600 predictions) and the weld material (with respect to
the Alloy 182 predictions). For example,glO/5 i2/l indicates a growth FOI of 10on the wrought
material and of 5 on the HAZ and weld material with an initiation FOI of2 on the wrought
material and of 1 on the HAZ and weld material.

TableB-13

Matrix of Cases Presented in this Appendix (See Tabie B-7 and Tabie B-10 for the lUeaning
of Case Identifiers)

%

g-

Case

Number

A600

(N-729-1)

A

B

D

A600

I

I

I

I

-|

X '
I

r"

I

I

X

X

X

_ X

FOI Set Identifier

I

I X
J

I

1 X

X

Note: Solid fill indicates base cases Irom which all other cases are derived.
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B.3.1.2 Full Set of Results

Table B-14 presents the results for all the cases described in this report. It includes the base
cases, FOI variation cases, inspection variation cases, and model validation cases. The
benchmarking case results are included but are intended only for comparison with MRP-105
results.

Figure B-14presents the firstAlloy690 basecase (B2)and its associated variations; results are
presented as AEFs standardized to reflect their variation relative to the base case. Similarly,
Figure B-15 presents the second Alloy 690 base case (D4) and itsassociated variations. Across
all cases, the cases withthe greatest average risksofnozzle ejection reflect an Alloy 600 hot
head withan inspection interval of two RFOsfor BMVand ten or more RFOs for UT (in
contrast with essentially every RFO for an Alloy 600 hot head per N-729-1).

The subsequent subsections further analyze these results.
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Table B-14

Summary of All Case Results

FOI on Inspection Interval I
I

'other

I

I
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c]
'C4
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B.3.2 Main Results

This section presents detailed results for many ofthe cases summarized in the previous section.
Section B.3.2.1 presents the two Alloy 690 base cases and contrasts their risk predictions against
those ofthe Alloy 600 base case. The following subsections then examine the effect ofchanging
the inspection intervals assumed for the base cases (Section B.3.2.2) and changing the FOI
values assumed for the base cases (Section B.3.2.3).

B.3.2.1 Base Cases

Using the inputs specified in Sections B.2.1 through B.2.5, results were generated for the base
cases of an Alloy 600 head inspected perN-729-1 and twoAlloy 690 heads.

Comparisons ofthe lEF and ILF versus time for all three base cases over the expected RPVH
service period (40 years; 36.8 EFPY) are provided in Figure B-16 and Figure B-17.-®
Alloy 600/82/182 Base Case (Case A600)

The Alloy 600 base case is generated by setting all FOI values to 1and performing inspections in
accordance with N-729-1 for a head with penetration nozzles fabricated with Alloy 600/82/182.

Leakage predictions for the Alloy 600 base case indicate that the Incremental likelihood of
leakage increases rapidly over the first ten years ofoperation before essentially leveling out. The
deceleration and eventual decline in the rateof leakage is believed to occur because the
penetrations with the highest PWSCC susceptibility (i.e., earlier sampled initiation times; higher
sampled growth rates) have already begun to leak orhave been repaired.

As with leakage, the lEF remains level after about 10 years with the use ofboth BMV and UT
inspections every outage.

The cumulative probability ofhaving any nozzle ejections on a given head ispredicted tobe
1.9E-3 at the end of40 years—an AEF of5.1E-5 penetrations per year per head. This cumulative
probability is consistent with the absence ofany PWSCC-related ejection incidences in Alloy
600 PWR top heads todate. The cumulative probability ofany leakage occurring on a given
head is predicted to be 79%—an ALF of0.20 new leaking penetrations per head per year. This
result supports the conservative nature ofthe modeling assumptions made. Adetailed assessment
oftop head Alloy 600 nozzle experience for U.S. PWRs [54] shows that there have been no
reports ofnozzle leakage for times subsequent to the time that all nozzles were first examined by
non-visual NDE. Inother words, all the cases of reports of top head nozzle leakage occurred
prior to the time that the head was placed into a program ofperiodic in-service non-visual
examinations of all nozzles.

Alloy 690/52/152 Base Case with Growth FOI of10/5 and UT Interval of20 years (Case B2)
The base case with a growth FOI of 10 onthe wrought material and 5 on the weld and HAZ
material (gIO/5 i1/1) demonstrates, from arelative risk standpoint, that the higher resistance to
PWSCC growth—although conservative in comparison to best estimates for FOIs based on most

^*The low constant values of lEF for early operation in the Alloy 690 cases are artifacts ofassuming a minimum
of0.5 ejections across all head realizations for each cycle and represent the minimum resolution ofthe ejection risk
statistic.
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laboratory studies (seeSection 3)—supports extending the UT inspection interval to 20 years.
Table B-15 presents the results of this base caseandthevariations thereof.

The cumulative probability of having any nozzle ejections ona given head ispredicted to be
2.4E-4 at the end of40years—an AEF of 6.2E-6 penetrations per year per head. The cumulative
probability ofany leakage occurring on a given head is predicted tobe69% —an ALF of0.20
new leaking penetrations perhead peryear. That isanAEF more than eight times lower than the
Alloy600case and an ALF that is roughly equivalent.

Atthe time of UT inspection scheduled at20years (18.4 EFPY), there isa marked decline in the
leakage frequency and a sharp decline in the ejection rate for the subsequent cycles penetration
repairs. As predicted in Section B.3.2.3, lower maximum incremental frequencies are safely
maintained with the 20year UT inspection interval with the selection of initiation and growth
FOIsthatare moreappropriate relative to laboratory data (see Case B5).

Alloy 690/52/152 Base Casewith Growth FOI of 20/10 and UT Inspections in 40Years
(Case D4)

The base case with a growth FOI of 20 on the wrought material and 10 on theweld and HAZ
material (g20/l0 il/l) demonstrates, from a relative risk standpoint, that the higher resistance to
PWSCC growth—consistent if notconservative with respect to theaverage consensus across
laboratory studies—support extending the UT inspection interval to 40years. Table B-16
presents the results of this base case and the variations thereof.

The cumulative probability of having any nozzle ejections on a given head ispredicted to be
1.1E-4 at the end of40years—an AEF of 3.1E-6 penetrations per year perhead. The cumulative
probability ofany leakage occurring on a given head is predicted to be 56%—an ALF of0.15
new leaking penetrations per head per year. That isan AEF that is a factor ofalmost 17 less than
the Alloy 600case and an ALF that is approximately 30%lower.

Comparing the two Alloy 690 base cases, the leakage frequency is not changed substantially by
varying the inspection interval and growth FOL This is believed to result from the assumptions
that UT examinations do not detect part-depth flaws in theweld material and that flaws are
equally likely to initiate atany nozzle location. Consequently, it is typical for more than 90% of
leakage events to occur due toa flaw inthe weld material growing to the weld root.

It is noted that the leakage predictions for Alloy 690 base cases are inconsistent with operational
experience in which zero instances ofleakage through Alloy 690 have occurred. In Section
B.3.2.3, it isshown that taking credit for a moderate FOI on initiation significantly affects the
leakage frequency to bring the probability of leakage into better agreement with current
operating experience.
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B.3.2.2 Varying Inspection Intervals

Variations in inspection interval are simulated for both of the base cases presented in B.3.2.1.
Thecurrent N-729-1 examination requirements areevaluated inaddition to extensions of both
the BMV and UT examination intervals. The lEF and ILF versus time for various the inspection
intervals from the B2 base case (glO/5 il/1) arepresented inFigure B-18 and Figure B-20,
respectively. The lEF and ILF versus time for various inspection intervals from the D4 base case
(g20/I0 il/I) are presented in Figure B-I9 and Figure B-2I, respectively. Remarks and
conclusions are provided below.

For both of the Alloy 690 base cases, a variation with BMV inspections every three RFOs (i.e.,
6 calendar years) was evaluated. There was negligible change in the ALF because BMV
inspections do not detect part-depth flaws. The modified B2 run produced a 22% increase in
AEF relative to the base case (achange equivalent to 3%of theAlloy 600 base case AEF), and
the modified D4case resulted in a similarchange to the AEF. Even for the B2case with BMV
inspections every 6years, the AEF remains a factor ofabout 7 lower than that for the Alloy 600
case.

A - Alloy 690 with Inspections per N-729-1

This case models inspections atthe intervals specified by current N-729-1 requirements for
nozzles and weldsfabricated from PWSCC resistant material. Fora refueling cycleof 24
months, this corresponds to BMV examinations every 4 years and UT examinations every 10
years. Applied with FOIs representative ofAlloy 690, this inspection regime is predicted to be
orders ofmagnitude more conservative than the Alloy 600 RPVs examined in accordance with
N-729-1, as measured by probability of ejection.

Inspection scheduling per N-729-1 decreases the predicted AEF by over 95% relative to each of
the Alloy 690 base cases. For assumed growth FOIs ofg20/10 and glO/5, performing UT
inspection in accordance with N-729-1 results in an AEF over the 40-year head service period
that is less than 1% ofthat predicted for Alloy 600 heads inspected per N-729-1. This is
considered excessive given that the base cases with extended UT inspection intervals already
predicted lower ejection risks than the Alloy 600 base case by aconsiderable margin.
Inspection scheduling per N-729-1 results in an ALF that is 16% and 48% less than the Alloy
600 base case for the glO/5 and g20/10 growth FOI assumptions, respectively.

B- Alloy 690 witii UT Exams Every 10 RFOs

This case (B4) considers the extension ofthe UT inspection interval requirement from 10 to 20
years, under the assumed FOI set ofg20/10. Relative to case A4, which simulates inspection in
accordance with N-729-1, this case predicts a twofold increase in AEF. However, this predicted
AEF is stillover500 times lessthan that predicted for the Alloy 600 base case.

The corresponding inspection case for glO/5 is covered as base case B2 in Section B.3.2.1.

C- Alloy 690 with BMV Exams Every 5 RFOs and UT Exams Every 10 RFOs
This case simulates anextension of the BMV inspection interval to ten years and anextension of
the UT inspection interval to 20 years. This case is used to examine the importance ofthe BMV
inspection interval through comparison with the inspection schedule Bcases (which use the same
UT inspection interval, but with a BMV interval ofevery four years).
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Under the assumed FOI set ofglO/5, the predicted AEF approximately doubles when the BMV
interval isextended from every 2 cycles toevery 5 cycles. The resulting AEF isstill over four
times less than that predicted for the Alloy 600 base case. Under the assumed FOI set ofg20/10,
no statistical change is predicted.

The leakage prediction isnot affected in this case because BMV inspections are not able to
detect part-depth flaws.

D - Alloy690 Case with No UT Exams over 40 Years

This case (D2) considers delaying the UT inspection interval requirement until after 40 years,
under the assumed FOI setof g10/5. Relative to case B2, which simulates inspection at20years,
this case predicts a factor ofapproximately 16 increase in AEF. This predicted AEF isabout two
times greater than that predicted for the Alloy 600 base case. The predicted ALF is also greater
than that predicted for the Alloy 600 base case.

Consequently, in this case, relying solely on BMV inspections every other refueling outage is
considered insufficient from a relative risk perspective. However, this case gives no credit to
lower susceptibility toPWSCC initiation (i.e., itassumes the same rate of initiation observed in
Alloy 600 heads). Furthermore, the assumed growth FOI set ofglO/5 is considered low in
comparison to most laboratory CGRtestingdata.

The corresponding inspection case for g20/10 iscovered asbase case D4 in Section B.3.2,1.
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on Base Case 82)
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Incremental Frequency of Leakage vs. Timefor Different Inspection Regimes (Variations
on Base Case D4)

B.3.2.3 Varying Factors of Improvement (FOI)

This section explores the impact of varying assumed FOIs for initiation and growth in Alloys
690/52/152 relative to Alloys 600/182. The FOIs for the various cases presented inthis section
are defined in Table B-10. The lEF and ILF versus time for all cases with the type B inspection
intervals (UT inspection every 20 years; BMV inspection every 4 years) are presented in Figure
B-22 and Figure B-24, respectively, while all cases with type D inspection intervals (UT
inspection every 40 ormore years; BMV inspection every 4 years) are presented in Figure B-23
and Figure B-25, respectively. AEF results are contrasted against the results ofthe associated
basecase (i.e., cases B2 or D4) in Figure B-14 and Figure B-15.

FOI sets I, 2,4, and 6 consider the effect of changing growth FOIs on the risk of leakage and
ejection. FOI sets 3,5,and 7consider the effect ofchanging initiation FOIs; results ofthese
cases can be respectively compared to results for FOI sets 2,4, and 6 todemonstrate the effect of
taking credit for PWSCC initiation resistance in Alloy 690/52/152.

The following general conclusions are drawn by investigating all different FOI cases:

• Increasing the initiation FOI decreases the leakage frequency by a factor slightly larger than
the change in FOI.

• Increasing the initiation FOI decreases the frequency ofejection by a factor on the same
order as the change in FOI.

• Increasing the growth FOI typically decreases the ejection frequency by a factor much larger
than increasing the initiation FOI.
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• Increasing the growth FOl on weld and HAZ material modifies the leakage frequency bya
factor less than the change in FOI.

• However, increasing the growth FOI forwrought material beyond more than double thatof
the weld and HAZ material does not substantially alter the leakage frequency. This suggests
that leakage frequencies may begoverned bycracking near adverse material conditions (e.g.,
HAZ,weld dilutionzones, excessivecold work) and that further improved bulk nozzle
material may notsignificantly limit leakage frequency ifother susceptible locations are not
also improved.

1 - Alloy 690 Base Case with a FOI ofgl/1 il/1

This case considered the Alloy 690base cases with a FOI of oneat all locations. Effectively, this
simulates an Alloy 600 RPVH with inspection intervals extended to durations permissible for
Alloy 690 RPVHs. Consequently, risks aresignificantly greater than those of the base cases.

These cases are theonly cases thatpredict an average of more than twoejections foreach head
with at least one ejected penetration nozzle.

The results of thisparticular case are purely hypothetical and areonlyrelevant as points of
comparison in this study. These cases are not expected to be applicable toany scenarios
encountered in practice.

2 - Alloy 690 Base Case with a FOI ofglO/5 il/1

These cases compare the use of a growth FOI of g10/5 against nogrowth FOI (i.e.. Alloy 600).
Assuming UT inspection at 20years, the AEF is reduced bythree orders of magnitude, sufficient
to provide an AEF that is factor ofeight lower than the Alloy 600 base case. Assuming no UT
inspection, the AEF is reduced by two orders of magnitude, but remains a factor of two greater
than that predicted for the Alloy 600 base case. The ALF for both inspection schedules is
comparable to (within 15% relative to) the Alloy 600 base case.

3 - Alloy690 Base Case with a FOI of glO/5 i5/5

Thesecases take somemodestcredit(i5/5) for reduced PWSCC initiation susceptibility of Alloy
690 materials with the also modest credit (glO/5) for reduced PWSCC growth susceptibility.

These cases arecharacterized bydramatically lower leakage frequencies when compared against
their base cases, which give nocredit to initiation improvement. Specifically, increasing the
initiation FOI from I to 5 decreases the predicted ALF by a factor of approximately seven.

Since leakage is a prerequisite for ejection (as modeled in this report), the ejection risk was
expected to be reduced by a factor similar orgreater than the leakage improvement. In fact,
increasing the initiation FOI from 1to 5 decreases the predicted AEF by a factor ofabout nine.

4 - Alloy690 Base Case with a FOI of g20/10 il/1

These cases compare the use ofa growth FOI of g20/10 versus glO/5. Assuming UT inspection
at 20 years, the AEF is reduced by a factor ofabout 62; assuming no UT inspection, the AEF is
reduced by a factor ofabout 33. These are very significant benefits for an increase in the growth
FOI by only a factor oftwo. The rate of leakage isalso somewhat lower (e.g., between 30-40%
depending on the assumed inspection schedule).
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5 - Alloy 690 Base Case with a FOI ofg20/10 15/5

These cases take some modest credit for reduced PWSCC initiation susceptibilityof Alloy 690
materials with a more representative credit (g20/10) for reduced PWSCC growth susceptibility.

Again, these cases are characterized by dramatically lower leakage frequencies when compared
against their base cases, which give no credit to initiation improvement. Specifically, increasing
the initiation FOI from 1to 5 decreases the predicted ALF bya factor of approximately eight and
decreases the predicted AEF by a factor ofabout two or nine, depending onwhether UT
inspection is performed at 20 years or notperformed at all.

6 - Alloy 690 Base Case with a FOI of glOO/10 il/1

Thesecasesassume a FOI of 100 for PWSCC growth in Alloy690 wrought material in
comparison to Alloy 600. This FOI is applied for circumferential cracks growing above the J-
groove weld. This FOI is consistent with some laboratory testing ofAlloy 690 with limited cold
work (e.g., as received materials). Aconservative FOI of 10 for Alloy 690 HAZ and Alloy
52/152 ismaintained to evaluate how onlyincreasing the wrought Alloy 690 FOI affects leakage
predictions.

No ejections are predicted to occur in these cases and 100% ofleakage occurs through flaws in
the weld material.

Because leakage at the lower FOI cases with g20/10 is already predicted to occur
overwhelmingly (-95%) through cracks in welds, the increase in the FOI for growth in wrought
material does not substantially change the ALF.

7 - Alloy 690BaseCase with a FOI of glOO/10 ilO/10

These cases assume a FOI of 100 for PWSCC growth in Alloy 690 wrought material, a FOI of
10 in Alloy 690 HAZ and Alloy 52/152 weld material, and a FOI of 10 for initiation atall
locations on RPVHPNs fabricated with Alloy 690/52/152 materials.

As mentioned in conjunction with the previous cases, no ejections are predicted with a growth
FOI of 100 for wrought Alloy 690 material because itapplies to the growth ofcircumferential
cracks above the J-groove weld.

As with the previous set ofcases, 100% ofthe leakage ispredicted tooccur through the weld.
However, the addition of a FOI of 10 on multiple crack initiation leads to an ALF of 0.007 new
leaks per head per year. This is more than a factor of20 lower than the ALF for the base cases
(32 and D4).
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B.3.3 Model Validation Test Results

This section describes methods to validate earlier results includingthe investigationofmodeling
assumptions through sensitivity tests (Section B.3.3.1), convergence analyses (Section B.3.3.2),
and benchmarking studies (Section B.3.3.3).

B.3.3.1 General Sensitivity Test Cases

Various sensitivity cases with the RPVHPN probabilistic model were examined in order to
demonstrate the relative change inthe predicted results given one or more changes to modeling
assumptions. The inputs that vary for each case are presented in Table B-11 in Section B.2.6.

These results are presented in several forms:

• Comparisons ofpredicted AEFs relative tothe base case are presented in Figure B-14 for the
B2 base case (FOI glO/5; 20year UT inspection interval) and in Figure B-15 for the D4 base
case (FOI g20/10; 40 year UT inspection interval).

• Numerical results foreachsensitivity case are presented in Table B-15 and Table B-16 for
the B2 and D4 cases, respectively.

• The lEFand ILF versustime for model sensitivity testsof the B2 basecase are presented in
Figure B-27 and Figure B-29, respectively. The lEF and ILF versus time for model
sensitivity tests of the D4 base case are presented in Figure B-28 and Figure B-30,
respectively.

The results are further discussed below.

Case Ml - Increased Reactor Vessel Head Operating Period

This sensitivity case investigated the effect of a 20 year license renewal onthe results and
conclusions discussed in earlier sections. Under this condition, a UT investigation occurs at the
40-year mark for both the case with UT inspections every 20 years and the case with UT
inspections every 40 years. By increasing the reactor vessel head operating period, the PWSCC
degradation manifested toward the end ofthe 40 year cycle in the previously examined cases is
given additional time toprogress. The incremental results for this case are presented in Figure
B-26.

The increased operating period leads toa 21% increase in the AEF over the B2 base case (with
UT inspections every 20 years)—that corresponds toan increase from 2.4E-04 to 4.4E-04 in the
CPE in the head operating period. Similarly, the cumulative probability ofone ormore leaks on a
given head overitsoperating period increases from 69% to 86%.

For the slower growth ofthe D4-M1 case (g20/10), the UT examination at40 years causes the
lEF to decrease significantly. The increased operating period led toa 25% decrease relative to
the base case and the greatest maximum lEF is the last cycle before the UT inspection (the
cumulative probability of ejection occurring ona head only increases from 1.2E-4 to 1.3E-4 over
the last 20 years ofthe case). The ALF increases 20% relative to the D4 base case, and the
probability of leakage on the head increases from 56% to 78%.
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Case M2 - Reduced Operating Temperature

Reducing the head temperature from 613°F to 600°F (323°C to316°C) reflects that most Alloy
690 hot heads operate below 613°F (323°C), with a majority operating between 590°F and 600°F
(310°C to 316°C). The reduced temperature decreases the thermally activated PWSCC flaw
initiation andgrowth processes (i.e., through theArrhenius relation in the model).

Reducing thehead temperature leads toa more than tenfold reduction in AEF. Similarly, the
frequency of leakage isdecreased to less than halfits base case value.

Case M3 - Earlier Time to First Initiation

This case explored the shifting of the head initiation model toearlier times, compensating for the
fact that undetected cracks cannot be included to fit the initiation time model. Specifically, the
time estimated from data at which 1%of all RPVHs are expected to initiate PWSCC is reduced
by a factor of five.

The shorter time to initiation leads to a marked increase in the ALF for both cases (B2-M3 and
D4-M3^^) bya factor ofapproximately five. As a consequence, there isalso a roughly sevenfold
increase in the AEF. However, AEF for these sensitivity casesremain below the Alloy 600base
case and about a factor of four belowthe equivalentAlloy600 sensitivity case.

The average time to the first predicted ejection does not change by an appreciable amount from
the base case because the flaw growth rate is not modified and the unmodified initiation model
already predicted 1% initiation prior to the end of the first operating cycle (i.e., ejection is
limited by the minimum incubation time for significant PWSCC). However, once ejection risks
begin to manifest, they manifest athigher rates due to the greater number offlaws initiated early
in the modeled life of the RPVH.

CaseM4- More Rapid Acceleration of Multiple Initiations after First Initiation

Increasing the mean multiple flaw initiation slope from 2 to 3directly increases the rate atwhich
additional flaws initiate on a given head after the first flaw initiation. For instance, this would
correspond to a head with more uniform material condition and operating conditions across all
penetrations.

The increased multiple flaw initiation slope increases the average leakage and ejection rates by a
factor of two to three. As withthe case above exploring an earliertime to first initiation, average
time to the onsetof ejection risk is not altered significantly.

The results ofthis and the previous case suggest that the conclusions ofthis report hold for more
severe assumptions about PWSCC initiation in Alloy 690.

Case MS - Correlated Initiation and Growth

The concept ofcorrelating flaw initiation and flaw growth isbased on the expectation that
components and locations that are more susceptible to PWSCC initiation tend to have higher
flaw propagation rates, even after accounting for temperature and stress effects [14].

Fewer realizations of thiscasewere modeled thantheothercases. This is dueto dramatically increased runtimes
associated with trackinga muchgreaternumberof flaws.
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Adding this correlation between the initiation and growth models increased the AEF by an order
ofmagnitude for both cases (B2-M5 and D4-M5) and ALP by a factor of20% to 40%. The
resulting AEFs become roughly equivalent to those ofthe Alloy 600 base case (which assumes
no correlation). To address this, the Alloy 600 base case was rerun with the correlation, resulting
in threefold increase in ejection risk (maintaining a factor ofabout three over the Alloy 690
sensitivity cases). These results considered together are deemed acceptable because there is no
technical basis to assume that the relationship between initiation and growth inAlloy 690 would
be starkly different for Alloy 600. Therefore, the Alloy 690 cases still have a large risk margin in
comparison to analogous Alloy 600 cases.

Case M6 - Decreased Maximum UT POD

Decreasing the maximum probability ofdetection by UT examination reflects less effective
inspection capability and/or more gross error. In this case, the effect ofchanging the maximum
UT probability ofdetection from 95% to 90% is considered. Since this is a trivial sensitivity for
D4, the base case without UT inspection, the lower POD was applied tocase B4, which applies a
20-year UT interval and a growth FOI setofg20/l0.

Forall thecases, thesmall absolute change of the results relative to theconvergence limit means
the results arenotstatistically signiflcant (change of less than 20% in theAEF).

The results ofthis case suggest that the conclusions ofthis report hold even for marginally
poorer UT inspectability of Alloy 690 RPVHPNs.

Case M7 - Decreased Critical Flaw Size

In this study, the critical size is deceased from 300° to 275° to represent a more conservative
assumption about RPVHPN stability. Changing the critical flaw size has no effect on the leakage
probability, but rather reduces the threshold at which acircumferential crack is judged to cause
net section collapse.

Thedecreased critical flaw size leads to a roughly 70% increase in AEF with respect to theAlloy
690 base cases. The resulting AEFs are still well below the AEF associated with the Alloy 600
base case.

The results ofthis case suggest that the conclusions ofthis report hold even for a case with
compromised stability. It is noted that net section collapse calculations, specifically those of
MRP-110 Appendix D, predict negligibly different critical flaw thresholds for Alloy 600 and
Alloy 690 penetrations of the same geometry.

Case M8 - MRP-55 Crack Growth Rate Model Parameters

The Alloy 600 PWSCC growth model used in this report is based on MRP-55 CGR data, but is
fit assuming no stress intensity factor threshold for growth, which results in adifferent fitted
power law parameters. This sensitivity case examines the effect ofusing the MRP-55 CGR
parameters (i.e., the 50'" percentile power law coefficient, a9MPaVm stress intensity factor
threshold, and a stress intensity factor exponent of 1.16) to predict Alloy 600 growth rates
(which arethen adjusted by FOI to represent Alloy 690).

This modification tothe Alloy 690 growth model results in negligible changes to leakage
frequency predictions because weld flaws—the drivers ofleakage probability per the assumed
model—are unaffected. Thismodification results inslight reductions in theAEF (roughly 30%)
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due to the increased possibility that some very small initial flaws do notgrow or grow extremely
slowly.

The results of this case confirm that the modified CGR equation used in this report is more
conservative than the median MRP-55 curve.
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Figure B-29
Incremental Frequency of Leakage vs. Timefor Sensitivity Cases (Variationson Base Case
B2)
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Figure B-30
Incremental Frequencyof Leakagevs. Time for Sensitivity Cases (Variations on Base Case
D4)
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B.3.3.2 Convergence Tests

Two key modeling parameters affect the convergence ofthe probabilistic framework: the number
of Monte Carlo realizations and the number of flaw growth steps per year.

Monte Carlo Realization Convergence Analysis: The number ofrealizations affects the
convergence ofstatistical results, i.e., the precision ofstatistical results or the deviation between
independent cases that may be considered statistically significant.

The comparatively large number ofleaks that occur for agiven number ofrealizations leads to
rapid convergence of leakage statistics while the lower number ofejections (e.g., 1000 times less
frequent) necessitate more realizations. To investigate the convergence ofejection statistics, the
statistics reported from ten independent runs ofthe probabilistic framework with the same inputs
are analyzed together.

For larger FOls and more frequent inspection regimes, for which there are fewer ejections during
the head operating period, the convergence ofejection results is slower. Due to this variation in
convergence from case tocase, all three base cases are investigated for convergence.

Based on the results presented in Table B-17, 5E+06 realizations are sufficient to provide
converged statistics ofboth leakage and ejection for Alloy 690 cases while lE+06 realizations
are sufficient for the Alloy 600 base case.

Number ofGrowth Steps perYear Convergence Analysis: The number ofgrowth steps per
year determines the error ofthe discrete Euler integration approximation to the ordinary
differential equations defining crack growth and transitioning throughout the RPVH. More steps
per year provide more converged results. However, the number ofgrowth steps per year can
greatly increase thecomputational cost.

Convergence ofthe numerical integration is not assessed for singular realizations. Instead,
convergence analysis is performed by comparing the Monte Carlo statistics across runs with
different growth steps per year. The deviation in statistics between these runs helps quantify
convergence.

The required number ofgrowth steps per year varies depending on the average rate ofgrowth.
For instance, deterministic calculations for growth ofasingle crack indicate convergence is
achieved with longer integration time steps when a FOI of10 is applied. As such, all three base
cases are investigated independently for convergence.

MRP-335 Rev. 1determined that 12 growth steps per year provided sufficient convergence of
Monte Cario statistics for Alloy 600 RPVHs; Table B-18 shows that the Alloy 600 leakage and
ejection results in this report are accurate to within ±1% and ±10%, respectively, with 12 growth
steps per year.

Based on the results presented in Table B-19 and Table B-20, the use of4 growth steps per year
provides sufficient convergence for both Alloy 690 base cases. Due to the sometimes very low
rate ofejection in Alloy 690 components, precision is stated as aratio ofthe less accurate Alloy
690 case results and asa ratio ofthe Alloy 600 case results. The latter statistic isconsidered the
more critical toward conclusions made in this report.
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Also, a plot ofAEF versus the integration step size isprovided in Figure B-31. This plot
indicates thatbias due to lackof integration convergence is notsignificant and, at 4 growth steps
per year, isprobably outweighed by deviation between independent Monte Carlo realizations.

Table B-17

Summary of Monte Carlo Realization Convergence Case Results

I I Standard >
I Mean Across 10 ' Deviation Across 'Precision ofMean

Statistic I Trials \ 10 Trials [(2 *stdev / mean)
CaseA6OO-PI0 (lE+6^alizations)

Average Yearly Frequency ofLeakage on Head i 2.00E-0I ^ J2.04E-04 J
Cumulative Probability ofany Nozzle Ejection ' 1.92^03 i ' '̂2°-
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjection (0-0.5) i 5.05E-05 ' 1.05E-06 j 4.2%

Case B2-PI0 (5E+6 Realizations)

Average Yearly Frequency ofLeakage on Head j_ 1.96E-0I_ ' 1.64J^04 '
Cumulative Probabiiity ofai^ Nozzle Ejection _ i _ 2.44E-04 "[ 8!56t06 \_ _
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjection (0 =0.5) j" 6.33E-06 i 2.24E-07 i

Case D4-P10 ^^6 Realizations)_
Average YearV Frequency ofLeakage on Head | 1.^6E-^1 i L72^04 i__
Cumulative Probability ofNozzle Ejection j_ 1.15E-0^ | 5.55E-06 j 2.'̂ ^"-
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjection (0 =0.5) ' 3.12E-06 | 1.38E-07 i 8.8%

TableB-18

Summary of Integration Convergence Case Results for the Alloy 600Base Case
r
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I Absolute I Percent
Statistic I PifTcrence ' Diflerence

6to12Subsi^speryear(Caseji602-N6jo_A60^N12)
Avera^^^ljJ^requenc^ofl^^a^on_Head _ ^ '
Cumubtive Proba^bililj^ofany Noz^ Section i ^3.19^04 _
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjectbn ((r=^j)__j__jj;67E;06__|_^H6j^

12 to24Substepspe£year (C^_A60^N12toA600^24)
Av^geYrarly Fr^uen^ ofLeakage on Head i .''•2.39^03 _ 11:?°^ _
Cumulative Pjobabilityofan;^No^e_Ejecfcn ' _ '
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjectbn (0 =0.5) T +4.73E-06 ' +8.4%
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Table B-19

Summary of Integration Convergence Case Results for Case B2

^ I I Difference as
I Absolute ' Percent ' Percentof A600

I I

Statistic I Difference , DifTerence , Statistic
2 to 4 Substepsperyear (Case B2-N2 to B2-N4)

Average Yearly Frequency ofLealcage on Head i +2.89&03 _ I
Cumulative Probabflity ofany Nozzle Ejection ' +1.70E-05 i +7. l%_ i
Average ^arjy Frequency ofEjection (0 =^5) i +5.33E-07 ! +8.5% ! +1.0%

4 to8Substepsperyear(Case B2-rU^o^2-N8^
Average ^arly FrequetKyofJ^^^e on Head_ ' '
Cumulative Probabflity ofai^ Nozzle Section ' '
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjection(() =6!5) 1" +4.30E-07 i +6.4% i +0.8%

Table B-20

Summary of Integration Convergence Case Results for Case 04

I I DifTerence as

I Absolute ' Percent ' Percentof A600
I I

Statbtic " DifTerence ^ Difference , Statistic
2 to4Substepsperyear(Case D4-N2j0j>4-N4^

Average Yearly Frequency ofleakage on Head_ j_ _+2.27&03 _j t)-"- "L
Cumulative ProbabiFrty ofany Nozzie Section ' '
Average Yearly Frequency ofEjection (0 =0.5) i +2.78E-j7__]__^}]9^0%__|__+0j2i.

4to 8Subs^^^jear_ (CtaeD4-N4j0j)4-N8)
Average Yearly Frequency ofLepage on Head_ j ' I
Cumulative Probability ofany Nozzle Ejection ' _ +8.40E-06 _ | +6.^^ j
Average V^arly Frequency ofEjection ^ =0.5) T +2.43&07 i +7.3% I +0.5%
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Figure B-31
Average Ejection Frequency vs. Sub-Cycle Steps per Year

B.3.3.3 Benchmarking Cases

Theprobabilistic RPVH model published in MRP-105 [6] in 2004 is a key part of the technical
basis for the current set of inspection requirements for ^VHs with Alloy 600 nozzles. Thus, a
benchmarking exercise wasperformed comparing themodel developed for this study of RPVHs
with Alloy 690nozzles versus the model published inMRP-105. Thebenchmarking exercise
provides continuity between the MRP-105 technical basis and the present study, andprovides a
measure of validation of the current model.

Specifically, two cases presented in MRP-105 [6] are compared against simulations performed
using the probabilistic model presented in this report with inputs chosen toclosely match those
in MRP-105 (see Section B.2.7). Based onthe results presented inMRP-105, the statistic of
incremental ejection frequency (peryear) versus time is compared. Thisstatistic is compiled on a
per-head basis such that only the first instance of ejection iscounted perrealization. In MRP-
105, this statistic is presented in graphical form.

A graphical comparison of the results is presented in Figure B-32. The incremental probabilities
ofejection of the benchmarking cases show reasonable agreement with MRP-105 values. The
modeled UT inspections result incomparable reductions in lEF for MRP-105 and MRP-375
models. The degree ofdeviation between the results for the two models reflects the detailed
differences in the modeling approaches and assumptions.
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Deviation between tiie results of this report and MRP-105 arises from recognized differences in
the detailed model approximations and model inputs, several of which are noted below:

• MRP-105 assumes constant rate growth ofsurface flaws not based on any stress calculations
while this reportmore accurately bases part-depth crack growth on post-weld residual
stresses per FEA studiesand uses the influence coefficient method to determine the stress
intensity factors at cracks tips.

• While MRP-105 models flaw initiationat uphill and downhill locations, this report separately
models flaws originating on the nozzle ID, nozzle OD, and weld surfaces. Instead of
assuming incomplete examination coverage, this allows explicit modeling volumetric
inspections of the nozzlebasemetal without crediting detection of flaws located in the weld
material, resulting in examinations more characteristic of those performed in the field.

• BMV inspections are not modeled in the results presented in Figure B-32, but they are
modeled differently for the cases in which they are used in the respective reports. The POD
curve for BMV inspections in MRP-105 is characterized in terms of the initial interference fit
between the nozzle and reactor pressure vessel head as a means to consider the probable leak
rates. This studyusesa conservatively lowconstant POD value for BMV inspections
considering the lack ofdata to correlate such a relationship.
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Figure B-32
Comparison of Incremental Probability of Ejection Prediction with IMRP-IOS [6] Results
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